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UNITED STATES INTI;RHATIONAL TRADE coMM7ssION
Investigation No. 701-TA-298 (Preliminary)
FRESH, CHILLED, OR FROZEN PORK FROM CANADA

.

.,

Deterniiriation
On the basis of the re.cord !/ developed). in the subject investiga.tion~
the Comniiss'io·n determines, 21

pursuant to section 703 (a) of the· Tariff· Act of

1930 ci9 u.·s.c~. § 1671b'ca)). that the~e is

a r'e~sonable

indication that an'

industry in the ·united ·states is materi~lly injured.or. threatened with material
injury by reason of imports from.Canada of fresh, chilled, or ftozen po~k,
provided for in subheadings 0203.11.00, 0203.12.90, 0203.19.40, 0203.21.00,
0203.22.90, and 0203.29.40 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United
States, that are alleged to be subsidized by the Government of Canada.

I
Background
On January 5, 1989, a petition was filed with the Conunission and the
Department of Conunerce by the National Pork Producers Council (NPPC), Des
Moines, IA, and others, alleging that an industry in the United States is
materially injured by reason of subsidized imports of fresh, chilled, or frozen
pork from Canada.

Accordingly, effective January 5, 1989, the Conunission

instituted preliminary countervailing duty investigation No. 701-TA-298
(Preliminary).

11 The record is defined in sec. 207.2(i) of the Conunission's Rul!3s of Practice
and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(i)).
21 Acting Chairman Brunsdale and Conunissioner Cass determine that there is no
~easonable indication that an industry in the United States is materially
injured or threatened with material injury, or that the establishment of an
industry in the United States is materially retarded, by reason of imports from
Canada of fresh, chilled, or frozen pork that are alleged to be subsidized by
the Government of Canada. Conunissioner Lodwick did not participate in this
investigation.

QNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
2

Notice of the institution of the Conunission's investigation and of a
public conference to be held in connection therewith was given by posting
copies of the notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade
Conunission, Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal
Register of January 11, 1989 (54 F.R. 1014).

The conference was held in

Washington, DC, on January 26, 1989, and all persons who requested the
opportunit~

were

permitte~

to appear in person or by counsel.
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VIEWS OF

ECKES, COMMISSIONER ROHR,
AND COMMISSIONER NEWQUIST

COMMISSION~R

On the basis ·of the information gathered in this preliminary
investigation, we determine that there is a reasonable
indication that the domestic industry producing fresh, chilled,
or frozen pork is materially injured 1/ by reason of the
allegedly subsidized imports from Canada that are subject to
this investigation.
Like product
To determine whether a "reasonable indication of material
injury" exists, the Conunission must first.make threshold factual
determinations with respect to "like product" and "domestic
industry."

Section 771(4) (A) of the Tariff Act of 1930 defines

the relevant domestic industry as the "domestic producers as a
whole of a like product, or those producers whose collective
output of the like product constitutes a major proportion of the
total domestic production of that product." 2/

"Like· product"

i·s defined as " [a] product that is like, or in the absence of
like, most similar in characteristics and uses with the article
subject to investigation." 11

11 Conuniss·ioner Rohr determines that there is a reasonable
indicati.on that the domestic industry is materially injured or
threatened with material injury by reason of the subject
imports.
'2/ 19 U.S.C.

§

1677(4) (A).

u.s.c.

§

1677(10).

11 19

4

The "article subject to an investigation" is defined by the
scope of the investigation initiated by the Department of
Commerce.

In this investigation, the articles subject to

investigation are fresh, chilled, and frozen pork (pork).

~/

Specifically excluded from the scope of the investigation are
processed or otherwise prepared or preserved pork products such
as canned hams, cured bacon, sausage, and ground pork.
unprocessed pork clearly is most similar in
uses to the Canadian product.

~/

Domestic

characteristic~

and

Thus, we determine that

domestic pork is like pork from Canada.
Turning now to the composition of the like product, we note
that during the slaughtering operation, live swine are
inspected, stunned, bled, eviscerated, scalded, dehaired, and
partially decapitated.

The carcass is then generally split

along the spinal column and chilled.

~/

In this investigation, both parties assert that the
Commission should employ the same like product definition (i.e.
fresh, chilled, or frozen pork) as in the Commission's prior
~/

54 Fed. Reg. 5537 (Feb. 3, 1989).

Although evidence in the record indicates that the Canadian
product is perceived by some to be a higher quality and leaner
product than the U.S. product, Transcript of the Conference
(Tr.) at 59, 104; Post-Conference Memorandum of the Canadian
Meat council (CMC Memorandum) at 19, Attachment c at 3; PostConference Statement on Behalf of the Canadian Pork Council (CPC
Statement) at 5-6, Canadian pork and U.S. pork are essentially
the same. Report of the Commission (Report) at A-2-3.
·
Moreover, none of the parties in this investigation has asserted
that, as a result of leanness or quality considerations,
domestic pork is not like Canadian pork.

~/

~/

Report at A-8.
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determination involving Live Swine and Pork from Canada, Inv.
No. 701-TA-224 (Final), USITC Pub. 1733 (1985). 1.1

In light of

these assertions and the evidence of record in this
investigation, we determine that the appropriate like product is
fresh,· chilled, or frozen pork.
Definition of the domestic industry
Section 1326(a) of the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act
of 1988 (the 1988 Act) amends the statutory definition of
domestic industry to provide that in an investigation involving
a processed agricultural product produced from a raw product,
the p'roducers or growers of the raw agricultural product may be
considered part of the industry producing the processed product

Ir:

(1)· . there is a single continuous line of production from the

raw agricultural product to the processed product and (2) there
is a substantial coincidence of economic.interest between the·.
producers and growers and· the processors. a/
Single Continuous Line of Production
Section 771(4) (E) (ii) of the 1988 Act specifies that the
processed agricultural product shall be considered to be
11 Tr. at 71, 92~93; CMC Memorandum at 39. In Live Swine and
.fQLk, the Commission found that live swine and fresh, chilled,
or frozen pork constituted two distinct like products. USITC
Pub. 1733 at 4. This determination was based upon differences
in characteristics and uses between the products. The
Commission also found that the products are produced in
different facilities and that the packing operations (described
above) add substantial value by transforming the live animal
into pork. The Commission further found that the products sell
Ito different markets.

new§ 771(4) (E) (i) of the statute, to be codified at 19
U.S.C. § 1677 (4) (E) (i).

a/~

6

processed from a raw agricultural product through a single
continuous line of production if: (1) the raw agricultural
product is substantially or completely devoted to the production
of the processed product and (2) the processed product is
produced substantially or completely from the raw product.

~/

Petitioners assert that pork is processed through a single
continuous line of production because: "[t]here is absolutely no
other use for swine other than producing pork and . . . you
cannot get a pork chop from anything but a hog." .l.Q./
Respondents did not specifically address this issue.
We conclude that swine is primarily sold in only one market,
and the primary purpose of raising slaughter hogs is to produce
pork meat.

Accordingly, we determine as we did in Live Swine

and Pork, .l.l/ that the single continuous line of production
standard has been met.
Sµbstantial Coincidence of Economic Interest
With respect to the question of a substantial coincidence of
economic interest, the 1988 Act directs the Commission to
consider "relevant economic factors, which may include, in the

~/ ~new § 771(4) (E) (ii)
U.S.C. § 1677(4)(E)(ii) .

of the statute, to be codified at 19

.l.Q./ Tr. at 36; Petition for the Impos~tion of Countervailing
Duties on Pork from Canada (Petition) at 11-12.

l.l/ USITC Pub. 1733 at 6.

7

discretion of the Commission, price, added market value, or
other economic interrelationships . .

II

.12./

In Liye Swine and Pork, the Commission determined that there
was not the requisite integration of economic interest.

The

Commission stated:
Less than 5 ·percent of packing facilities are
owned by growers . . . Virtually none of the
grower facilities are owned by packers . . .
Further, the petitioners have conceded that the
prices for hogs are not linked by contract to
the prices received by the packers . . .
While the absence of a legal relationship
between growers and packers is not determinative
of the absence of economic integration, we are
unpersuaded by the petitioners' contention that
an integration of economic interest can be
reflected solely by a high price correlation
between live swine and fresh, chilled, or frozen
pork . . . We, therefore, cannot find that
growers should be included into a single
industry with packers producing pork. . . .l.l/
The record in this preliminary investigation reveals
essentially the same facts.

Few of the packing companies are

owned and operated by live swine growers.

Of these few

companies, most are cooperatives. 1.i/
The Parties' Arqµments
Petitioners contend that this second test is met in this
investigation by virtue of the fact that the price correlation
between hog and pork prices between 1984 and 1988 was between

· ill .s..e..e_ new § 771 (4) (E) (i) (II) of the statute, to be codified at
19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(E)(i)(II) .
.l.l/ USITC Pub. 1733 at 6-7 (citations omitted).

1.i/ Report at A-12-13; ~ Confidential memorandum from Fred
Rogoff to Randi Field dated February 10, 1989.

8

90.5% and 98.8% and because the meat packers add relatively
little value to the hog in the slaughtering process . .1..5./
Petitioners contend that the small amount of value added by the
pork packers is corroborated by "(1) the near identity of
unprocessed pork and live hog prices, as well as (2) the
close unprocessed pork and live hog

pric~

~

correlation." ll/

Petitioners assert that because of these economic factors, hog
producers are directly affected by changes in pork prices and,
therefore, have a direct economic interest in the market
conditions affecting pork. ll../
The Canadian Meat Council and the Canadian Packers
(hereinafter the CMC) assert that a high price correlation
"means only that prices generally move in the same direction,
but does not establish that the movements are of comparable
magnitude," and, in fact, "those movements are IlQ.t. of comparable
magnitude, and thus affect growers and processors quite
differently." .la/

One witness who testified at the conference

at the request of the CMC, asserts:
Hogs are produced by independent growers in
separate facilities, and are sold to packers in
.1..5./ Petition at 24, 27-30. In this regard, we note that the
initial slaughtering phase represents only a small part of the
packing process. ~ Confidential memorandum from David E.
Ludwick to Randi Field, dated February 10, 1989 ("Ludwick
memorandum").

ll/ Petition at 27 (emphasis in original) .
17/ Post-Conference Response of Petitioners (Petitioners'
Response) at 3-4.
1.6./ CMC Memorandum at 50.

9

arms-length transactions. ·In general, packers
a~e dependent upon the spread between their
selling prices for cuts and their purchasing
prices for hogs. The profits of growers depend
upon the spread petween the selling price of
their hogs and their production costs. Thus,
low hog prices are beneficial to packers, and
high hog prices are beneficial to growers: the
interests of the two sets of producers are thus
dramatically opposed. 1.2./
The CMC, therefore, asserts that "there is a clear inverse
relation between if not the profitability in the
aggregate, . . . at least the profit margins of the growers and
packers." 2.Q./
The CMC also contends that there are many variables that
affect the well-being of one segment that do not affect the
other.
prices.

For example, growers are deeply concerned about feed
In contrast, packers are concerned about certain labor,

capital, and packing costs

th~t

growers are not concerned about.

2.1/
Rega~ding

the amount of value added, the CMC notes that,

assuming arguendo that such a factor is relevant to the issue of
substantial coincidence of economic interest, packers engage in
a number of ·activities including trimming, deboning, cutting of
primals (wholesale. cuts) into subprimals, and packaging, and

l.2./ Statement of Professor Larry Martin, Conference Exhibit 14
at 2.
·
2.Q./ Tr. at 111-12.

ll/ Tr. at 113; Conference Exhibit 14 at 2.
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that in recent yea.rs. JJ. $ •.. pa~kers have been focusing on adding
value to their product.- 22/,
Petitioners counter .that, while in the, short.term the
interests of the packer~ and the growe"rs may not necessarily be
'

..

compatible, .their. long ran.ge goals of obtaining a. ·strong
profitable domestic industry are very similar.

~rid

They assert

that, even in the short run, both packers and growers can be··
harmed by pork imports because "as the prices to hog produce;rs
are lowered, the packers lose their kill ·and cut margins." 2..l/
Analysis
Prior to the 1988 Act, the statutory provision for defining
the domestic industry, section 771(4), was the same ·for cases
involving agricultural products as for cases involving all other
industries.

The only specific. guidance regarding the

disposition of agricultural cases was found in the legislative
history of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979 discussion of
material injury. 24/
22/ Tr .. at .97 ·and Con~er-ence Exhibit. 8. ~ Tr.. ~t 57: CMC
Memorandum, Attachment A at 22.'
note that the actual.amount
of value .. added by_ th_e packing operations. -varies from company to
company and from time to time. Although we have data regarding
the range of value -added costs accoun.ted for by the packing·
operations, such data are confide~ti~l and,._therefore,· cannot be
discussed herein. ~Ludwick memorandum (February 10, 1989).

We

2.ll Petitioners' Response at 4.
·'

.

24/ In its discussion of material injury, the Senate Report of.
the Trade Agreements Act of 1979 states:

Because of the special nature of agriculture
. . . special problems exis~ in determining
whether an agricultural industry is materially
(continued ... )

11
Prior to the 1988 Act, the .commission relied on this passage
in several agricultural cases to define the domestic industry to
inc·lude not only processors of the like product, but also in
circumstances in which the gr.ewers

.function~d

as part of the..

processing industry, ..the growers .of :the. unp:r:ocessed agricultu,ral
input as well. 2.5./

The.Commission exercised caution, however,

in determining whet:-her to inc::lude growers.in the definition of
the domestic industry because neither the statute nor the
legislative history provided an exception for the definition of
an "agricultural industry."
In light·of the new

s~atutory pro~i,sion

for defining the

industry in an inves.ti_gation involving a processed agricultural
product, we find that although,arrangements between growers and
processors such as

cooperat~ves,

interlo~king

ownership, and

participation plans may provide clear evidence of a substantial
2.i/( ... continued)
injured. For example, in the livestock sector,
certain factors relating to the state of a
particular industry within.that sector may
appear to indicate a favorable situation for
that industry when in fact. the oppos·ite is true.
Thus, gross sales and employment in the industry
producing beef could be increasing at a time
when economic loss is occurring, .i........e., cattle
herds are being liquidated.because. prices make
the maintenance of the herds unprofitable.

s. Rep. 249, 96th Cong. 1st Sess. 88 (1979).
2.5./ See. e.g., Frozen Concentrated Orange Juice from Brazil,
Inv. No. 731-TA-326 (Final), USITC Pub. 1970 at.11-16 (1987);
Certain Red Raspberries from Canada, Inv .. No. 731-TA-196
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1565 at 7-8 (1984); Lamb Meat from New
Zealand, Inv. No. 701-TA-80 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1191 at 810 (1981). See also Certain Tomato Products from Greece, Ihv.
No. 104-TAA-23, USITC Pub. 1594 at 7 (1984).
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coincidence of economic interest,

~/

other less well-defined

economic relationships may also satisfy the test.

For the

purpose of this preliminary investigation, ·we accept the indicia
set forth by the petitioner as satisfying this test.

We note,

however, that we will closely examine ·this issue in the event
that this case returns for a final investigation and request the
parties to address the issue of what other types of economic
relationships may satisfy this test in this investigation.
Condition of the Domestic Indu§try
Before addressing the condition of the domestic industry, we
shall consider the question·whether -- having defined the
domestic industry to include both swine growers and pork
packers -- the Commission in its material· injury determination
may give greater weight to the condition of one segment of the
industry over another.
The Parties' arguments
Counsel for petitioners asserts that the legislative history
of the new act directs the Commission to focus on that portion
of the i:ndustry which accounts for the significant amount of
value added and "the figures for the hog producers themselves
are clea;r in terms ·of injury." 27/
if the packing industry
given the

s~all

wer~

Petitioners argue that even

found to be relatively healthy,

amount of value added by packers in producing

pork and the serious difficulties experienced by the hog
~/

~

supra note 25.

:;:LI Tr. at 55; Petition at 69.
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producers, the condition of the packers should not preclude a
finding of injury with respect to the overall packing
industry. 2..B./
The CMC asserts that Conunission lacks statutory authority to
find that unfavorable conditions in one segment of an industry
can warrant an.affirmative determination regardless of the
conditions of another segment. 2!2.../ It further argues that under
the countervailing duty law, the only situation in which the
Commission may make an affirmative determination when only a
portion of the industry is experiencing injury is the case of a
regional industry .. .J..U/

Thus, the CMC asserts that the statute

does not allow the Conunission to give greater weight to
~nditions

of the hog growing segment of the combined industry . .ll/

Analysis
The legislative history referred to by petitioners states:
Also relevant in [cases involving processed
agricultural products] is the relative
importance, on the basis of value-added, of the

2..a.I Petition at 69.
2!2...1 CMC Memorandum at 21 .
.J..il/

19 u . s . c .

§

16 7 7 ( 4 ) (c ) .

.ll/ .Id. at 22. The CMC argues that petitioners' theory must be·
that imports of pork depress pork prices which, in turn', depress
the demand for hogs and depress hog prices. The CMC argues
that, as a matter of logic, the imports must depress or suppress
the domestic pork price before there can be any upstream effect
~ growers.
Therefore, the CMC contends that the Commission
lfust give considerable weight to the condition of the packing
sector of the domestic industry. Tr. at 128; CMC Memorandum at
22-23.
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growers or producers and of the processors
within the industry producing such product. In
making its injury determination, the ITC mgy
give greater weight to one or the other group
within the industry, in proportion to their
relative importance, if either group accounts
for a significant portion of the total value of
the processed product . .12./
The legislative history indicates that the Commission may,
but is not required to give greater weight to one segment of an
industry on the basis of value added.

Nonetheless, we agree

with the CMC that the condition of the packers cannot be ignored
in the Commission's injury analysis.

For the purpose of this

preliminary investigation, we exercise our discretion not to
give greater weight to one industry group over another and,
instead, have generally examined the trends with respect to
segments of the industry.

bot~

In the event that this case returns

for a final investigation, however, we will scrutinize this
issue carefully and request the parties to address the issue
more exhaustively.
In evaluating the condition of the

domesti~

industry, the

Commission considers, among other factors, U.S. production,
capacity, capacity utilization, domestic shipments, inventories,
employment, and financial performance . ..J.J./

The 1988 Act also

amends section 771(7) (C) (iii) by directing the Commission to
"examine all relevant economic factors described in this clause

.J.2.1 s. Rep. 71, lOOth Cong., 1st Sess. 111 (1987); H.R. Rep. 40,
Part I, lOOth Cong., 1st Sess. 122-23 (1987) (emphasis added) .
..J.J./

19 U.S.C.

§

1677 (7) (C) (iii).
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within the context of the business cycle and conditions of
competition that are distinctive to the affected industry." .J.!/
In this investigation, the condition of the domestic industry
must be assessed against the backdrop of the U.S. hog cycle . .15./
The hog cycle may be described as a change in the population or
inventory of live animals and a concomitant but opposite change
in pork production.

The cycle reflects the decisions of growers

to expand or reduce production in response to fluctuations (and
anticipated fluctuations) in prices or profits . ..12./
For example, as the price for live animals rises, growers
typically respond by retaining additional animals for breeding
purposes so that ultimately they have more animals to sell at
the higher prices.

JJ.../

As a result, fewer animals are

available for slaughter which puts an upward pressure on price
ahd encourages more retention of animals for breeding purposes.
The expanded number of animals retained for breeding results in
supplies of animals that are too large to clear the market at
the prevailing price and, therefore, price declines.

As the

price declines, growers typically respond by retaining fewer
animals for breeding purposes and slaughtering mature animals

.J.!/ ~ § 1328 of the 1988 Act, to be codified at 19 U.S.C.
§ 1677 (7) (C) (iii) .

.15./ Report at Appendix H.
..12./ The rate of expansion or contraction in production is also
influenced by biological constraints such as the gestation
period for hogs and the time it takes for hogs to reach
slaughter weight. Report at B-54.

JJ.../ Report at B-54-55.
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that had been retained in breeding herds.

As supplies are

reduced, the price begins to rise initiating the next phase of
the hog cycle.

In the United States, a hog cycle is four years

from peak to peak . .la/ Biological constraints and current
economic signals suggest that the hog cycle is in the
contraction phase. 1.2./
Data on net margins (profit levels) were collected for U.S.
feeders as well as for farrow-to-finish growers.

.iQ./

Net

margins for farrow-to finish growers were negative or marginally
positive during 1985 though April 1986. i.l./

Net margins became

more positive in June 1986 through December 1986. 42/

The first

three months of 1987 evidenced smaller net margins than the
previous seven months of 1986 but were still higher than the
corresponding first three months of 1986.

Margins rose in April

1987 and were at historically high levels in the summer of 1987.
Net margins then declined beginning in November 1987, however,
and were lower in every month of 1988 than the corresponding
months in 1987.

Net margins were actually negative during the

last four months of 1988.

The net margins of the U.S. feeders

J.B./ Report at B-54.

ill Report at B-59.
i.Q./ See Report at B-55 (Table H-1) and B-56 (Table H-2). U.S.
feeders raise feeder animals of about 40 pounds to 50 pounds to
slaughter weights of about 220 pounds to 240 pounds. Farrowto-finish hog producers raise animals from birth to slaughter weights

i.l./ Report at B-56 (Table H-2), B-57.
42/ Report at B-56 (Table H-2), B-58.
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- generally were negative throughout much of the period of
investigation.

il/

Before examining the data regarding the pork packers we note
with concern that the Conunission received complete questionnaire
responses from only six firms, accounting for approximately 34
percent of production in 1988.

Two producers who are

petitioners did not respond to the Conunission's questionnaire.
Two others responded only partially.

Should this investigation

return for a final determination, we will anticipate more
comprehensive responses. 44/
Due to the limited amount of questionnaire responses and the
availability of public data, public data were used whenever
possible to assess the condition of the packing industry.
According to U.S.D.A. data, pork production rose 2.3 percent
from 14 billion pounds in 1986 to 14.4 billion pounds in 1987

ill We note that cost-of-goods-sold data for packers suggests

that during 1988, at the same time packers were increasing
production and growers were liquidating, prices paid by packers
to growers declined. In that same period, increased sales by
packers reflects-increases in volume, not increases in prices
received. This information suggests that the scenario of herd
liquidation and illusory packer profitability discussed in the
Senate Finance report set forth, supra, may be present in this
industry .

.ii/ In this regard, we caution members of the packing industry
that when faced with a firm's failure to cooperate with the
Conunission's efforts to obtain data relevant to its statutory
investigations under Title VII, the Conunission may draw the
reasonable inference that the evidence being sought is
unfavorable to the party withholding such evidence. ~
International Union v. N.L.R.B., 459 F.2d 1329 (D.C. Cir. 1972);
Weighing Machinery and.Scales from Japan, Inv. No. 701-TA-7
(Final), USITC Pub. 1063 (1980).
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and then rose by 8.7 percent to

15~8

billion pounqs in 1988 . .i.5./

Domestic shipments increased by 1.1 percent from 13.9 billion
pounds in 1986 to 14.0.billion pounds in 1987 and then increased
by 8.8 percent to 15.3 billion in 1988 . .i,2./
Data on capacity utilization were collected from a stuqy
commissioned by the American Meat Institute, a trade association
representing meat packers and processors. 47/

The study, which

was based on responses of packers accounting for 50 percent of
swine slaughter in 1987, estimated capacity utilization rates in
1987. to be at 63.1 percent per week for packers slaughtering
barrows and gilts, and 58.3 percent for packers slaughtering
sows and boars.

According to projected 1988 figures, capacity

utilization rates in 1988 were. 68.0 percent for packers
slaughtering barrows and gilts, and 63.8 percent for packers
slaughtering sows and boars . .!.a/
Employment data compiled from questionnaire responses
indicates that overall employment rose from 6,745 employees in
1986 to 7,231 employees in 1988, and the hours worked increased.
from

13~4

million in 1986 to 15.6 million in 1988.

We note,

.i.,S./ Report at A-15, Table 2 .
.i..6./ Report·at A-15, Table 2.
47/ Report at A-17 .

.!.a.I

Because respondents in the study accounted,for·a larger
share· of U.S. swine slaughter in 1988, however, actual capacity
utilization rates were probably higher than estimated. We note
that.capacity data obtained from questionnaire responses showed
that capacity rose from 5.07 billion in 1986.to 5.26 billion
pounds in 1987 to 5.35 billion in.1988. Report at A-16,
Table 3.
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however, that total compensation paid remained relatively static
rising from $158.4 million in 1986 to only $163.1 million in
1988. ill
Financial data gathered on the operations of U.S. producers
include all hog-slaughter operations.

We note that the meat

packing industry has had traditionally low profit margins; .5..Q./
however, of the seven firms

repor~ing

data, five reported operating losses.

usable income-and-loss
i

Other financial data

gathered from the questionnaires indicates that net sales were
roughly $3.6 billion in 1986 rising to $3.8 billion in 1988, and
that cost of goods as a ratio to net sales were in excess of 97
percent in all three years under investigation.

Although

operating income had gone from a deficit in 1986 to surplus in
1988, operating income as a ratio to net sales was only 0.7
percent in 1988 . .5..1/
Reasonable indication of material injury by reason of
allegedly sµbsidized imports
As an initial matter, we note that counsel for petitioners
asserts that the Commission·should examine imports of hogs when
engaging in its causation analysis . .5.2./ ·However, the
countervailing duty statute is directed at the class or kind of
imported merchandise that is being unfairly traded.

.5..Q./

~.

at A-21 .

.5..1/

~-

at A-22, Table 6 .

.5.2.I

~

Petition at 59-60; Tr. at 72, 73.

Inasmuch as
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there currently exists a countervailing duty order with respect
to imports of hogs from Canada, .5..J./ such imports must be deemed
to be the equivalent of fairly traded . .5..i/

Moreover, inclusion

of imports that are already covered by an order will "most
likely distort the accuracy" of the Commission's findings and
could result in the issuance of an order based on imports that
are not subject to investigation.

We, therefore, do not ipclude

imports of hogs in our causation analysis . ..5..5./

.5...l/ Report at A-11 .
.5..i/ .cl.. Chaparral ·Steel Co.. v. United States, 698 F. Supp. 254,
262 (C.I.T. 1988) ("the relevant inquiry is whether unfairly
traded imports are present in the market and subject to
investigation during the period of investigation concerning
material injury to the domestic industry.") .

..5..5./ Recently, in MTN Bearing Corp. of America v. United States,
slip. op. 89-13 (C.I.T. Feb. l, 1989), the Court of
International Trade addressed the issue of whether a category of
merchandise that was already subject to an antidumping order may
be included within the seep~ of a new investigation. Although
this decision involved a Commerce dete.rmin.ation, language in the
court's opinion is particularly relevant here. ·The court stated
in pertinent part:
An affi.rmative antidumping. duty determination should

only be based on a class of merchandise which
actually will be subjec.t to a resulting antidumping
duty order. ~Badger-Powhatan . . . v. United
States, '10 CIT 241, 633 F. Supp. 1364 (1986), appeal
dismissed, 808 F.2d 823 (Fed. Cir. 1986) .
.

.

A contrary rule, whereby an investigation subsumes
within its scope a class of merchandise which later must
be excluded from the resulting order because another
order already covers that merchandise, will most likely
distort the accuracy of the administrative findings and
the resulting dumping margins. As plaintiffs note,
allowing ITA to "temporarily include [plaintiffs') 0 to
4 inch TRBs in [the second investigation.may lead to)
the existence of an antidumping order based upon
investigations by the ITA and the ITC of merchandise the
(continued ... )
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In reaching its decision as to whether there is a reasonable
indication of material injury by reason of allegedly subsidized
imports, the Commission considers, among other factors, the
volume of imports, the effect of imports on prices in the United
States for the like product, and the impact of such imports on
the relevant domestic industry . .5...6./
U.S. imports of pork from Canada jumped 12 percent from 458
million pounds in 1986, to 512 million pounds in 1987.

Imports

then declined by 5 percent to 486 million pounds in 1988 but
remained 6 percent above the level of imports in 1986.

~/

Market penetration by imports of Canadian pork increased from
3.1 percent in 1986 to 3.4 percent in 1987 before declining to

~.o percent in

1988 . .5....6./

Another statut~ry factor in our determination is the effect
that imports of Canadian pork have had on domestic prices.

U.S.

importers that were contacted during this investigation are in

.5...5./(.- •• continued)
vast majority of which is not even subject to the
resulting antidumping order."
Slip. op. at 8-9.
~/

19 u . s . c . § 16 7 7 ( 7 ) ( c) .

511 Report at A-30-31.

The decline in imports of pork in 1988
may have reflected, in part, the fact that two Canadian
producers were experiencing strikes. Report at A-27-28.
Moreover, Canadian exports to Japan increased in 1988 because
Taiwan, which previously had supplied Japan with increasing
quantities of pork, was experiencing a drug residue pr9blem with
its pork. The residue problem was resolved in the fall of 1988,
however, at which time Japanese imports from Taiwan began to
'increase. Report at A-28.

5-a.I Report at

A~33.
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agreement that the prices for U.S. and Canadian-produced pork
are similar . ..5.3./ Petitioners have alleged, however, that the
increased pork exports to the United States have depressed U.S.
pork prices.
In this preliminary investigation, the Commission collected
price data from published sources and questionnaires from U.S.
producers and importers of pork and swine products.

Published

U.S. market prices were collected for the period of 1975-88 in
addition to the period under investigation.
During the period of investigation, U.S. market prices for
fresh hams and fresh loins showed seasonal fluctuations,
although prices for fresh loins were somewhat higher during
1986-88 as compared to 1975-85 . .6..Q./ U.S. market prices for fresh
pork bellies and fresh Boston butts also showed.~·~asonal
fluctuations during the period of investigation.

Prices for

these products increased during 1986-87 to their highest level
since 1982, but then declined in 1988 to their lowest level
since 1980 . .2.l/

U.S. market prices for picnics also showed

seasonal variations during 1986-87 but then leveled off in 1988
to prices that were lower than 1986-87 . ..6..2./

U.S. market prices

.5..2./ Report at A-34, 37 .

.2.0./ Report at A-39-40, A-41 (Figure 7) and A-42 (Figure 8) .
.2.1/ Report at A-39-40, A-43 (Figure 9) and A-44 (Figure 10) .

..62.I Report at A-39-40, A-45 (Figure 11), and A-40.
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varied for fresh trinunings during 1986-87 but then declined
during 1988 to their lowest level since 1976 . .2..11
With regard to the questionnaire data, initially we note that
the responding U.S. producers accounted for approximately 24
percent of U.S.-produced domestic shipments of pork and
approximately 8 percent of shipments of the specified pork
products for which pric·e data were requested. Ml

The

responding U.S. importers accounted for only about 3 percent of
all reported imports of Canadian pork in 1988.

For the purpose

of this preliminary investigation, we note that the data
collected showed the same relative price fluctuations and
seasonality as did the USDA data . .2..5.I

Finally, we note that no

substantiated allegations of lost sales or lost revenues were
reported by U.S. producers. !J.QI

In the event that this case

returns for a final investigation, we would expect the packers
to be in a position to.substantiate any such allegations .

.2..11 Report at A-46 (Figure 12) and A-40.
Ml Report at A-39 .

..6.5.I Report at A-40, A-48 (Table 15).
~I

Report at A-49.
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Conclusion
Based on the foregoing indicators and in the absence of more
complete data, we determine that there is a reasonable
indication that allegedly subsidized imports of fresh, chilled,
or frozen pork from Canada are materially injuring the domestic
industry.
We note that there have been significant recent changes in
the statute under which this petition was filed since the
Commission's earlier determination involving Live Swine and Pork
from Canada.

First, the statute explicitly provides the

Commission with discretion to include growers together with
processors in the domestic industry and suggests that the
Commission may assess the relative importance of these industry
groups in making its injury determination.

Further, the statute

directs the Commission the look at the statutory injury factors
in the context of the business cycle.
We find these changes raise significant questions in the
application of the trade laws in this investigation, and note
that this is the first investigation to involve these changes
since they were enacted.

Therefore, they warrant further

consideration by the Commission in a final investigation.

Also,

the available data in this preliminary investigation on the
condition of the packer group and data on the prices of Canadian
imports cannot support a negative determination in accordance
with the "reasonable indication" standard of preliminary

25

determinations approved by the Federal Circuit in American Lamb
Co. y. United States.

~/

Likewise, data on the operation of

the hog cycle and the relative positions of the growers and
packers are deficient.

I

~/

785 F.2d 994 (Fed. Cir. 1986).
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER DAVID B. ROHR
Fresh, Chilled, or Frozen Pork From Canada
Inv. No. 701-TA-298 (P)

While
investigation

I

make
and

an

affirmative

generally

concur

determination
in

the

views

in
of

this
my

preliminary
colleagues,

Commissioners Eckes and Newquist, I feel compelled to add these views setting
forth the basis of my individual affirmative finding. Specifically, I have made
. an affirmative finding. because I do not believe that the second prong of the
American Lamb 1 standard fo.r preliminary determinations, that there is no
likelihood of evidence demonstrating material injury or threat thereof being
obtained in a final investigation, has been met.

I find that there are a

number of issues on which evidence demonstrating such injury might be
obtained and which might require me to make an affirmative determination in a
fin al investigation.

Domestic Industry
The 1988 Omnibus Trade. and Competitiveness Act has made certain
changes in the law regarding how the Commission defines domestic industries
in agricultural investigations. 2

For the most part, these changes reflect

Congressional acquiesence in and approval of the two-pronged test that the
Commission had been using for including growers and processors of agricultural
products in single industries.

I concur with my colleagues that the first prong

1

American Lamb Co. v. United States, 785 F.2d 994 (Fed Cir. 1986).

2

See new section 771(4)(E)(ii).
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of that test, a single continuous line of production, is met.

It is not,

however,

degree

clear

that

the second

prong,

which

involves some

of

commonality of interest, has been satisfied.
The new law specifically defines the second prong of the test to be
"substantial coincidence of economic interest." 3

The legislative history of this

provision, in general, appears to approve of the Commission's preexisting
handling of

the

grower /processor

issue.

It

is,

therefore, reasonable

to

conclude that this language has a meaning somewhat similar to that of the
term that the Commission had previously used in these cases.

The language

previously used by the Commission varied, but was most often expressed as a
"commonality of economic interest" or "evidence of economic integration."
Arguably, "commonality" or "integration" implie.s a higher degree of common
interests than "a substantial coincidence of economic interest."

It is not clear,

however? how much lower the latter, current standard might be, if, in fact, it
is a lower standard.
Whatever the standard may be, it does appear to me that a correlation of
prices is not enough.

Whatever changes are to be interpreted from the new

law, they do not appear to extend to a complete reversal of the position
stated in the original Live Swine and Pork 4 case that correlation of price is
not enough.
processors.

Petitioners have raised the issue of low "value added" by
It is not at this time clear that the value added is as low as

3

See new section 771(4)(E)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930, to be codified at 19
U.S.C. 1677(4)(E)(i).

4

Live Swine and Pork from Canada, Inv. No. 701-TA-224 (Final), USITC Pub.
1733 (1985).
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petitioners suggest nor as high as respondents suggest.

Additional evidence

will be sought on this issue.
Petitioners argue that the long term interests of the two groups, growers
and processors, are similar. Such arguments establish very little.

Processors,

of course, need a continuing supply of hogs from growers and so have an
. • ..

"interest" in a viable "grower industry."

However, processors have an interest

in maximizing the supply of hogs to be slaughtered at the lowest possible
price, while growers have an interest in the highest possible price, which
generally means keeping the supply of hogs to be slaughtered below that which
the

processors - want.

Such

interests are

hardly

compatible, much

less

coincident.
Respondents argue that a better indicator of substantial coincidence of
economic interest is to be found in whether profitability is correlated.

The

evidence for or against such a correlation is not clear at this stage of the
investigation.

While there areis some indications that profit margins may not

move strictly together, it is not clear whether one merely lags or leads the
other, or whether such lags or leads preclude the existence of a substantial
coincidence of economic interest.

Stated differently,_ while the interests may

be different at any given time, the interests may be coincident over a given,
relevant period of time, for example, the hog cycle.

These are questions

which must be addressed in any final investigation.

Condition ·of the Domestic Industry
I

concur completely

with

my

colleagues

that

if

the

growers and

processors are eventually found to comprise a single industry the relative
weights to be assigned to the two segments is an issue that must be .addressed
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in any final investigation. 5 There are several other issues which need further
in vestiga ti on.

First, the lack of cooperation on the part of the packing

industry is troubling.

While the collection of data from growers is always

difficult because of the vast number of participants, the packing sector is
discrete and data should be available.
Second, while it appears clear that, in general, packing is a low profit
industry, the very low profits which we observe ·in the data may be below
even those generally to be expected low margins.

I intend to seek more

. information on which to assess the actual operations of the packers. Third, in
evaluating

the

condition

of

the

industry

we must keep in mind the

Congressional admonitions about potential distortions in economic indicators in
livestock industries. 6 While production may be up during herd liquidation, herd
liquidation may itself be indicative of injury.

It is not clear how this concept

should be applied to an analysis of the condition of the packers.

Causation
With respect to the issue of whether the allegedly subsidized imports are
a cause of material injury there are several questions with respect to which
additional investigation is required.

First, I concur with iny colleagues about

the proper role of live swine imports in this investigation.
petitioners

argue

that

live

swine imports

should

be

To the extent

considered

in

this

investigation, any injury attributable to them cannot be attributed to pork.
5

Of course, it is also arguable that such weighing is necessary or significant
only when the trends in the performance of the two segments are opposite.
Of course the very fact that the trends are not consistent would itself be an
argument against combining them in a single industry.
6

See footnote 24 in the Majority Views.
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Live swine imports are not the subject of this investigation and are already
subject to a countervailing duty order.

If the injury is attributable to live

swine, it may be that there is no injury left to be ·attributed to pork.
Second, additional and more detailed information about pork import
volumes is required.

In any final investigation, we will seek to obtain such

data on a monthly basis.

Third, with respect to prices, it appears that, in

addition to the general price levels which we have collected so far, it may be
necessary to seek specific price comparisons between the Canadian and the
domestic product from purchasers in selected specific regional or subregional
markets in which they compete.

Reasonable indication of threat of material injury by reason of allegedly
subsidized imports
Section 612 of the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 (the 1984 Act), as
amended by the 1988 Act, contains subparagraph 771(7)(F) which directs the
Commission to consider a number of economic factors in assessing threat of
material injury. Such factors include:
(1) the nature of the subsidy and whether the subsidy is
an export subsidy inconsistent with the GATT;
(2) the ability and likelihood of the foreign producers to
increase the level of exports to the United States due to
increased production capacity or unused capacity;
(3) any rapid increase in penetration of the U.S. market
by imports and the likelihood the penetration will increase
to injurious levels;
(4) the probability that imports of the merchandise will
enter the U.S. at prices that will have a depressing or
suppressing effect on domestic prices of the merchandise;
(5) any substantial increases in inventories of imported
merchandise in the United States;
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(6) underutilized capacity for producing the merchandise
in the exporting country;
(7) any other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate
the probability that importation of the merchandise will be
the cause of actual injury;
(8) the potential for product shifting (i.e.
exporters to shift production facilities
subject to other investigations or subject
antidumping or countervailing duty orders
subject to the instant investigation); 7

the ability of
from products
to outstanding
to the product

(9) In an investigation involving both raw and processed
agricultural products, the likelihood of increased imports
by product shifting between raw and processed products; 8
·· 10) Actual and potential negative effects on existing
devefopment efforts to make a more advanced or
derivative version of the like product; 9 and
11) Evidence of dumping in other countries signatory to the GATT. 10
The statutory language further provides that any threat must be real and
actual injury imminent and admonishes that the Commission's determination
must not be made on the basis of mere conjecture or supposition.

11

1) Subsidies
In this investigation, petitioners have alleged the existence of some
7

19 0.S.C

1677(7)(F).

8

19 li.$.C.

1677(7)(F)(i)(IX), as amended, 1988 Act

9

19 U;S.C.
I 677(7)(F)(i)(X), as amended, 1988 Act
Cong., l st Sess. at 118.
10

1326(b).
1329; S. Rep. 71; l OOth

19 U.S.C.
l 677(7)(F)(iii), as amended, 1988 Act
1329; S. Rep. 71, l OOth
Cong., 1st Sess. 118; H.R. Rep. 40, lOOth Cong., lst Sess., pt. 1, at 133.
11

Id.
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export subsidies. 12

In general, such subsidies are more "threatening" in that

they result in a greater incentive to export.

This may be significant as the

U.S. is the most significant export market.
2) Ability and likelihood of increasing exports from unused capacity
Counsel for petitioners assert that the Canadians "have the capability of
slaughtering everything in Canada . and that they are building plants in the
southern points directed to do that."

13

In addition, the Commission's Report

states that Canadian exports to Japan increased in 1988 because Taiwan, which
previously

had

supplied

Japan

with

increasing

quantities

of

pork,

was

experiencing a drug residue problem with its pork. The residue problem was
resolved in the fall of 1988, however, at which time Japanese imports from
Taiwan began to increase.

14

Therefore capacity of Canadian packers does not

appear to impose any major restraints on exports.
The import trends may also have been distorted in 1988 due to the
unusual conditions o( that year. These conditions include the Japanese exports
indicated above and the labor problems at Fletcher Fine Foods. The decline in
import volumes in 1988 may not be{ indicative of what is the actual trend in
imports.

It would be a significant factor in my threat analysis if the decline

in Canadian imports in 1988 were due solely to factors such as the short term
removal of Fletcher's supply from the market.
12

See Petition at 47 (National Workshop Program); 51 (Ontario Export Sales
Aid; Ontario Marketing Assistance Program); 52 (Canada/ Alberta Agreement);
54; arid Attachment 15.
13

Tr. at 61.
See Report at A-28 ("In recent years, large-volume swine
slaughtering plants have been built in Manitoba and Alberta, with one largevolume older plant closed in Saskatchewan.")
14

Report at A-28.
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3) Market penetration ·
There has not been a rapid increase in market ' penetration in this
investigation. 15

There has however been an increase par'ticularly since the

original imposition of duties on live swine.
4) Probability of price depression

Professor Grimes, an agricultural economist who testified on behalf of
petitioners, asserts that supply is a very imp·ortant determinant to price. 16
Counsel for petitioners asserts that in the first five months of 1988, · imports
of unprocessed pork from Canada depressed hog prices somewhere be twee~
$1.53 and $3.37 per hundredweight. 17

To measure the impact on pork prices

from the impact on hog prices, petitioner asserts that the Commission should
look at the correlation of over 90% iri those prices which means that "if the
hog prices are depressed, pork prices are depressed as well." 18

Counsel alleges

that. given the margin, however, pork prices are probably even depressed more.
Petiti'oners further assert that when prices fall, the hog producers cut back
production, whereas in Canada they do not cut back and all of the Canadian
excess ·of pork and hogs comes into the United·Sfates. 19

·

It is also not clear to what extent additional supplies· of allegedly
:

15

See Report at A-33.

16

Tr. at 32.

17

Tr. at 34.

18

Tr: at 34.

19

Tr. at 42.

;
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subsidized Canadian pork may have had a price depressing effect in particular
markets at particular times.
5) U.S. inventories
According to the responses of the three importers who responded to the
Commission's questionnaire, there were no end-of-perio4 inventories of fresh,
chilled, or frozen pork. 20

It should be noted, however, that fresh pork is a

perishabk product and is virtually always sold within one week after the swine
are slaughtered. 21

Inventories are thus unlikely to have a major effect on the

market except in the very short run.
6) Underutilized capacity in exporting country
Mr. Martin Rice, Executive Secretary, Canadian Pork Council testified
that to his knowledge the only major plant in Canada that has a lockout due
to labor problems is Fletcher Fine Foods. 22

As noted earlier, there is some

question of the significance of the lower 1988 import volumes from Canada.
There is also a question,_ given the ease with which capacity can be expanded
. whether this should be viewed as a significant restraint on imports.
7) Other adverse trends
Petitioners assert that Canada is subsidizing the building of several
packing plants and they are "being built on the southern border of Alberta and
other western provinces, with the express intention of being able to provide
20

Report at A-28.

21

Report at A-14.

22

Tr. at 129. See also Report at A-39-41; CMC Memorandum, Attachment B
at I (although Fletcher's has a lockout, labor disruption in the Canadian
industry is not unusual). But see Petition, Attachment I, at 3 (both Fletcher's
and Gainers settled with their union employees and by December both plants
were capable of killing the majority of Alberta hogs).
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and ship pork to the United States."

23

They contend that the ·Canadians

have established a "deliberate policy" of increasing /production of pork in that
country and that the great bulk of that production is dedicated to the United
States.

24

Petitioners' assert that Fletcher Fine ·Foods, which is owned by the
Alberta Pork Marketing Board, has established in the United States, and the
West Coast in particular, a "sophisticated distribution network" targeted to the
'

consumer markets in California, Hawaii, the Northwest States and Arizona,

25'

In the event that this case returns for a final investigation, I will seek more
information on the Canadian packing industry.
A significant aspect of petitioners case is that Canadian subsidies have
significantly

affected

the normal

production decisions of the

hog cycle,

allegedly allowing Canadian growers and packers to ignore the production
indicators of the cycle.
this is. the case.

Additional evidence is needed to determine if, in fact,

The impact of such a distortion in the hog cycle, If it

occurred, on a threat analysis must also be explored in any final investigation.
8) Potential for product shifting
Mr. Norman Montague, a swine producer who testified on behalf of the
petitioners, asserts:
The subsidies remain where they are for say, the next
three or four quarters, the next [Commerce) review which
I think takes place in October will create a new
23

Tr. at 15.
See petition at 73 and Attachment 26 (Toronto publication
reported that the Commission's decision, in part, led to the opening of t~6
slaughterhouses and the construction of at least two processing plants).
24

Tr. at 16.

25

Tr. at 18. See Petition, Attachment l at 6; Attachment 16 at 6.
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countervailing. duty rate for the following . year and it
would, I believe, raise -- be raised on live hogs and then
we'd get the product shift again. We predict this. would
happen if there's not a duty placed on the product. As
. they have demonstrated in the past, they're able to switch
product and live very well depending on the conditions as
they see them. 26
There is some evidence, based on yearly data for 1988 which saw a decline in
pork shipments while live swine imports increased, that there is a potential for
product shif.ting.
In the Commission's prior opinion in the original Live Swine and Pork
case, I noted that the.re were uncertainties about the possibility of product
shifting ~ue to a variety of factors affecting the distribution system. 27 In my
view those factors made the immanence of. threat problematic ..

In the

intervening years, it is clear that the distribution system for Canadian pork
has developed substantially.

I will seek additional information in any final

investigation about the extent to which the factors I indicated in my prior
opinion made the possibility of product shifting too speculative continue to
exist or have been overcome.
9) Likelihood of increased imports by product shifting between raw and
processed products

As set forth, the 1988 Act adds a new subclause concerning agricultural
products to the existing provisions defining threat of material injury, at
771(7)(F) of the statute, 19 U.S.C.

1677(7)(F).

The provision directs the

Commission to also consider whether, in any investigation which involves
imports of both a raw agricultural product and any product processed from
such agricultural product, there is a likelihood of increased imports by reason
26

Tr. at 78.

27

Live Swine and Pork, supra note 3, at 18.
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of product shifting if the Commission reaches an affirmative determination as
to one of these two products but not to both.

This provision is inapplicable

to this case since both the raw product and the further processed product are
not under investigation.
10) Negative effects on development efforts of the like product
As stated above, U.S. packers are focusing on adding value to their
product. 28 I would not classify this focus as a necessarily negative effect.
11) Dumping in other countries
This provision does not appear to be relevant to this investigation.
In light of the above factors, as well as the incomplete data received in
this investigation, I determine that there is a reasonable indication that the
domestic industry is threatened with material injury by reason of the allegedly
subsidized imports of fresh, chilled, or frozen pork from Canada.

28

Tr. at 57, 97, and Conference Exhibit 8. Report at A-38.
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF ACTING CHAIRMAN,AHHE E. BRUNSDALE
Fresh, Chilled, or Frozen Pork from Canada
Investigation No. 701-TA-298 (Preliminary)
February 21, 1989

On July 31, 1985, the Commission determined that the domestic
industry producing fresh, chilled, or frozen pork was not
materially injured, or threatened with material injury, by
reason of unfair imports from Canada.lJ

The present

investigation, covering the same product, presents no
evidence to alter the conclusion reached in the earlier
investigation.

In fact, the domestic industry's performance

has improved, Canadian imports have remained at virtually the
same level, and the alleged subsidy margins are quite similar
to those found by the Department of Commerce in the previous
investigation.

I therefore disagree with my colleagues in

the majority and determine that there is no reasonable
indication that the domestic industry is materially injured,
or threatened with material injury, by reason of imports of
Canadian fresh, chilled, or frozen pork.

11 See Live swine and Pork from Canada, Inv. No. 701-TA-224
(Final), USITC Pub. 1733 (July 1985) [hereinafter cited as
1985 Pork Decision]. Because Chairwoman Stern and
Commissioner Lodwick recused themselves from that
investigation, the vie~s of Vice Chairman Liebeler and
Commissioner Rohr constituted the majority views of the
Commission.
·
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Like Product
The Commission determined in. its previol:i·s "investfgation that
fresh, chilled, or ·frozen pork ~·as a separate li~_e. product
from live swine.2.J

In the present investigation, the

evidence supports a finding, and parties agree, that the like
product consists of fresh, chilled, or frozen pork that is
not processed or preserved.lf

Therefore, I agree with the

parties' definition of like product

i~

this case.

Domestic Industry
The relevant domestic industry .in this investigatio_n is that
producing fresh, chilled, or

f~ozen

pork.!/

Because the like

product is a processed agricultural _product, hqwever, the
Commission is required to consider whether the producers
of:
.
,

.

the raw commodity from which the pr?cessed ag:r.icul tural good
is produced should be included in the domestic industry .. .2./
In cases involving processed products,

t~e

Commission may

include the producers or growers if there is (1) a single,
continuous line of production from the raw agricultura.l

21 See 1985 Pork

decision~ supra: note 1, at 3-7.· Imports ·of·
live swine are not at issue in this investigation.
,
l/ See Tr. at 39 (Mr. Sandstrom for the Petitioners), Tr. at
92-93 (Mr. Schneider for the Respondents). See also Report
at A-2 - A-7 (for a complete discussion of the like product).
!/ See 19 u.s.c. 1677 (4), (10).
.
.
,
.2./ This requirement stems from a provision of the· omnibus·
Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988. · . See Sectj.011. 1326 (a),
which amends the definition of· domes.tic inqust~y by .. giving :· ·
the Commission discretionary auth_ority to lnc+ude. the. ·
producers or growers of raw agricultural. commo(j.i;t:i~s in cases
involving processed agricultural products. · · . : ·
.
·
..
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product to the processed product and (2) a substantial
coincidence of economic interest between the producers or
growers and the processors . .§/

As in the previous

investigation, it seems clear here that there is a single
continuous line of production from live swine to fresh,
chilled, or frozen pork.1/

However, the second part of the

test for including producers of the raw commodity in the
definition of domestic industry is not met, because there is
not a substantial coincidence of economic interest between
live swine growers and pork packers.
First, for the most part, raising live swine and
slaughtering them are separate
appears that

pack~rs

businesses.~

Second, it

benefit when prices for live swine are

low and av'ailable supplies of swine are high, while growers
benefit when prices are high and the number of swine being
slaughtered is low . .2f

.

Finally, Respondent's expert witness

correctly noted that growers and packers are affected
differently by a wide range of variables.10/

For example,

.§/ Id.
11 See 1985 Pork Decision, supra note 1, at 6.
~ See Confidential Memorandum from Fred Rogoff to Randi
Field, dated February 10, 1989.
21 These two situations (high prices for live swine and low
quantities available for slaughter versus low prices for live
swine and large quantities available for slaughter) both
occur at di'f f erent points in the hog cycle, which is the
business cycle in this industry. It appears that packers
tend to benefit when the number of swine being sent to
slaughter increases. At that point in the hog cycle,
however, prices for swine are dropping. See Report, Appendix
H. Therefore, growers do not benefit.
10/ See Tr. at 113.
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feed prices and drought affect growers to a much greater
degree than they affect packers.

similarly, packers have

greater concerns with labor costs, packaging costs, and OSHA
and other government regulations.

Because of the clear

divisions between the interests of growers and packers, I
conclude that there is not a substantial coincidence of
economic interest between these two groups, and the domestic
industry in this investigation thus consists only of packers.

Condition of the Domestic Industry
We are fortunate in this investigation to have available a
great deal of general data on the pork and swine industry.11/
All the information seems to indicate a very cyclical
business, involving a predictable four-year cycle during
which prices start at a high point, move downward for about
two years, and then upward for the next two.

Similarly, the

quantities of swine available for slaughter are low at the
beginning of the cycle, increase for the first two years of
the cycle and then decrease during the last two years.12/
11/ See Report at A-3 - A-11, A-15 - A-20, Appendix H.

l.2.J From the growers' perspective, as prices go up, more pigs
are kept out of feeder programs and are devoted to breeding.
This reduces the number of animals available for slaughter
and reinforces the upward price trend. Then, after a lag,
more pigs will be available for slaughter because of the
increased number of pigs breeding. As these increased
numbers hit the marketplace, the price for swine goes down.
As the price-declines, the incentives for keeping more pigs
available for breeding decreases, so even more swine are
available for slaughter. This reinforces the downward
movement in prices.
(continued ... )
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When

price~

are

decre~sing

and the number of swine being

sent to slaughter is increasing, packers benefit.

Thus, one

would expect packers to increase production and to show
better financial° results during this stage in the hog cycle._
When prices are_increasing and the

numb~r

of swine being sent

to slaughter is decreasing, however, packers fare less well.
Changes in demanq for processed pork appear to affect only
the high

~nd

low points of the cycle, not the cyclical nature

of the industry itself . .!.1/

The pork packing industry should

thus be .examined in the context of the hog cycle to determine
whether the industry is acting as would be expected.1!/
Judging by the data collected on net margins to feeders
and domestic shipments of live swine, this industry is at a
point in the hog cycle where packer production and financial

lbf( •.. continued)
.
For packers, when the number of swine available for
slaughter is'reduced and the prices are higher, profits and
production decrease. When the cycle changes· and the number
of swine available for slaughter increases, ~nd the price
goes down, packers' enjoy increased production and higher
profits. See Report, Appendix H•
.!11 See Report, Appendix H at B-54 - B-55.
14/ The Commission has long had the practice,·with
Congressional approval, of considering an industry within the
context of the business cycle. This practice was codified by
Congress in the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988
in section 1328. See 19 u.s.c. 1671(C) (iii); see also s.
Rep. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 88, H.R. Rep. 317, 96th
Cong., 1st Sess. 46; Portland Hydraulic Cement and Cement
Clinker from Colombia, France, Greece, Japan, Mexico, the
Republic of Korea; Spain, and Venezuela, Invs.' Nos. 731-TA356 through 363 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1925 (1986) at 17,
46.
;
.
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results should have improved in 1988 and should continue
improving in 1989, after lean years in 1986 and 1987.15/
In fact, production by those responding to Commission
questionnaires increased significantly in 1988 to 4.7 billion
pounds, from 4.0 billion pounds in 1987 and 3.9 billion
pounds in 1986.16/

Domestic shipments surged in 1988 to 3.6

billion pounds, from 3.0 billion pounds in 1987 and 2.8
billion pounds in 1986.17/

Employment also increased, from

6,745 workers in 1986 and 6,345 workers in 1987 to 7,231
workers in 1988 . ..!!f

Similarly, hours worked rose from 13.4

million hours in 1986 and 13.6 million hours in 1987 to 15.6
million hours in 1988.19/
Capacity utilization stood at 77.3 percent in 1986 and
76.6 percent in 1987, and then jumped to 88.2 percent in
1988.2...Q/

Practical capacity increased throughout the period

15/ See Report, Appendix H (Tables H-1, H-2, and H-3).
16/ See Report at A-16 (Table 3). Production data covers six
of the largest 25 domestic producers. overall domestic
production followed a similar trend, increasing from 14.0
billion pounds in 1986 and 14.3 billion pounds in 1987 to
15.6 billion pounds in 1988. Report at A-17 (Table 4). The
numbers used in this section of the opinion are based on
responses su~mitted to Commission questionnaires. When
available, .overall industry data was used and revealed the
same trends.
121 See id .
..!!/ Id .
.li/ Id.
20/ Id. See also id. at A-17 (discussing a capacity
utilization study conducted by the American Meat Institute on
all pork processors. capacity utilization figures in this
study were slightly lower, but reveal·ed the same upward trend
as found in the Commission report.).
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of investigation, from 5.1_ billion pounds in 1986 and 5.3
billion pounds in 1987 to 5.4 billion pounds in 1988.2..!/
Financial data also indicate that packers are
benef itting from the increased supplies and lower prices to
growers that are expected in this phase of the hog cycle.
Net sales increased from $3.63 billion in 1986 to $3.78
billion in 1987 and $3.80 billion in 1988.2.2.f

More striking

evidence that the hog cycle is at work is reflected in the
cost of goods sold as a percentage of net sales.

This rati6

has decreased over the last three years, from 98.3 percent in
1986 and 98.1 percent in 1987 to 97.2 percent in 1988.Zd/
(

Net losses dropped from $18.8 million in 1986 to $938,000 in
1987 and turned into a net profit of $26.8 million in 1988,
as the hog cycle began to favor packers.2.ij
The production and financial data gathered in this
investigation create a picture of an industry that reacts as
the hog cycle predicts.

It appears that pork packers

benef itted in 1988 from the swing in the cycle and can expect
their good fortune to continue for at least another year.25/
It is in the context of the current strong performance by the.
2..!/ Id.

W See Report at A_-22 (Table 6).
Zdl Id. As supplies increase and packers pay growers less,
their margin for profits increases.
.
Profits in this industry are small, relative to net
sales, but this has historically been a low profit industry .
.£21 Following that point, if the hog cycle continues, the
benefits should start flowing to swine growers, putting more
of a squeeze on pork packers, similar to the situation in
1986 and 1987.

2.iJ Id.
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domestic industry and the expected movement of the hog cycle
that I assess the effect of allegedly unfair imports from
Canada in this case.

No Material Injury by Reason of Allegedly Unfair

Import~

In this case, Canadian pork imports do not appear to have
altered the hog cycle in any way, nor have they caused
material injury to the domestic industry.

Canadian imports

were modest and stable throughout the investigation.
Measured by volume, they rose slightly from 458 million
pounds in 1986 to 512 million pounds in 1987 and fell
slightly to 486 million pounds in 1988.1.§/

As a share of

domestic consumption, they moved froni 3.1 percent in 1986 to
3.4 percent in 1987 and 3.0 percent in 1988.11/

These

figures indicate that Canadian imports are a stable and not
very significant portion of the U.S. market.
The margins of subsidy alleged by the Petitioner in this
case are quite low -- ranging from 2.5 to 4.5 cents per
pound, or an average of 5 to 11 percent.28/

Subsidies this

low at best could give Canadian producers only a slight price
advantage over their U.S. competitors.
Finally, prices are responding as expected in this
market, and as predicted by the hog cycle.

1.§1 Report at A-31 (Table 13).

111 See Report at A-33 (Table 14).

l11J

See Report at A-11.

Prices for swine,
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pork, and pork products all peaked in. late 1987 and
fallen ever since.29/

~ave

Thus, imports do not appear to have

had the effect of changing the normal course of prices in
this industry • .1Qj
The issue, therefore, is

wheth~r

imports have materially..

injured the domestic industry undergoing its traditional,
cyclical pattern.

If imports forced a change in the cycle,

it would be reflected in adverse changes in prices for, pork
and the volume of pork processed by U.S.

pack~rs.2!/

In

general, the evidence collected in this investigation clearly
indicates that unfair imports have not had any effect on the
domestic pork packing .industry.
movement of prices and

quantiti~s

The normal up and down
supplied, as predicted by

the hog cycle, has remained intact,
Canadian imports.

despit~

tha presence of

The imports enjoy only small
subsidies and.
.
,

constitute _an insignificant portion of the ·U.S. market.

All

available produc_tion and financial data ipdicate business as
usual for U.S. packers • .12.J

The hog cycle_ is now favoring

packers, and production and profits are up' as expected.
There is no evidence to indicate that Canadian pork has been
See Report at A-36 - A-47 (Figures 7-13). Prices
collected in this investigation indicate that an
approximately four-year cycle for prices does exist in this
industry as shown by data from 1975 to the present •
.1Q/ As stated, . prices have reacted as predicted by the hog
cycle.
·
·
2!/ These changes would be different than ,that expected under
normal conditions in the hog cycle.
·
.12.J There is no evidence, for example, that low-priced
Canadian imports drove any U.S. pork packers out of business.
2..2}
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a drag on domestic producers -- in fact, there is no evidence
that it has had any effect.

I therefore conclude that there

is no reasonable indication that the domestic industry has
been materially injured by reason of unfair imports of pork
from Canada. ·

No Threat of Material Injury
In cases involving threat of material injury the Commission
must consider a number of factors, including the nature'of
any subsidy involved, increases in production capacity and'
existing unused or underutilized capacity, rapid increases in
market penetration and the likelihood that penetratio·n will
increase to' injurious levels, price suppressing or depressing
effects caused by imports, increases in inventories in the ·
United states, product shifting, actual and potential effects
on product development, and any other demonstrabl'e adverse
trends~.ldJ

The threat must be "real" and "imminent," and may

not be }:>ased on "mere conjecture or supposition. •iJ_y
The subsidies involved ·in the present investigation are

.ldJ see 19 u.s.c. 1677(7) (F) (i).
J.,Y. See 19 u.s.c. 1677(7) (F) (ii).
In antidumping
investigations, the Commission must consider whether dumping
in third countries,' as suggested· by d·umping findings or
antidumping remedies in these countries, suggests a threat·of
material injury to the domestic industry. See 19 U.S.C; _ ·.
1677(7) (F) (iii). The present investigation does not ... involve
dumping, so this factor is not relevant in the current
investigation.
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offered by the Canadian and provincial governments.l.2J

Some

of the subsidies are available only to pork and hog
producers, regardless of where their merchandise is sold,
while other subsidies are available to a broader class of
participants . .1.2J

Some of these subsidies could cause a

threat to the U.S. industry; however, the subsidy levels are
so low that it is unlikely these programs will threaten the
U.S. industry with material injury.
Canadian packer production of pork is up by
approximately 10 percent over the period of investigation.ll/
No other information is available about capacity.

Canadian

imports have moved sidewize during the investigation,
capturing 3.1 percent of the market in 1986 and 3.0 percent
in 1988.J..ft/

Given their stable market share, it is unlikely

that the Canadian imports will increase .their market share to
injurious levels in the foreseeable future.
Evidence collected in this investigation does not
indicate that imports are having a price-suppressing or
price-depressing effect in the U.S. market.

The price data

collected indicate that U.S. prices are responding as would

l.2J

Petitioner has alleged that some of these subsidies are
export subsidies. See Petition at 47.
221 Some of the subsidy programs cover livestock production
and others are intended to stabilize farm income.
Id. See
also Live Swine from Canada; Preliminary Results of~
~
Countervailing Duty Administrative Review, 53 Fed. Reg.
22,189 (June 14, 1988).
l1J See Report at A-29 (Table 12) .
.1ft/ See Report at A-33 (Table 14).
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be expected in a normal hog cycle.l.2J

Information on

inventories in the United States is not available and, in any
event, is probably less relevant in this industry than in
most, because perishable pork products are sold by packers
within a week of slaughter.40/
There is no evidence of product shifting in this case.
Although there is a related product under order

live swi,ne

-- facilities used to produce live swine cannot be shifted
into the production of pork.

In addition, imports of live

swine from Canada increased over the investigation, from 88
million pounds in 1986 and 75 million pounds in 1987 to 140
million pounds in

1988.~

Finally, there is no evidence

that imports have had any negative effects on the development
and production efforts of the domestic industry.

The

domestic industry took significant steps to modernize during
the period of investigation, moving increasingly into the
processing of pork to add greater value to its product . .!2/

l.2J

See Report at A-36 - A-47 (Figures 7-13).
40/ See Report at A-28.
Inventories fluctuate constantly as
a result of the different rates of slaughtering.
~ Although some of this increase is probably due to a
packer workers' strike in Alberta in 1988 which reduced pork
production, the data still indicate that Canadians are not
shifting, in any significant way, from exporting live swine
to exporting pork. See Report at A-15 (Table 2). In
addition, 19 U.S.C. 1677(7) (F) (i) (IX) does not apply because
this investigation only concerns a processed agricultural
product, not both the raw material and the processed
agricultural product .
.i2J See Report at B-63 (citing Annual Reports of domestic
packers), Respondent's Post Conference Brief at 5-9
(describing these efforts by domestic companies).
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Although increases in production capacity and existing
unused capacity may well exist in the Canadian industry, the
rest of the factors point squarely to a negative
determination.

I therefore conclude that there is no

reasonable indication that the domestic industry is being
threatened with material injury by reason of Canadian
imports.
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER RONALD A. CASS
Fresh, Chilled, or Frozen Pork from Canada
Investigation No. 701-TA-298 (Preliminary}
I dissent from the Commission's affirmative determination in
this preliminary investigation.

I do not believe that the record

before us provides a reasonable. indication that an industry in
the United States either has been materially injured or is
threatened with material injury by reason of subsidized imports
of fresh, chilled,. or frozen pork from Canada.
In my view, an affirmative determination is not consistent
with the evidence and can be reached only by misinterpreting the
•

-1

legal standard that controls disposition of preliminary
investigations under Title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930.i/
have discussed this standard in other

opinions~/

I

and do not

believe extended discussion again is required here.

ii

The standard is codified at 19 U.S.C. §· 1671b(a}
(countervailing duty investigations) and at 19 u.s.c.
§ 1673b(a) (antidumping investigations).

~/

See, ~. Certain Telephone Systems from Japan, Korea and
Taiwan, USITC Pub. 2156 at 53-63, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-426--28
(Preliminary) (Feb. 1989} (Additional Views of Commissioner
Cass); Generic Cephalexin Capsules from Canada, USITC Pub. 2143
at 39-45, Inv. No. 731-TA-433 (Preliminary) (Dec. 1988)
(Dissenting Views of Commissioner Cass} ; New Steel Rails from
Canada, USITC Pub. 2135 at 19-31, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-297, 731-TA422 (Preliminary) (Nov. 1988} (Additional Views of Commissioner
Cass) .
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I. LEGAL STANDARD GOVERNING DISPOSITION
OF PRELIMINARY COUNTERVAILING DUTY INVESTIGATIONS
The relevant aspects of the standard for preliminary
countervailipg duty investigations, however, can be stated in

'

short compass .•

First, the preliminary determination requires an

affirmative showing to be made that the injury necessary to
imposition of countervailing duties--material injury by reason
the subsidized imports--occurred or is

imminent.~/

Second, less

evidence is required to show the requisite injury from subsidized
imports in a preliminary investigation than in a final
investigation.

Third, the_"'Commission must consider all of the

evidence before it, not just the evidence offered in support of
an affirmative determination, in deciding whether that showing
has been made.
\

Fourth, in weighing conflicting evidence, the

.,

Commission should not reject evidence supporting a factual
inference necessary to an affirmative determination unless the
contrary evidence is plainly more probative or more credible.
·Finally, the absence of evidence necessary ·to an affirmative
finding of injury from subsidized imports is not necessarily
dispositive of ~-a preliminary determination.

Rather, the

Commission must consider such evidentiary gaps in light of the
likelihood that in a final determination the gap could be filled
with evidence that would support an affirmative decision .

.,

Where, as here, the domestic industry producing the like
product is well established, material retardation is not at issue.

~/

'-.
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II. LIKE.PRODUCT AND DOMESTIC INDUSTRY
In determining whether t.here {~ a. reasonable indication that
a domestic ·industry -~ither. i's ;threatened with, or already has
suffered, material injury by reason of imports traded at less
than fair value ("LTFV"), the Commission must assess the effects
of the allegedly of fending imports on the industry in the United
States comprised of "the domestic produce·rs as a whole of· a like
produ~·t or· those ·producers wh~se coll~ctiV'e output of the like

product constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic
'

production of that product."A/ ·That in turn requires the
Commission to determine the ,; like product, " defined in Title VII
as "a pr.oduct·wh'.ich is like, or in· the abs·ence of like, most
sirn1lar·in characteristf~s and uses with, the [imports] subject
to an· investigation·. ".5-/

Although the Commission majority's Views

may deal adequately with. the issues relevant to definition of the
I

·.

.

··..

.

domestic like.product and the industry that produces it, I do not
have access. to those Views and; therefore, wiil address ·these
issues briefly~

\

...

Petitioners and Respondents .agree that the product subject.
to investi'g.ation and' the .domestic like' product is
chilled, or frozen pork. "fd

Al ii;9· u~s.:c ..

§

ii

fresh,

This definition· limits the range of

.~67;7 (4).:

~/.19 u.~:c.
...... ·.... s~16i1c10) .
Petition for the Imposition of Countervailing Duties,
Fresh, Chilled and Frozen Pork from Canada at 5 (Jan. 4, 198[9])
(hereinafter "Petition") (stating that this iri~e~iigation covers
imports .. of . "unprocessed. ~resh, chilled, and frozen pork") ;
Officiai Transcript of Proceedings, ·Fresh, Chilled, or Frozen

~/ .s..e.e.
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products to those meats from slaughtered swine. that have been cut
but not processed.

Pork products that are processed beyond the·

slaughter and cut stage, such as sausage, ground pork, .and cured
bacon, are beyond the scope of this investigation, and the
parties agree that such products are outside the ambit 9f the
domestic like product.
The parties disagree here, as they have in prior
proceedings,2/ about the proper delineation of the industry that
produces the like product.

Petitioners argue tbat the domestic

"pork-producing industry" consists of both those who raise live
pigs and those who slaughter, cut, and pack pork.a/

This

argument invokes Section 1326(a) of the.Omnibus Trade anq
Competitiveness Act of 1988 .("OTCA"),'fl./ which provides that the
domestic industry producing a "processed agricultural product"
may be composed of both growers of the raw agricultural product
and the packers or

pro~essors

of the

fini~hed

product ..

Petitioners urge us to read that provision as reversing the
Comniission's earlier decision in Live Swine and Pork trom
Pork from Canada, Inv. No. 701-TA-298 (Preliminary) (Jan. 26,
1989) (hereinafter "Tr.") at 71-74; Post-Conference Memorandum of
Respondents at 39 (arguing that the Commission should define the
like product as fresh, chilled or frozen pork).
21 Live Swine and Pork from Canada, USITC Pub. 1625-, Inv. No.
701-TA-224 (Preliminary) (Dec. 1984); Live Swine and ~ork from
Canada, USITC Pub. 1733, Inv. No. 701-TA-224 (Final) (July 1985)
(hereinafter "Live Swine"), aff'd filID IlQID. Na:tional Pork
Producers Council v. United States, 11 Ct. Int'l Trade
, 661.
F. Supp. 6?3 (1987).
~/Petition

at 6-7.

'fl.I Pub. L. No. 100.:..418,

§

1326·(a), 102 Stat. 1107; 1203-04.
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Canada,.1.Q./ which had treated live swine and pork as separate
products produced by separate industries.

Respondents, in

contrast, argue that OTCA should be read as approving the
Commission's decision in Live Swine, or at least as confirming
the Commission's discretion to define the industry as limited to
those who produce the final product.1.1/
The argument on this point takes.place against a substantive
history of debate over definition of agricultural industries.
The Commission long has maintained that, although the ·
relationship between growers of a raw agricultural product and

-.

processors of .the finished product was in many ways analogous to
that between suppliers of components and producers ·of
manufactured end-products, "special problems" dictated that the
Corn.~ission

consider identifying the domestic industry producing

processed agricultural products to include both growers and
packers.12/

The Commission's treatment of agriculture as

1.Q./ USITC Pub. 1733, Inv. No. 701-TA-224 (Final)

(July 1985).

1.1/ Post-Conference Memorandum of Respondents ·at J9.
It should
be noted that, although respond~nts argue· that the definition of
the domestic industry should be limited to packers, they maintain:
that, even if the Commission were to de,fine the domestic industry
to include growers, there still would be no material injury. Id.
12/ .s.e.e,, ~' Certain Table Wine from France and Italy, USITC
Pub. 1502 at 4-10, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-210-211 & 731-TA-167-168
(Preliminary) (Mar. 1984); see also Live Swine; Certain Red
Raspberries from Canada, USITC .Pub. 1707, Inv. No. 731-TA-196
(Final) (June 1985); Frozen Concentrated Orange Juice. from
Brazil, USITC Pub. 1406, Inv. No. 701-TA--184 (Final) (July 1983);
Lamb Meat from New Zealand, USITC Pub. 1191, Inv. No. 701-TA-80
(Preliminary) (Nov. 1981); Fish~ Fresh, Chilled or Frozen from
Canada, USITC Pub. 1066, Inv. No. 701-TA-40 (Final) (May 1980).
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distinct from other enterprises was predicated not on analytical
differences but rather on Congressional statements to that
effect.l.J./

Prior to enactment of the OTCA, congressional

commentary generally was directed at other issues,14/ but the
Commission referenced these statements in deciding like product
and domestic industry questions.

The Commission developed a two-

factor test for defining the industry producing agricultural
products, asking (1) is there a single, continuous line of
production from the raw agricultural product through the
processed product? and (2) is there sufficient coincidence of
economic interest between the packers and growers that the two
groups are adversely affected by the of fending imports in a like
manner?

If the answer to both parts of the test was affirmative

then the Commission defined the domestic industry to include both
growers and packers . .1.5./

If, however, either part of the test was

.,.

not met, the Commission defined the domestic industry for the raw

.l.l/ In its report on the Trade Agreements Act of 1979, the Senate
Finance Committee noted that, because of the "special nature" of
agriculture, "special problems" exist in determining whether an
"agricultural industry" is materially injured. The Committee
then explained that, tor example, when livestock are unfairly
traded, packers may be doing well, while growers are liquidating
stock because prices make maintenance of the herds unprofitable.
s. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 88 (1979).

14/ The comments noted immediately above appear in -the
Committee's discussion of the definition of material injury .
1.5./

.s..e.e.,

Canada.

iL....9.......,

.IQ.

Raspberries, orange Juice, Lamb Meat, & Fish from
I
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product

to

consist of growers

I

and identified the packers or

•·

processors as·· the domestic· industry for the processed product .1.Q./
This was the test applied by the Commission in its Live
.

.

-

Swine decision: ·

.

Petition~rs

here, the

Nation~l

..

Pork Producers

Counci·l' ( "NPPC"); had urged in that investigation that United
~.

-

.

.

.

States hog farmers and processors-packers constituted a single
industty that was materially inj ure'd by reason of subsidized
imports from Canada of bpth live swine and pork.ll/

The

Commission fauna· live swine and fresh, chilled, or frozen pork.to
be separate products produced by separate domestic industries . .1.a/
Although the coinmission found that there was a "single,
contiriuous line of production" from growers through packers,.1.9./
it ~as

'\.ma.bte

to find· the ,;requisite integration of economic

interest" between the two· groups. 2. .Q./

Conc'luding that only

growers constituted the domestic industry producing live swine,
and only packers.comprised the domestic industry producing
po~k,21/ the Commission determined that American· growers were

materi.allY

inju:r~d

by· rea·san of subsidized imports of live swine,

" ~/ ~; ~~ Table· ~ine_, supra note 3t.

11l·' Live Swine at A-1.
.U/

,lg.

at 4.

ll/

As the.Commission noted, "the 'single, continuous line -of
production,- has been met in that the raw product. is primarily
sold in only one market, and that the primary purpose of raising
slaughter hogs is to ·produce pork meat." Id. at 6.

2]_/ ,lg. at 6-7.

2.1/

,lg.

at 7.
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but that domestic packers were neither materially injured nor
threatened with such injury by reason of imports of subsidized
fresh, chilled, or frozen pork.22./
Both the NPPC and the Alberta Pork Producers' Marketing
Board appealed Live Swine.2]_/

The first appeal, National .fQi:k,

addressed the like product and domestic industry_definitiqns.
The Court of International Trade held that the Commission's
defining live swine and pork as separate like products and
growers and packers as separate domestic industries was
reasonable and according to law.24/

In particular, the court

found that there was substantial evidence in the record to
support the Commission's finding that there was insufficient
integration of economic interest between swine growers and pork
packers to justify inclusion of growers in the pork-producing
industry.2.,5./
22/ Id. at 3. In anticipation of such a seemingly anomalous
result, petitioners argued that imposition of countervailing .
duties on live swine alone will lead to attempts to circumvent.
such duties by the slaughter of more swine in Canada and the
increase in imports in the form of pork. In response, the
Commission explained that it would be too speculative at that
time to determine the existence of such a threat since new
channels of transportation, distribution and sales would nave to
be found before substantial diversion from swine to pork imports
could occur. IQ. at 18.

211 ~ National Pork Producers council v. United States, 11 Ct.
Int'l Trade~-' 661 F. Supp. 633 (1987); Alberta Pork Producers'
Marketing Board v. United States, 11 Ct. Int'l Trade
, 669 P.
Supp. 445 (1987).
24/ 661 F. supp. at 637-38.

2.5./ .IQ.. at 638.
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The question presented in this investigation essentially is
whether section 1326(a) of the OTCA codifies or reverses that
decision.

That section provides:

[I]n an investigation involving a processed agricultural
product produced _from any raw agricultural product, the
producers or growers of the raw agricultural product mgy be
considered part of the industry producing the processed
product if-( I) the processed agricultural product is produced from
the raw agricultural product through a single
continuous line of production; and
(II) there is a substantial coincidence of economic
interest between the producers or growers of the raw
agricultural product and the processors of the
processed agricultural product based upon relevant
economic factors, which may, in the discretion of the
Commission, include price, added market value, or other
economic interrelationships (regardless of whether such
coincidence of economic interest is based upon any
legal relationship) . 26/
This provision appears, as Respondents argue, to codify the
Commission's prior two-part test for defining the domestic
industry in investigations involving agricultural products.

The

question for us is whether that test is met.
Petitioners argue,27/ and respondents essentially
concede,2.B./ that there is a single, continuous line of production
from the growing of hogs, through their slaughter and processing
for sale."

This conclusion clearly is mandated under the new

trade law, which states that

2..6./ OTCA § 1326(a) (to-be codified at 19 u.s.c.
§ 1677 (4) (E) ( i) ) (emphases added) .
27/ Petition at 10-21 {citing, ·inter alia, Fish from Canada, .L.gmQ
Orange Juice, and both the Commission determination and
Court of International Trade opinion in Table Wine, American
Grape Growers v. United States, 9 Ct. Int'l Trade 103, 604 F.
Supp. 1245 (1985)).

~.

2.B.I

~Post-Conference

·Memorandum of Respondents at 44.
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the processed agricultural product shall be considered to be
processed from a raw agricultural product through a single
continuous line of production if-( I) the raw agricultural product is substantially
or completely devoted·tc the production of the
processed agricultural product; and
(II) the processed agricultural product is
produced substantially or completely from the raw
product.
It is clear that (1) hogs, the raw agricultural product, have
little value to anyone but pork packers and are substantially or
completely devoted to the production of pork, the processed
··agricultural product, and (2) pork, the processed product, is
produced completely from hogs, ·the

raw·~gricultural

product.2.i/

There can be little argument, then, that a singl·e, continuous
line of production between hog growers and pork packers
exists.l..Q_/
The more serious argument among the parties concerns the
second part of the Section 1326 test, whether there is· suf~ic.ient
coincidence of economic interest between growers and 'packers so
as to justify grouping them together in the definition of
domestic industry.

The sectio:rf sets forth two factors· to be

considered in making this det~rmin~tion:
[I)n addition to such other factors it considers relevant to
the question of coincidence of economic interest, the
Commission shall-(I) if price is taken into account, consider the
degree of correlation between the price of the raw

']!l/ Live Swine at 6; Report to the Commission on Investigation
No. 701-TA-298 (Preliminary) at A-10
"Report").

J.Q./

~Live

Swine at 6.

(Feb. 10, 1989)

(hereinafter
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agricultural product and the price of the
processed agricultural product; and
(II) if added market value i~ taken into account,
consider whether the value of the raw agricultural
product constitutes a significant percentage of
the value of the processed agricultural
product.l.1/
This direction constitutes at least a mild rebuke to the
Commission, which disposed of the economic interest issue in Live
Swine on the basis of the legal relationship between growers and
packers, noting but giving very little weight to the information
respecting the underlying economic relationship between growing
swine and processing pork.

The Commission emphasized that very

few packing facilities were owned by growers, and vice versa, and
that prices for swine were not linked by contract to prices for
pork.12./

The Commission expressly found evidence of a high price

correlation between live swine and fresh, chilled, or frozen pork
not probative as to the existence of economic integration of
growing and processing . ..lJ./
Were the distinction between growers and processors in this
industry predicated solely on that reasoning, it is doubtful that
the Commission's earlier determination could be made now
consistent with the new law.

The earlier determination on

economic integration was, however, consistent with facts on the
record in that proceeding that, if not explicitly relied on by
l.1/ OTCA § 1326(a)
§ 1677 (4) (E) (iii))

(to be codified at 19
(emphases added) .

32/ Live Swine at 6-7 .

..ll/

.Id._

at 7.

u.s.c.
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the Commission, were
decision on appeal.

-nonethele~s

instrumental .in sustaining the

The Court of-International Trade stated that

the absence of a legal relationship between growers and packers
is not dispositive of the issue of coincidence of economic
interests, but noted that
evidence on the record also demonstrates that (1) growers
benefit from high prices during shortage situations while
packers benefit from low prices during oversupply
situations; ( 2) packe·rs compete for market share and ne'ed
imported Canadian swine in o~qer to fully utilize their
existing capacity; ( 3) some :i)ackers [opposed] the NPPC
petition ... ; and (4) some pac::k~rs further process pork into
other products and need Canadian imports to ensure ·ari
adequate supply of pork.,JA/
Petitioners argue here that. the Commission's earlier
decision erroneou.sly . focused op a "strictly legal/contractual
relationship" and that Section 1326

_rev~rses

mandating "that economic realities (such

~s

that focus by
high price

correlation or little value added),
whether or not eyidenced by
.,.
legal or contractual relationships, shpuld govern the
Commission's inquiry in the appropriate agricultural cases.".15./
Petitioners argue that the economic factors set out in the new
law establish the requisite economic integration because there is
an extremely high correlation between hog and pork pricesJ...Q./ and
"relatively little value" is added by meat packers to hogs in the
slaughtering process.J.1/

Petitioners point out that from 1984 to

JAi National Pork, 661 F. Supp. at 638 .
..3....5./ Petition at 22-23 (emphases deleted).
1.2./ .IQ. at 24-27.

TI/ I.Q. at

21.
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1988 the correlation between hog and pork prices was between
90.5% and 98.8%.1.ftl
Moreover, Petitioners also claim that very little value is
added in processing . ..J.!t.I

They assert that the Commission's

finding in Live Swine that packing operations "add substantial
value by transforming the live animal into pork".i.Q./ was a mistake
because it was based on U.S. Department of Agriculture data that
compared net farm value to "wholesale value", which includes the
value of all retail pork products, i.e., manufactured and
processed pork, and not simply fresh, chilled or frozen pork.il,I
In fact, Petitioners argue, the packing stage, which consists of
immobilizing, stunning, dehairing, eviscerating, and splitting
hogs, and, often, slicing the carcass into cuts, does_not
contribute "significantly" to the value of live swine.ill
Petitioners further assert that treatment of growers and packers
as part of a single industry would be consistent with other
Commission decisions.ill

.la.I .Ia. at 24.
ill M. at 27.
i.Q./ Live Swine at 4 (citing "Livestock and Poultry Outlook and
Situation Report at 34 (May 1985)).

41/ Petition at 27; Post-Conference Response of Petitioners at 34.

421 Petition at 27.

4.11 Petition at 30-3L

In support of their argument, ·Petitioners
furnish a quotation that they claim is taken from Cert~in Red
Raspberries from Canada, USITC Pub. 1565 at 8, Inv. No. 731-TA196 (Preliminary) (Aug. 1984)). The furnished quotation not only
does not appear in Raspberries, but also misrepresents the
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Responde~ts

dispute both the

indiviq~al

assertions offered

by Petitioners and the conclusion that swine growers and pork
pac~ers

have s.ubstantial coincidence of economic interest. 44/

Respondents emphasize .that
Co~ission

Secti~n

.1326 only authorizes the

at its discretion to include in the domestic industry

agricultural producers. at an earlier stage of production who meet
the statute.'s two-part test.45/
Respondents ar_gue that the test is not met and, in the
alternative, that even if the Commission were to find coincidence
of economic interests between .swine . growers and pork packers
sufficient to allow us_ to find· a uni.tary industry, the
coincidence is insufficient to

prov~de.

a reasonable -basis for

such discretionary action._
Commission's· determination. Petitioners' quotation purports that
. the Commission dete.rmined that there was "a reasonable indication
that imports have had a negative impact on the domestic
producers' .income.s, " Pe ti tiqn at 31, when, in. fact, the
Commission found no such injury but, rather, that there was a
reasonable indication that a domestic industry was threat~ned
with material injury. USITC Pub. 1565 at 8.
Presumably, Petitioners intended to quote the following
paragraph from Raspberries:
[G]rowers and packers are similarly affected by the market
conditions influencing the prices at which red raspberries
packed in bulk are sold. Prices are determined entirely by
the prevailing market prices paid by remanufacturers, and
both .Packers and growers ~re essentially price takers. If
any factors, such as imports, tend to depress prices of
bulk-packed raspberries, the impact would not only be felt
by packers, but also by growers.
[USITC Pub. 1565 at 8.]
.-44/ Post-Co11-fe;rence Memorandum of Respondents at 44.
~/

I..Q.

at 42.-44.
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Respondents assert that several facts of record evidence the
disparity of growers' and packers' economic interests.

First,

because growers and packets are not commonly owned, and do not
share revenues or contractually link prices, but rather deal at
arm's-length as buyers and sellers, their actual as well as legal
interests are divergent . .i.Q./

Indeed. Respondents submit that

there is a negative, or inverse, relationship between profit
margins for packers and those for growers.

Thus, the correlation

coefficient between estimated packer profit margins and estimated
hog grower returns since 1985 is negative, amounting to -0.50.47/

IQ. at 46. Respondents quote the following from the Senate
Finance Committee report on OTCA:

~/

In past cases, the Commission has examined the degree of
,vertical integration in the industry, as manifested by
co:mnion ownership between packers and processors, and the
existence of contractual relationships between prices of the
raw and processed agricultural commodities. It is the
Committee's intent that the ITC continue to view these
factors as possible evidence of coincidence of economic
interests.

· s:.

Rep. No. 71, lOOth_Cong., 1st Sess. 110-11 (1987).

Post-Conference Memorandum of Respondents at 47-48.
Respondents quote, 1.Q. at 47, the following from the Commission's
Memorandum.in Response to Plaintiff's Motion for Judgment Upon
the Agency Record in National Pork:

~/

"\

Rather than exhibiting a commonality of economic interest,
the interests of the growers and packers essentially are
diametrically opposed. Most of the time the growers benefit
_ from high prices during shortage situations while packers
benefit from·low ·prices during oversupply situations. As a
result, the profitability of growers varies inversely with
the profitability of packers. Accordingly, when growers'
prices and profits ·are high, packers' profits are low, and
vice versa .
. The two products, with few exceptions, are
produced by separate sets of producers in separate
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Moreover, some factors, such as feed costs, have a major impact
on growers' profit margins, but do not affect packers' margins at
all; and while packers are concerned about labor, capital and
packaging costs for processing operations, such costs have no
bearing on growers' margins.48/

Respondents assert that the most

recent SEC 10-K filing of one of the largest domestic packers
demonstrates the difference between growers' interests and
packers' interests . .4.i/
Respondents specifically dispute Petitioners' claims
concerning a high price correlation between swine prices and pork
prices . .5....Q./

They point to Petitioners' own description .of

conditions in the pork packing industry, contained in the
Petition in this investigation, as evidence of the incongruence
of grower and packer interests; Petitioners state that

"[elven

during a period of falling pork prices, it is possible for
facilities, and these producers have separate economic and
financial interests .

.!.a.I Post-Conference Memorandum of Respondents at 49; Tr. at 113.
Post-Conference Memorandum of Respondents at 48-49.
Respondents quote the following passage from Smithfield Foods,
Inc., Form 10-K for the Fiscal Year ended
May l, 1988, at
5-31:
.
.

~/

Fluctuations in the supply of hogs and in the price
levels in the livestock and in meat industries generally
affect the Registrant's profitability in any particular
period. Historically, hog prices have been subject to
greater fluctuations than the prices of either fresh pork or
processed meats. Generally, as supplies of hogs decline,
hog prices rise more rapidly than selling prices for fresh
meat and profit margins are adversely· affected. Similarly,
as hog prices decline, prices of fresh meat tend to fall at
a slower rate, favorably affecting earnings·.
2.Q./ Post-Conference Memorandum of Respondents at 50.
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packers to be doing well at the same time that hog producers are
experiencing relative economic hardship."..5...1/
Respondents also argue that packers add considerable value
in

processing~

largely in.cutting, de-boning, and trimming,

operations they assert are performed far more of ten than
Petitioners suggest.

Respondents declare that value added

approached 20 percent in 1986 for those packer/processors whose
sales of fresh meat accounted for more than two-thirds of their
total sales . ..52_/

Other sources confirm that there is a trend by

U.S. producers to provide more of these higher value-added
services.23./
I believe that the Respondents convincingly demonstrate that
packers and growers do not have interests sufficiently coincident
to constitute a single industry.

The prices of pork and swine do

appear to move in tandem, but the costs associated with the
raising of swine and those associated with the processing of
swine into

por~

do not seem to hold any defined relationship.

Even if Respondents' evidence of an opposed relationship between
growers' and packers' profits is not credited, there is ample and
persuasive evidence that the interests of the two industries
differ significantly.
..5...1/ .,lil.

The record indicates, for instance, that

(quoting Petition at 68) .

..5.2./ .,lil. at 52.

Respondents also argue that, by obviously
misconstruing the concept of value added when they suggest that
packers "subtract" value from the hogs when processing.swine into
pork, Petitioners only confirm that they inaccurately calculated
value added.
Id. at 51.
23./ Report at A-51.
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growers benefit from high swine prices during shortages, while
packers benefit from low swine prices during periods of
oversupply . .5..!/
That is not to say that there is no conceivable basi~ for
the Petitioners' claim of coincident interests in this
investigation.

There is, of course, a potential impact on the

swine growers from the importation of subsidized pork prodU,cts,
given the commitment of swine to pork.
The statute as well as Commission and judicial precedent,
however, make the domestic industry determination turn on more
than the commitment of the upstream product to the downstrea.m
production, the essential point on which Petitioners' argument is
clearly established and which they have restated in several
forms.

The law properly makes the industry definition dependent

on economic interests that parse more finely than the simple
relation of upstream and downstream production.

The test of

coincidence asks in effect whether it is necessarily so that the
effects of imports on downstream production also are visited on
upstream production (or even are disproportionately visited on
upstream production) .

21/ See,

~. Tr. at 56-57 (Petitioners acknowledging that
growers and packers benefit ''quite differently" at different
stages of the hog cycle); P.ost-Conference Response of Petitioners
at 4(stating that "[w]hile in the short term, the interests of
pork packers and hog producers are not necessarily compatible,
long-run goals--a strong profitable domestic industry--are very
similar.")
The last quotation, though certainly unobjectionable,
does prompt recall of Keynes' famous comment on what happens to
all of us in the long run.
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Here, the evidence does not support a conclusion of
sufficient coincidence of economic interests to make the fortunes
of growers and processors one and the same.

It is precisely

because the economic interests of swine growers and pork
processors are not so closely linked that the two operate as
separate legal entities

u~der

the two industries to diverge.

contracts that allow the fates of
While i t is possible that swine

growers will be harmed by pork imports, to know just what the
impact of subsidized pork imports on domestic swine production in
fact is, we would need considerable information on the export as
well as domestic markets for the swine.

I conclude that the

relevant domestic industry is composed solely of pork packers and
processors.
I have spent considerable time on· this issue because the
parties have devoted so much attention to it.

I should add,

however, that I do not believe that the issue is in any way
dispositive of the outcome of this investigation.

Even if

Petitioners' suggested definition of the domestic industry were
adopted, I do not believe that an affirmative determination could
be justified.

III. REASONABLE INDICATION OF INJURY BY REASON OF LTFV IMPORTS
A. The "Unitary" or "Comparative" Framework for Analysis
I have explained at length the "unitary" or "comparative"
approach that I employ in addressing the issues presented to the
Commission in Title VII investigations and the statutory basis
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for that approach.2..,5./ I see no need to repeat that explanation at
length.
I do, however, believe that explication of the qasis for the
decision reached in this investigation is required.

Like any

other administrative agency, we have a duty both to articulate
the major factual inferences and

as~umptions

that form the bases

for our analysis and to explain fully how the rationale we
applied to such factual bases led to our determination . .2..Q./

This

general duty is made explicit for Title VII investigations by the
Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988, which directs the
Commission to explain how three specified factors affect our
determination whether the relevant domestic industry has been
materially injured by the dumped or subsidized imports under
investigation.

Congress also has instructed the Commission, in

performing the Title VII inquiry, to examine all relevant
economic tactors ''within the context of the business cycle and
conditions of competition that are distinctive to the affected

2..,5./ See. e.g., my Additional Views in 3.5" Microdisks and Media
Therefor from Japan, USITC Pub. 2076, Inv. No. 731-TA-389
(Preliminary) (Sept. 1988), and Internal Combustion Engine
Forklift Trucks from Japan, USITC Pub. 2082, Inv. No. 731-TA-377
(Final) (May 1988); Granular Polytetrafluoroethylene Resin from
Italy and Japan, USITC Pub. 2112, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-385-386
(Final) (Aug. 1988). For
discussion of the difference between
my approach and that of many other Commissioners, see, e.g.,
Digital Readout Systems and Subassemblies Thereof from Japan
(hereinafter "Digital Readouts''), USITC Pub. 2150 at 95-119, Inv.
No. 731-TA-390 (Final) (Jan. 1989) .

a

.2.Q/ ~. ~. SEC v. Chenery Corp., 318 U.S. 80 (1943); Phelps
Dodge Corp. v. NLRB~ 313 U.S. 177 (1941).
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industry. "2Jj

An intuitive evaluation of the causal nexus

between those imports and the present condition of the domestic
industry cannot satisfy these obligations.
In contrast, the comparative approach to Title VII analysis
specifically addresses the three statutory factors within the
rubric of an explicit three-part inquiry into the manner in which
the assertedly .unfair imports affected the domestic injury and
explicitly considers the effects of changing business
conditions.26./

This approach structures the Title VII inquiry

around three, related questions:

First, to what extent have

import volumes, and their prices, changed as a result of the
subsidized imports?

Second, how have the subsidized imports

affected prices, and concomitantly sales, of the domestic like
product?

'-

And, third, how have the changes in price and sales of
.

the like product affected stich variables as return on investment,
employment in the domestic industry, and employee compensation?
Following this three-part inquiry, the Commission must assess the

!21./ OTCA

§

1328(2), 102 Stat. 1206 .

.5.Ji/ In assess'ing the causation of injury by LTFV imports, 19
U.S.C. § 1677(7) (B) directs.
other factors:

the~Commission

to consider,· among

(i) the volume of imports of the merchandise which is
the subject of the investigation,
(ii) the effect of import~ of that mercpandise on
prices in the United·States for like products, and
(iii) the· impact of ,imports on such merchandise on
domestic producers of like products . . . .
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significance of these effects and determine whether the injury
caused or threatened by the subsidized-imports is

B. causation of

ma~eria1

. .5_i/

Mater~al

Iniury: Fresh. Chilled or Fro?en
Pork from Canada

1. Volumes and Prices of Subsidized Imports
In this investigation, there is no doubt that only a small
volume of subsidized pork from Canada was imported into the
United States.

In no year during the period of investigation did

the volume of imports rise above 3.4 percent of the U.S. market,
and the imports' share of the market actually declined to 3.0
percent during the period that will be covered by the Department
of Commerce's investigation of the subsidies.

..

Subsidies alleged

by Petitioners can have caused only a relatively small decline i .
the price of the subject imports, and a concomitantly small
increase in the total volume of sales of subsidized Canadian pork
in the United States.

This conclusion follows even if we fully

credit Petitioners' allegations respecting the subsidies.
Petitioners allege that the same Canadian subsidy programs
found by Commerce at the time of Live Swine also apply today to
imports of pork,60/ and that subsidies on fresh, chilled and
frozen pork have.increased.61/

.5..2./ See,

~.

They state that subsidies on

Digital Readouts at 117-19.

60/ Petition at 2-3; Report at A-14.
In Commerce's final
determination·in Live Swine in·June 1985, the net subsidy for
pork was .found to· be Can$ 0.03272/lb. Report at A-14; 50 Fed
Reg. 25,097 (1985), reprinted in Live Swine at A-60 ..

Ql/ Petition at 3.
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swine, imports of which are covered by an existing countervailing
duty order, range from

Can$~.04-23.53

per head.62/

Petitioners

suggest that the appropriate means for conversion of the swine
subsidies into equivalent pork subsidies is to apply the swine
subsidies to a dressed carcass weight of 71 percent of the live
weight of the swine.

This calculation would yield pork subsidies

of can$0.019-0.15 per pound of pork.

In US$, the subsidy per

pound of pork would be between $0.017 and $0.13.
Even if we were free in a preliminary to find some other
figure a more credible statement of the subsidy level,
Respondents do not provide evidence on this point sufficient to
establish a subsidy level. apart from what might be inferred from
Petitioners' assertions .. Respondents concede the existence of
Canadian subsidization programs, but they do not offer specific
data either on the amount of subsidies nor, for.that matter, on
the number of applicable programs.fl/

Although the Canadian Pork

Council points 6ut that the Can$23.53 per hog stabilization
payments do not apply to all hogs marketed in Canada, it does not
provide further information on the extent of the subsidies
applicable to pork.64/
Were our record more complete accepting Petitioners'
statement of the subsidies on pork would provide only a starting
point for analysis of the effect on the U.S. volumes and prices
62/ IQ. at 45; Tr. at 14.

fill Post-Conference Memorandum of Respondents at 34 .
.§.!/ Post-Conference Statement of Canadian Pork council at 7-8.
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of the· subsidized i:ihports'. .22/ · The

record in this' investigation

does not, however, at this point support use of any other figure,
as the contribution of each of the numerous listed subsi'dy
programs to the actual subsidy rate· is nowhere spelled out nor is
sufficient information about that provided to admit·a reasonable
inference to be drawn.
2. Domestic Prices and Sales ·
With respect to prices· and sales· ·in· the United States of
domestic pork, the record indicates that the-subject imports had
little effect.

One indicator of the minimal price effect is the

small volume of the subsidized Canadian pork imports.66/
Further, Respondents offer credible evidence that prices of
imports of Canadian pork are "generally higher" than prices of
U.S. pork.QI/
suggest,

b~

While the market· for pork may, as Petitioners

relatively responsive to changes in price of

competing pork products, the record.does not provide a basis for
conclu4tng that the limited voltimes of Canadian imports selling
at prices that at most· were modestly·· lowered by the ·Canadian
subsidies had more' than· de: minimis impact on th·e· prices of
domestically produced pork .

..6...5./ s..e..e., ~. Diamond, Toward an Economic Foundation for
Countervailing Duty Law·, ·Workshop Paper for Georgetown University
Law Center Law and Economics Program (Oct. 1988); Goetz, Granet,
and Schwartz', The Meaning of· "Sub.sidy"" and "Injury" in 'the
Countervailing Duty Law, 6 Int'l Rev. L. & Econ. 17 (1986).
66/ Report at A-45.

fill Post-Conference Memorandum of Respondents-at· 18-19.
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The evidence offered by Petitioner on the relation between
Canadian pork prices and U.S.-produced pork prices does not
suffice to sustain a different conclusion.

Petitioners have

established that their product competes with the Canadian
product.

-Despite Respondents' claim that domestic consumers

perceive Canadian pork to be leaner than American pork and, thus,
are willing to pay a small premium for the Canadian product,.2...8./
the evidence as a whole supports Petitioners' contention that the
two products are fungible, and are perceived as such by many, if
not all, consumers.69/

Furthermore, while the evidence suggests

that beef and poultry are to some extent substitutes for pork,
consumers willingness to substitute these meats for domestic pork
is far less than their willingness to substitute Canadian pork
I

for domestic pork.1..Q./

These facts, of themselves, however, do

not establish a more than marginal connection between the
Canadian imports and U.S. pork prices.
The conclusion ths_t domestic pork prices have not been
significantly affected by imports of subsidized Canadian pork is
strengthened by examination of the fluctuation of domestic prices
.2.B,/ IQ.. at 19; Tr. at 104.

f2.!ll Petition at 6.
]JJ_/ Even though the unfair practices associated with LTFV imports
that are highly substitutable with the domestic product tend to
have greater effects on domestic sales and prices, see, g_,_g_,_, New
Steel Rails at 45-49, such a tendency is not evident in the
record in this investigation. Unlike New Steel Rails, where the
subject imports rose by a "significant" percentage during the
period under investigation, imports of Canadian pork fell in the
last half of 1988.
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in light of the relevant business cycle; and examination mandatE!ll'
by Congress.ll/

The graphs depicting the patterns· of both

weighted-average and selected product pork prices evidence the
cyclical nature of the industry.72/

The record suggests· that the

pork industry is affected by what is referred to as the '!hog
cycle," the change i'n the population or inventories of live swine
and concomitant but opposite change in pork pro'duction.]]./

The

hog cycle reflects the decisions of growers to expand or :contract
production in response _to economic signals as modified by
biological constraints.

In the United States, a hog cycle

typically is two years from peak to trough, and four years from·
peak to peak.74/
Because swine growers are accustomed to fluctuating·prices
and profits, such fluctuations must be reasonably consistent for
two to six months before growers make decisions· to alter·
- production.

Although the economic signals affecting growers' \

..
l l / OTCA § 1326 (a) (to be codified at· 19 U. s. c.
§ 1677 (4) (E) (iii)); s. Rep. No. 71, 'lOOth Cong'~, ·1st Sess. 110
_(1987).
72/ see Report at A-35, -41-47.

ll/ See Report at A-12, B-54-59.

See also Tr. at 5G-57·
(Petitioners conceding that hog cycle significantly affects
indicators of industry performance) ; Tr. at 104-05 · (R.espondents
arguing that the hog cycle "fully explains the condition of the
domestic industry"); ·Post-Conference Memorandum of Respondents at
3; 'Post-Conference Statemertt.of Canadian Pork Co~ncil at 1-2 (hog
cycle exists in Canada); Report at A-48 (USDA agricultural
economists and the parties state.that the. po'rk market is "best·
charac·terized as a North· American market rather than separate
U. s·. and Canadian ma~kets u,.·. )' . •
"·
74/ Report at B-54.
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production decisions ordinarily reflect developments in the hog
cycle, they sometimes reflect largely exogenous variables such as
feed prices, changes in consumer preferences among alternative
meats, credit conditions, and, indirectly, weather, e.g.,
drought.].2/
In a typical hog cycle, as the price for live swine rises,
growers will respond by retaining additional animals for breeding
purposes in order to have more animals ultimately to sell at the
higher price.

Consequently, fewer animals are available for

slaughter, putting even more upward pressure on the price, and
encouraging even more retention of animals for breeding.

The

heightened number of animals kept for breeding eventually results
in supplies that are too large to clear the market at the
prevailingI price,. leading to a decline in, prices.

As the price

falls, growers typically respond by retaining fewer young animals
for breeding and by selling for slaughter more mature swine that
previously had been kept in breeding herds.

The additional

numbers of swine for slaughter put even more downward pressure on
prices, encouraging, in turn, growers to sell even more animals
for slaughter.

Ultimately, animal supplies are reduced to levels

that are inadequate to meet demand, and the price begins to rise,
initiating the next phase of the cycle·. 76/
While subsidized imports of Canadian pork may have lowered
the prices of U.S. pork products and reduced the sales of such

12./ Id. at B-54-55.
76/ I.Q. at B-55.
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products, there is no evidence that either effect was more than
negligible.

3. Investment and Emplovment
The data relating to employment and investment in the
domestic industry that have been compiled by the Commission also
are consistent with a finding that there is no reasonable
indication that the subject· imports have caused material injury
to the domestic industry.

Certainly, they provide little, if

any, independent support for a contrary determination.
I do not believe that trend information

st~ndin~ ~lone

Although
are of

.

.

much utility to the task.Congress· has set for us, the data
respecting trends employment and investment in the domestic pork
industry· are not even arguably suggestive of matetial injury from
the Canadian imports. ·
First, the number of production workers increased by nearly
14 percent in 1988.TII Second, wages climbed 16 ·percent in 1988
over what they had been in 1987. 7 8/

Significantly,· too-,·

productivity increased by 20· percent iri. 1987, ana· then by a
further 7 percent in 1988.79/
Although, as Petitioners have

.'.

not~d,

the

·pa~kin~·ind~stry

traditionally has low profit margins,801 one· of the" largest pork
771 Report at A-20.

NI Id.
791 Id .

.fill.I Petition at 66; Tr. at 37-38, 51.
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packers has reported .that it is

exp~~iencing

the "best financial

condition in its ·history"fil/, and another stated in mid-1988 that
its pork plants are achieving "excellent results."li/

At the

same time, data from reporting producers on pork industry
operations indicate that net sales ·rose from million dollar
deficit in 1987 to a $26.8 million dollar surplus in 1988,fil/ and
that operating income as a percentage of net sales also reverted
from a negative number in 1987 to 0.7 percent in 1988.84/
Capital expenditures on overall operations by pork packers
likewise fell in 1987, only to recover strongly in 1988, i.e.,
from a 54.5 percent decline in 1987 to an 88.9 percent jump one
year

later.~/

With respect to their pork operations only, the

fact that some firms closed certain plants, while others acquired
facilities and purchased equipment, is partly confirmed by the
60.2 percent decline in capital expenditures on pork operations
in 1987, followed by a 22.1 percent increase in.such spending in
1988 . ..8.Q./

Furthermore, as additional evidence that the domestic

pork industry is not as debilitated as Petitioners would have us
believe, spending on research and development on pork products

fill Post-Conference Memorandum of Respondents at 11 (quoting
Smithfield Foods, Inc., 1988 Annual Report at 3) .

.a.2./ .Isl. at 12 (quoting IBP, Third Quarter Report 1988).
fill Report at A-21-22 (data for reporting producers only) .

.BAI

~

..!.Q. at A-22 .

.8..5./

~

..!.Q. at A-24.

86/ Id.
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jumped 56.3 percent in 1987, and a further 41.9. percent in
1988.fil/
If one examines the changes in financial data in light of
the business cycle, again the cyclical nature of the industry
appears a complete explanation for such changes.

The· information

on the swine growing industry, which Petitioners urge us to
consider, is similarly explicable in terms of

th~

"hog cycle."

Increased pork production beginning in November 1987, along with
·the increase in· costs of retention· of swine for breeding
·consequent to the drought in· the summer of 1988, resulted in
increased slaughter in 1988.

This in turn produced the drop in

the inventory of .animals kept for breeding purposes as
December 1988.

The increased pork production in 1987

o~

app'arently~

responded to the increased retention of swine for breeding over
the prior year, itself the consequence of higher profitability
for hog growers.

The subsequent decrease in profitability of

growers· in 1988 comp':l.eted this cycle . .a.a/
The evidence,·viewed as a whole, strongly suggests that
there is no reasonable indication that imports of the subject
product have caused. material injury, to the domestic pork
."

industry.

There is·no reason to suspect from the evidence on

record that a different 'definition of domestic industry would
yield· a different result.

fill

~

i..Q.

at A-24 .

.fill/ l..Q. at A-17.

Although Petitioners

hav~

made
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assertions to the contrary, those assertions simply are not
supported by the record before us . .8..2_/

IV. THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY
Any analysis of the issue of threat of material injury in
preliminary investigations starts with the statutory command that
the Commission make an affirmative determination only "on the
basis of evidence that the threat of material injury is real and
that actual injury is imminent.".2..Q./

Moreover, while analysis of

events that we are unable to measure invariably is necessary,
such a determination cannot be made on the basis of mere
conjecture or supposition . .2_1/

Of course, while it is clear that

a reasonable indication of threat of material injury will suffice
to reach an affirmative determination in a preliminary
investigation, Congress still has made it clear that, even in
that context, an affirmative determination cannot be issued

.8..2./ Petitioners' argument that "even if the condition of pork
packers were found to be relatively healthy, given the small
amount of value added to hogs by packers in producing pork, and
given the very serious difficulties being experienced by hog
producers, such condition should not preclude a finding of injury
with respect to the overall pork-producing industry", Petition at
69, not only effectively concedes that the domestic pork industry
is not injured, but also ignores the fact that Congress has
mandated that we be concerned with whether material injury to the
domestic industry was by reason of LTFV imports, not merely
whether the domestic industry is "healthy" or not .
.2..Q./ 19 U. S . C.

ill Id.

§

16 7 7 ( 7) ( F) (ii) .
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absent concrete evidence that imminent material injury is
threatened . .9.2,/
Title VII, as amended, directs us to consider the following,
specifically enumerated factors in analyzing whether the
requisite threat of material injury is evident:
t~e

(1) information as to

nature of the· subsidy,

particularly whether it is an export subsidy;
(2) the ability and likelihood of the foreign producers to
increase the level of exports to the United States due to
inc~eased p~oduction

capacity or unused.capacity;

(3) any rapid increase in penetration of the domestic market
by imports and the probability that the penetration will
increase to injurious levels;
(4) the Jikelihood that imports will enter this country at
prices that will have a depressing or suppressing effect on
domestic prices of the.merchandise;
(5) any substantial rise in inventories of the merchandise
in the United States;
(6) underutilized capacity for producing the merchandise in
the exporting country;
( 7)

11

any other. demonstrable adverse trends

that the LTfV imports will be the cause

o~

11

that indicate
actual injury;

and
ill~ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (F) (ii).
For a fuller explanation of
my views on the standard applicable to threat determinations in
preliminary investigations, see Shock Absorbers and Parts,
Components and Subassemblies Thereof from Brazil, USITC Pub.
2128, Inv. No. 731-TA-421 (Sept. 1988).
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(8) actual and potential negative effects on the existing
development and production efforts of the domestic industry,
including efforts to develop a derivative or more advanced
version of the like product . .21_/
Having reviewed the record, I am unpersuaded that there is
any conceivable basis -- other than speculation of the kind in
which Congress has forbidden us to engage -- on which we might
find that any of these factors suggests that there is a
\.

reasonable indication of threat of material injury to the
domestic industry.

Although Petitioners contend otherwise, much

of their argument reiterates what they predicted in Live Swine,
i.e., that the imposition of countervailing duties on imports of
live swine creates the threat that Canadian growers will merely
product-shift by slaughtering their herds in Canada and exporting
·to the United States fresh, chilled or frozen pork . .9A./
allege that events have proven them

.21./

They now

right.~/

~ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (F) (i).
Petitioners argument that 19
U.S.C. § 1677(7) (F) (i) (IX) applies is misplaced.
That
subparagraph applies to an investigation "which involves imports
of QQth a raw agricultural product ... and any product process from
such raw agricultural product, the likelihood that there will be
increased imports, by reason of product shifting, if there is an
affirmative determination ... with respect t'o either the raw
agr~cultural product or the processed agricultural product .... "
Since this investigation concerns only imports of allegedly
subsidized pork, the processed agricultural product, and not
imports of Canadian pork, the raw product, the cited subparagraph is inapposite .

.9AI Petition at 2.
~/

Id.
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As Respondents correctly point out,.9..§./ however, if in fact
Petitioners' prediction had proved true, then the productshifting no longer would constitute a threat since it already
would have caused actual injury.
The statutory factors for. analysis of threatened injury do
not support a conclusion that such .a threat exists.

To begin

with, the evidence in the record indicates that
Canadian packers are operating at near full capacity . .il/
··· Petitioners· argument that Canadian packers will .shift their
excess exports from Japan to the United States is no more than
speculation.

Moreover, even if that were the case, given the

relatively minuscule quantities involved,98/ there is no evidence
that such a shift in markets would have anything more than the
slightest effect on domestic producers.
Similarly, there has been no rapid increase in the market
penetration of the subject imports.

On the contrary, the

evidence shows that imports of Canadian pork decreased in 1988.
Furthermore, there is no reason to anticipate a rapid increase in
1989.il/

.2..2./ Post-Conference Memorandum of Respondents at 35-36.
~/

Id. at 37-38.

98/ If all Canadian exports of pork in 1988 had been shipped to
the United States, the total would have amounted to no more than
3.49 percent of domestic consumption. See Report at A-29, A-33.
Respondents actually predict a further decline.
Conference Memorandum of Respondents at 37.

~/

Post-
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Likewise, there is no evidence before suggesting a
probability that the subject imports might have a depressing or
suppressing effect on prices of the domestic like product.

As

previously discussed, there is no evidence of a measurable -effect
on domestic prices, while there is some evidence that Canadian
imports sell at higher prices in the U.S. than does domestic
pork . .l.Q.Q_/

For that matter, there is no evidence that the

situation is likely to change in the foreseeable future.
Analysis of inventories of imported pork does not lend
itself to support a finding of threatened material injury,
either.

Since fresh and chilled pork is perishable, there are no

meaningful inventories.

With respect to frozen pork, too, the

record does not indicate that inventories present any meaningful
threat to domestic producers.101/
Nor is there any evidence that the subject imports have had,
or potentially will have, negative effects on any existing
development and production efforts by the domestic industry.

It

should be noted that this is not a factor of substantial
importance in this industry.
In light of the considerable evidence that domestic packers
by their own accounts are doing increasingly well and are
optimistic about the future, Petitioners have failed to
demonstrate that there is a reasonable indication of a threat of
100/ See Report at A-48.
101/ Id. at A-27.
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material injury to the domestic industry by reason of allegedly
subsidized imports of fresh, chilled or frozen pork from Canada.

V. CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, I find that there is no
reasonable indication of material injury, or threat of such
injury, to the domestic industry by reason of the subject imports
of pork from Canada.

Accordingly, I must dissent from the

affirmative-determination Of the-majority of my -colleagues.

A-1

INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATION
Introduction
On January 5, 1989, a petition was filed with the U.S. International Trade
Commission (the Commission) and the U.S. Department of Commerce by counsel on
behalf of the National Pork Producers Council (NPPC), Des Moines, IA, and
others. 1/ The petition alleges that an industry in the United States is
materially injured, or is threatened with material injury, or the establishment
of an industry in the United States is materially retarded, by reason of
imports from Canada of fresh, chilled, or frozen pork (pork) 2/ that are
alleged to be subsidized by the Government of Canada. Accordingly, effective
January 5, 1989, the Commission instituted investigation No. 701-TA-298
(Preliminary) under section 703(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C.
§ 167lb(a)) to determine whether or not there is a reasonable indication that
an industry in the United States is materially injured, or is threatened with
material injury, or the es.tablishment of an industry is materially retarded, by
reason of such imports.
Notice of the institution of this investigation and of a conference to be
held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice in the
Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC,
and by publishing a notice in the Federal Register of January 11, 1989 (54 F.R.
1014). ll The conference was held in Washington, DC on January 26, 1989. ~/
Effective February 3, 1989, the Department of Conunerce initiated a
countervailing duty investigation to determine whether the subject merchandise
is being subsidized by the Government of Canada (54 F.R. 5537). 21

1/ Arkansas Pork Producers' Council, Atkins, AR; Colorado Pork Producers'
Council, Eaton, CO; Idaho Pork Producers' Association, Caldwell, ID; Illinois
Pork Producers' Association, Springfield, IL; Indiana Pork Producers'
Association, Indianapolis, IN; Iowa Pork Producers' Association, Clive, IA;
Michigan Pork Producers' Association, Lansing, MI; Minnesota Pork Producers'
Association, Albert Lea, MN; Nebraska Pork Producers' Association, Lincoln, NE;·.
North Carolina Pork Producers' Association, Raleigh, NC; North Dakota Pork
Producers' Council, Leith, ND; Ohio Pork Producers' Council, Westerville, OH; '
Wisconsin Pork Producers' Association, Lancaster, WI; National Pork Council
Women, Des Moines, IA; ConAgra Red Meats, Inc., Greeley, CO; Dakota Pork
Industries, Inc., Minneapolis, MN; Farmstead Foods, Albert Lea, MN; IBP, Inc.,
Dakota City, NE; Illinois Pork Corporation, Monmouth, IL; Thorn Apple Valley,
Southfield, MI; Wilson Foods, Oklahoma City, OK.
21 Fresh and chilled pork as provided for in subheadings 0203.11.00,
0203.12.90, and 0203.19.40; frozen pork as provided for in subheadings
0203.21.00, 0203.29.40, and 0203.22.90 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule.
This definition encompasses fresh, chilled, or frozen pork that is not
processed, prepared, or preserved.
11 Copy of cited Federal Register notice is presented in app. A.
~/ A list of witnesses who appeared at the conference is presented in app. B.
21 Notice in app. A.

A-2

The Commission's briefing and vote in this investigation was held on
February 15, 1989. The statute directs the Commission to make its determination
within 45 days after receipt of the petition, or in this case by February 21,
1989.
Previous Investigations InvolvingPork
The Commission has conducted one previous countervailing duty investigation
of Live Swine and Pork from Canada. Investigation No. 701-TA-224 (Preliminary)
was instituted on November 2, 1984, and resulted in an affirmative determination
(USITC Publication 1625, December 1984). Investigation No. 701-TA-224 (Final)
was instituted on April 3, 1985.
In the final investigation, the Commission
found that there were two like products, live swine and fresh, chilled, or
· · frozen pork. ·The· Commission determined 1/ that an. industry in the United ...
States was materially injured by reason of subsidized imports of live swine from
Canada, but that an industry in the United States was not materially injured or
threatened with material injury, and that the establishment of an industry was
not materially retarded, 2/ by reason of subsidized imports of fresh, chilled,
or frozen pork from Canada (USITC Publication 1733, July 1985).
On August 15, 1985,. the Department .of Commerce published a countervailing
duty order on live swine from Canada (SO F.R. 32880). The import relief
measures instituted as a result of the Cornrnission's determination are still in
effect. The preliminary and final results of Commerce's most recent
administrative review of the outstanding order are discussed in the section of
this report entitled "Nature and extent of alleged subsidies."

The Product
Description and uses
This investigation covers all fresh, chilled, or frozen meat (edible
muscle) of swine, that has not been processed, .prepared, or preserved, fit for
human consumption. Prepared or preserved meat of swine such as cured ham,
bacon, and sausage is not included in this investigation.· Canadian and U.S.
fresh, chilled, or frozen pork are essentially the same with certain marginal
differences as described further in this section of the_report.
·
Meat of swine.--In common usage, meat of swine is referred to as pork,
which is light red in color. White fat.covers much of the swine carcass, and
some fat is dispersed throughout the meat.

1/ Commissioner Liebeler dissenting.
21 Commissioner Eckes dissenting.

A-3

Figures 1 and 2 show the location of the various. cuts of the swine
carcass. Figure 3 shows the weight and share of the carcass accounted for by
various cuts of a typical swine carcass.
The average live weight of Canadian swine slaughtered in the United States
in 1988 was 225 pounds; it was 223 pounds for those slaughtered in Canada.· The
average live weight of U.S. swine slaughtered in that same year was 249 pounds.
According to officials of the Canadian Pork Council (CPC) , 11 the lighter
average weight of Canadian swine reflects, in part, the Canadian carcass
grading/settlement system which rewards leaner and therefore more feedefficient animals. The smaller and leaner Canadian animals yield smaller and
leaner pork cuts.
The current Canadian Hog Carcass Grading/Settlement System, which became
effective on March 31, 1986, is a program administered by the Canadian Federal
Government that is used to evaluate carcasses of an estimated 99 percent of all
Canadian swine sold for slaughter, and is the basis on which farmers are paid
for swine. Under the system, swine carcasses receive a numerical rating,
referred to as "the index," based on the carcass weight and the lean yield of
the carcass as measured by an employee of the Canadian Federal Government.
Index points are deducted for undesirable factors, such as abnormal fat ·color
or texture and other factors. Swine are purchased on a liveweight basis;
however, meatpackers pay farmers on the basis of the index number derived from
the animal. Purchasers pay a 1 percent premium for each index point above
"index 100" and receive a 1 percent discount for each index point fewer than
100. Appendix C explains in greater detail how this index is determined.
In the United States, carcasses and live swine are graded by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) on the basis of yield~-meaning the percentage
of primal cuts (hams, loins, picnic shoulders, etc.) obtained from the major
parts of the carcass. There are five yield grades: one, two, three, four, and
utility. Grade one has the highest percentage of retail cuts, and grade
utility has the lowest. In place of the USDA system, many meatpacking
companies administer their own grading systems. Some packers contend that the
USDA grades are too broad and general. Other packers report that, by using
their own grading systems, they can more effectively reward growers for
producing the types of carcasses they prefer for their individual operations.
Appendix D explains in more detail the official U.S. grading system of
slaughtering hogs.
Most slaughtered Canadian swine yield a carcass that weighs about 176
pounds, or about 79 percent of the live weight. The Canadian carcass includes
the head and kidneys as well as leaf fat, which is internal fat surrounding
intestines and organs, including the kidney. Most slaughtered U.S. swine yield
a carcass that weighs about 177 pounds, or about 71 percent of the live weight.
The U.S. carcass does not include the head or kidneys and excludes the leaf
fat, accounting for the differences between the two yields.

1/ A trade association representing swine growers in Canada.
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Figure 2
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Figure 3

Hog Carca• Breakdown
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Pork that is ready for cooking and consumption without further processing
is referred to as fresh pork, and a significant portion of some pork cuts, such
as loins, are so consumed. Overall, according to the National Pork Producer's
Council, approximately two-thirds of all fresh pork ends up being further
processed, prepared, or preserved. The fresh pork that is consumed in Canada
and the United States is primarily from domestically raised slaughter hogs ·
(swine slaughtered at about 6 months old).
Live swine.--In general usage, swine are referred to as hogs and pigs.
The term "hogs" generally refers to mature animals and "pigs" to young animals.
Swine are monogastric, litter-bearing animals that may weigh from 400 to 600
pounds at maturity, depending on breed and sex. In Canada and the United
States, most swine are slaughtered for meat when they are no longer used for
breeding. Carcasses of boars (male swine) sometimes acquire boar odor, an
unacceptable odor that renders the meat unfit for human consumption. When such
odor is detected by USDA inspectors, the carcass is condemned.
Swine are omnivorous and adapt to various types of feed (diets). They are
highly efficient in converting grain and protein supplement to meat. In the
United States, the typical swine feed consists of corn and soybean meal with
mineral and vitamin supplements. In Western Canada, the typical feed is barley
and soybean meal with mineral and vitamin supplements, and in Eastern Canada,
the typical feed is corn and soybean meal with supplements. 1/
Worldwide, live swine are divided into three types on the basis of usage-meat type, lard type, and bacon type--although all three types yield at least
some of the other products. For many years, almost all swine raised in Canada
and the United States have been of the meat type, and meat production is
virtually the only purpose for which they are kept.
Swine may be white, dark red, brown, black, or any combination, depending
on breed. The most common breeds of swine in the United States are the Duroc,
Yorkshire, Hampshire, Spotted Swine (commonly called "Spots"), Landrace,
Chester White, Berkshire, and Poland China. Most swine in the United States
are not purebred, but instead have bloodlines of two or more breeds.
Live swine are raised in Canada in much the same way as in the United
States. The most common breeds of swine in Canada are the Yorkshire, which
accounts for nearly one-half of the total, and Landrace, which accounts for
about one-third; other breeds include the Hampshire, Duroc, and Lacombe. In
Canada, the Yorkshire, Landrace, and Lacombe are referred to as white breeds,
and the Hampshire (which is black with a white band around the shoulder) and
Duroc (which is brick red) are referred to as colored breeds. Many farmers
breed so-called colored boars with white sows. These farmers contend that the
resulting litters are more hardy and profitable than purebred animals of any
single breed.

1/ At the staff conference in this investigation, the petitioner maintained·
that the types of feed used in all parts of North America were essentially the
same--grain protein supplement diets. Transcript, pp. 59-60.
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While the Canadian pork cuts exported to the United States during 1986-88
were quite similar to· the domestic cuts, the mix of such cuts was not
proportionate to domestic production. Appendix E is a copy of portions of
Canada Livestock and Meat Trade Report (Vol. 67, No. 51-52, January 1988 and
Vol. 68, No. 52, January 1989), which shows, among other things, the quantity
of various fresh, chilled, or frozen pork cuts exported from Canada to the
United States during 1986-88. The mix of cuts exported to the United States
remained rather stable during 198.6-88. During 1986, 39 percent of exports to
the United States consisted of hams, 28 percent consisted of shoulders, 10
percent consisted of loins, 13 percent consisted of bellies, 6 percent
consisted of side and regular spare ribs, and 4 percent consisted of carcasses
and sides.
During 1987, of the fresh, chilled, or frozen pork exported, 35 percent
consisted of hams, 29 percent consisted -of shoulders~ 13 percent consisted of
loins, 13 percent consisted of bellies, 5 percent consisted of side and regular
spare ribs, and 5 percent consisted of carcasses and sides. During 1988, 38
percent of the exported cuts consisted of hams, 30 percent consisted of
shoulders, 14 percent consisted of loins, 10 p~rcent consisted of
bellies, 5 percent consisted of regular spare ribs, and 4 percent consisted of
carcasses and sides.
Manufacturing process
The manufacturing process is the same in both the United States and
Canada. In the slaughtering operation, live swine are inspected, stunned
(usually by an electric charge), bled, eviscerated, scalded, dehaired, and
partially decapitated. The animal's carcass is then generally split along the
spinal column and chilled; the carcass may be partially or fully processed at
the meatpacking plant.or shipped to retail outlets for processing. The carcass
is cut up to yield hams, loins, chops, and other parts.
Many of the packers also process pork into sausage, ground pork, and other
pork-related products. Some cuts of pork are usually prepared or preserved so
as to alter the taste; ~onsistency, qr ~ppearance of the meat and extend the
shelf life. Smoking, drying, or injection of curing agents are common methods
used to prepare or preserve pork. 1/
·
Substitute products
Domestic interests contend that live swine are substitutes for pork
carcasses and pork cuts, at least for some packer/processors. As a source of
animal protein, pork competes with beef and poultry. Table 1 shows that per
capita consumption of beef on a retail-weight basis declined by 7 percent
between 1979 and 1988; pork consumption declined by less than 1 percent, but
poultry meat consumption increased by 36 percent.

1/ Pork that is cured, prepared, preserved, or processed is outside the scope
of this investigation.
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Table 1
Beef, pork, and poultry meat:
States, 1979-88

Apparent per capita consumption in the United
;

(in pounds)

Year

Beef
Carcass
weight

Retail
weight

f oi;:k
Carcass
weight

Retail
weight

Retail weight Z/

1979 •••.•
1980 .••••
1981. •••.
1982 .••••
1983 •••••
1984 .••.•
1985 •••••
1986 .••••
1987 ...••
1988 •••.•

105.4
103.2
104.2
103.7
105.7
105.5
106.5
107.3
103.3
102.2

78.0
76.4
77 .1
76.8
78.2
78.1
78.8
78.4
73.4
72.5

68.4
73.2
69.9
62.5
65.7
65.3
65.8
62.1
62.5
66.9

63.4
68.0
64.9
58.5
61.9
61.5
62.0
58.6
59.1
63.2

60.1
60.3
62.0
63.4
64.7
66.5
69.7
72.0
77 .8
81.9

fQylt:r;:~ H~Bt

l/

11 Chicken and turkey. ·
21 Retail and carcass weight are virtually the same for poultry.
Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.

Many consumers consider poultry meat to be a good economic value in
relation to red meats, and perceived health concerns among some consumers may
have affected demand for pork and red meats. Another factor is the aggressive
campaign by the poultry industry to cater to a convenience-conscious public by
providing prepackaged products like chicken nuggets and chicken tingers, and by
building brand loyalty among consumers. Brand loyalty is built by advertising
and coupon campaigns, and prepackaging saves consumers time. So.me pork
packers, such as Wilson and ConAgra, are moving to imitate the poultry industry
by introducing "lite" pork products, with lower amounts of fat and fewer
calories, and attempting to build brand loyalties.

-
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U.S. Customs Treatment
U.S. tariff treatment
The products covered by this investigation are fresh, chilled, and frozen
pork, previously provided for under TSUSA item numoers 106.4020 and 106.4040,
and currently classifiable under HTS item numbers 0203.11.00, 0203.12.90,
0203.19.40, 0203.21.00, 0203.22.90, and 0203.29.40. Specifically excluded from
this investigation are any processed or otherwise prepared or preserved pork
products, such as canned hams, cured bacon, sausage, and ground pork.
Health and sanitary regulations of the USDA
Certain health and sanitary regulations with respect to U.S. imports of
live swine and pork are administered by the USDA to protect the U.S. livestock
industry and to ensure an adequate supply of safe meat for the consumer. For
example, sources of imports of pork are limited to those countries that have
been declared free of rinderpest and foot-and-mouth diseases 1/ by the U.S.
Secretary of Agriculture. 2/ Canada has been declared free of such diseases,
but because of the existence of these diseases in many of the pork-producing
countries of Europe, pork imported from these countries is usually cooked,
canned, or cured.
Section 20 of the Federal Meat Inspection Act (21 U.S.C. 661 and 21 U.S.C.
620) requires that, with respect to the preparation of the products covered,
foreign countries exporting meat to the United States must enforce inspection
and other requirements that are at least equal to those applicable to the
preparation of like products at Federally inspected establishments in the
United States, and that the imported products be subject to inspection and
other requirements upon arrival in the United States to identify them and
further ensure their freedom from adulteration and misbranding at the time of
entry. However, section 20 does not provide that the imported products be
inspected by U.S. inspectors during their preparation in the foreign country.
As a country, Canada has long been eligible to export meat to the United
States, arid as of December 31, 1988, 621 plants within Canada were so eligible.
Although many countries are· eligible to export meat to the United States, not
all plants within each country are so eligible; in Canada, however, virtually
all Federally inspected plants are eligible to export to the United States.
During 1987, 1.9 million pounds of fresh, chilled, or frozen pork, representing
0.4 percent of the total offered in that year, was refused entry into the
United States. Approximately 1.6 million pounds of that total was from Canada.

11 Rinderpest and foot-and-mouth diseases are highly contagious, infectious
diseases that can afflict cloven-footed animals (such as cattle, sheep, swine,
and deer). Because the diseases are easily transmitted and are debilitating,
they are an ever-present threat to the U.S. livestock industry. The d~seases
do not present a direct threat to human health.
21 Pursuant to sec. 306 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1306).
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Nature and Extent of Alleged Subsidies
The petitioners are alleging that the same Canadian subsidy programs that
have been found by the Department of Commerce to apply to imports of swine also
apply to imports of pork. In its first administrative review covering the
period April 3, 1985 to March 31, 1986 (53 F.R. 22189, June 14, 1988) and in·
its final review (54 F.R. 651, January 9, 1989), Commerce examined the Canadian
subsidy programs listed in appendix G.
net
and
and
was

In the Department of Commerce's final determination on June 17, 1985, the
subsidy was found to be Can$0.03272/lb. for fiesh, chilled, or frozen pork,
Can$0.02602 for live swine. The bonding rate was Can$0.025523/lb. for pork
Can$0.04390/lb. for swine. The period for which subsidization was measured
April 1, 1983, to March 31, 1984.

In Commerce's final determination of January 9, 1989, the net subsidy was
found to be de minimis for slaughter sows and boars and Can$0.022 for all other
live swine during the period April 3, 1985, through March 31, 1986. Cash
deposits of estimated countervailing duties of Can$0.022 have been collected
since January 9, 1989.
The U.S. Industry
Live swine growers
Swine are grown throughout the United States, but production is
concentrated in the North Central States. 1/ In 1988, there were 333,500 swine
enterprises 21 in the United States. Of these, 166,500, or SO percent, were
located in the North Central States. These enterprises accounted for 78.7
percent of hogs raised in the United States in 1988. J/
Pigs are born (farrowed) after a gestation period which is normally 114
days. A few days after birth, most male pigs are castrated and are thereafter
referred to as barrows. The barrows and gilts (female swine that have not
farrowed) are raised to a weight of about 40 to 50 pounds in about 2 months.
These animals are referred to as feeder pigs, and the businesses that raise
them are referred to as feeder pig producers. The feeder pigs may be sold to
finishers, who raise them to a slaughter weight of about 220 to 240 pounds in
about 4 months. At that point, these animals are referred to as slaughter
hogs. However, many U.S. swine today are produced by "farrow-to-finish"
enterprises, which combine the feeder pig production and finishing businesses
into one operation. A few enterprises specialize in raising purebred animals
for breeding.

11 Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri,
South Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas.
21 An enterprise is any place having one or more swine on hand during the year.
JI Hogs and Pigs, USDA, January 6, 1989.
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Swine are hardy, adaptable animals that can be raised under minimal
shelter, although the death rate for baby pigs can be quite high under those
conditions. In the United States, live swine shelter ~ystems range from small,
A-frame buildings for individual sows (female swine that have farrowed) and
their litters to large-volume, total confinement systems in which swine are
maintained in totally environmentally controlled buildings throughout their
lives. In recent years the trend has been toward more confinement in order to
reduce swine labor requirements and to meet environmental protection
regulations. There has also been a trend toward concentration in the live
swine industry. However, even the largest swine-raising operations are
believed to account for only a small share of total U.S. production.
Hog cycle
In the United States, and in many other countries and regions of the world
·where swine are kept, production is subject to a business cycle--generally
referred to as the hog cycle. The cycle may be described as a change in the
inventory of live animals and a concomitant but opposite change in pork
production. The cycle is described in more detail in appendix H of this
report. In brief, it appears that the U.S. industry has been in a contraction
phase (in terms of animal inventory) since mid-1988, and growers have been
experiencing associated reduced profits, and even losses, while pork production
has been expanding.
·
Drought
During the feed growing season of 1988, parts of the United States,
including major swine growing regions, were subject to drought, the severity of
.which ranged from slight to severe, and high temperatures. Although the high
temperatures· contributed to reduced litter size during the summer of 1988,
probably the more serious effect was reduced feed grain production because of
the drought, and subsequent higher grain prices. For example, corn prices rose
from an average of $1.92 per bushel (#2 Yellow, Central Illinois) in March and
April of 1988 to $2.59 per bushel in June 1988 and then to a peak of $2.90 in
July of that year (in the previous year prices rose from an average of $1.51 in
March and April to $1.71 in June but declined to $1.60 in July). Although the
drought continued throughout the summer of 1988, prices stabilized, averaging
about $2.65 per bushel for the remainder of 1988, reflecting a number of
factors including a large wheat crop, moderate exports of grains, and release
of stocks from Government and private stocks.
Meatpackers
Live swine are slaughtered and processed by meatpacking businesses. A few
of the companies are owned and operated by live swine growers. Most of these
are cooperatives. Many of the large packinghouses also process pork into
sausage, ground pork, and other pork-related products. These operations are
referred to as packer/processors·. The American Meat Institute (AMI) defines
packers as companies that slaughter livestock and have sales primarily of fresh
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meat, and packer/processors as companies that slaughter livestock and have
sales of processed meats equivalent to two-thirds or more of total sales. Pork
processors do not slaughter livestock and are primarily involved in the
manufacture and sale of processed pork meats. 1/
There appears to be a trend in the meatpacking industry toward
consolidation and a division between."commodity slaughterers," such as SIPCO,
IBP, Excel and Farmland, and "branded processors," such as Hormel and Oscar
Mayer. In 1987, there were 1,182 federally inspected hog slaughter facilities.
Of these, 87 facilities, or 7.4 percent, controlled 95 percent of all
commercial slaughter. 2/ "[A] more industrialized, streamlined, cost-conscious
pork industry is developing," according to industry analysts and observers.
"If you're going to be slaughtering hogs, you've got to do it on a massive
scale. That's why we're seeing this consolidation." 'J./
According to responses from the Commission's producers' questionnaire,
over the last 3 years, two of the larger integrated packer/processors, *** and
***, have phased out their packing operations by either closing down their
packing plants or by selling them off to other packers. Several of the largest
swine "commodity slaughterers," such as***, ***,·and***, have made major
acquisitions over the last 3 years. These three firms slaughter other meats in
addition to swine, but until now have limited themselves to the packing portion
of the business.
Plant closings
The number of federally inspected swine slaughtering plants in the United
States. declined steadily during 1986-88 as shown in the following tabulation:
Federally
inspected
plants
1986 •.•.•.•
1987 ..•...•
1988 ••••••.

1,250
1,i82
1,175

Officials of the U.S. Department of Agriculture report that in addition to the
decline in the total number of plants, there has been an increase in the share
of total slaughter accounted for by the larger volume plants. A large share of
the plants slaughter only intermittently and account for only a small share of
total production.

1/ Meat Facts, American Meat Institute, 1988 edition, p. 42.
21 Meat Facts, American Meat Institute, 1988 edition, p. 16.
'J./ "SIPCO's Pork Move: The Changes it Brings," Meat & Poultry, April 1988, p.
22.
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Eight companies responding to the Conunission's questionnaires reported
information on plant closings. Some companies responded with more than one
instance of closure or sale: Two companies reported they sold facilities; one
company reported three closures because of strikes (the plants subsequently
reopened) and two closures because of "market" reasons (one such closure was
for 7 days); two companies reported closures because of problems with
"profitability;" and six closures were for unspecified reasons.

U.S. Importers
Information concerning the channels of distribution for U.S. imports of
pork from Canada was obtained from counsel for the Canadian Meat Council, the
trade association of Canadian meatpackers. The bulk of the imports are
reportedly purchased directly from meatpackers in Canada by U.S. meat
processors, wholesalers, or retailers; some imports, however, are handled by
Canadian brokers. Most of the orders are for delivery in one week, at a price
set when the agreement is made. Although purchasers often deal with the same
suppliers for extended periods of time, there are typically no long-term legal
conunitments to purchase pork.

The Domestic Market
Channels of distribution
In both the United States anq Canada, fresh, chilled, and frozen pork
carcasses may be sold to pork processors by meatpackers--firms that slaughter
live swine. Alternatively, in both the United States and Canada, packers may
also fabricate carcasses into primal cuts for sale to other packers or
retailers. Packers may also divide the primal cuts into subprimal or retailsized cuts for sale to retailers. Because fresh or chilled pork is a
perishable agricultural product, it is usually sold to the retail consumer
within one week after the animal is slaughtered. Some pork packers are also
processors who process pork products such as bacon, canned hams, sausages, and
so forth.
Market prices for pork carcasses and cuts at various stages of processing
are reported by the USDA's Agricultural Marketing Service and in Canada by
Agriculture Canada, the Canadian counterpart of the USDA. Also, private
commercial firms in both the United States and Canada report market prices.
Because pork is a rather homogeneous commodity, price movements are typically
small and closely monitored, and price discrepancies are typically quickly
corrected.
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Apparent U.S. consumption
Data on apparent consumption of fresh, chilled, or frozen pork were
compiled from publicly available sources. Table 2 shows apparent consumption·
of fresh, chilled, or frozen pork as calculated from data compiled by the
Economic Research Service of the USDA. During 1986-88, apparent consumption
increased by nearly 9.5 percent, with consumption in 1987 increasing by 1.5
percent over 1986, and consumption in 1988 increasing by 7.8 percent over 1987,

Table 2
Pork: U.S. producers' shipments derived from U.S.-grown swine, U.S. producers'
shipments derived from Canadian swine slaughtered in the U.S., net inventory
change, exports, domestic shipments, imports, and apparent U.S. consumption, '.
1986-88
(In millions of pounds)
Item

1986

1987

1988

U.S. producers' shipments
derived from U.S.-grown
13,976
14,299
swine 1/ . .............. .
15,536
U.S. producers' shipments
derived from Canadian
swine slaughtered in the
United States ••.••••..•. ~~~~8~8'--~~~~~~~7~5~~~~~~-=1~4~0Total
14,064
14,374
15,676
Net inventory change......
41
(99)
(78)
Exports 11 . ............... ----=2..=.1=8_ _ _ _ _ _2=3:<..:3<---------=3<-=2.....1._
Domestic shipments l/.....
13,887
14,042
15,277
Imports ...•.•••••••••••••• _ __.1:..&.:1=2=2______1.:....a..,,1~9=5"--------=.1~1=5~0,._
U.S. apparent
consumption~/ ••••.•••..•
15,009
15,237
16,427

1/ Includes farm slaughter.
11 Includes shipments to Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands.
ll Domestic shipments figure is derived by adding net inventory change to total
U.S. producers' shipments and subtracting exports.
U.S. apparent consumption figure derived by adding imports to domestic
shipments.

~/

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and the U.S. Department of Commrce.
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Consideration of Material Injury
to an Industry in the United States
In order to evaluate the condition of the U.S. industry producing fresh,
chilled, or frozen pork, the Commission sent questionnaires to 26 meatpackers
and packer/processors, including the 7 firms listed in the petition. These
firms were believed to constitute approximately 80 percent of domestic
production of fresh, chilled, or frozen pork. The Commission received usable
responses from 6 firms, accounting for approximately 34 percent of production
in 1988. 1/ For this reason, information presented in this section is compiled
primarily from publicly available sources. The information compiled from data
submitted in response to the Commission's questionnaires is presented in
aggregate form i~ table 3.
Information on swine growers presented in this section is taken from
publicly available sources. Data on the condition of swine growers are
presented, since the petitioner alleges that they are part of the domestic
industry. 2/ Counsel for respondents argues that swine growers should not be
included in the definition of the domestic industry. l/
Table 3
Pork: Aggregated questionnaire data, six firms reporting, 1986-88
Item

1986

1987

1988

Employment 1/................
6,745
6,345
7,231
Hours worked (in thousands) •. ~~~1~3~·~4=3~6~~~~~1=3~·=5=9~7~~~~--=1=5~·=6==16
Quantity (thousand pounds)
Practical capacity .••••••••••
Production . ..................

Domestic shipments ••••.••••••
End-of-period inventories .•••
Capacity utilization
(in percent) ...............

5,068,226
3,915-,555
2,774,602
29,057

5,255,966
4,025,510
35,234

5,347,164
4,715,835
3,592,071
43,879

77 3

76.6

88 2

3,045~576

Value (thousand dollars)
Domestic shipments 2/ ....... .
Wages paid . ................. .

Total compensation paid ••••••

2,077 ,059
131,521
158,356

2,384,022
125,010
145,126

2,400,806
145 ,013
163'114

1/ Employment, hours worked, wages paid, and total compensation reported only
for production and related workers producing fresh, chilled, or frozen pork.
21 Only five of the six firms reported this information.
Source: Compiled from data received in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

1/ The same six firms accounted for approximately 28 percent of production in
1986 and approximately 29 percent of production in 1987.
21 Petition at p. 6.
l/ Respondent's post-conference brief at p. 39.
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U.S. production
Table 4 shows U.S. pork production and the U.S. swine crop for the years 1986
through 1988. Pork production rose from roughly 14.0 billion pounds in 1986 to.
15.6 billion pounds in 1988.
Table 4
U.S. pork production and U.S. swine crop, 1986-88
Year

Pork
production
(Million pounds)

Swine
Crop
( 1. 000 animals)

1986 . ............. .
1987 . ............. .
1988 .... ~ ......... .

13,998
14,312
15,616

82,389
88,347
92,566

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.

U.S. capacity and capacity utilization
Data concerning capacity utilization for pork packers in the United States
may be estimated using information collected during a study commissioned by the
American Meat Institute, a trade association representing meatpackers and meat
processors. That study estimated capacity utilization for packers in the
United States, including pork packers, based on survey responses by packers.
Pork packers who responded accounted for 50 percent of swine slaughter in 1987.
The study surveyed slaughtering capacity in 1988 and compared that capacity
with reported slaughter in 1987. The resultant estimate was that the U.S.
pork-packing industry in 1987 operated at 63.1 percent, per week, for packers
slaughtering barrows and gilts, and 58.3 percent for packers slaughtering sows
and boars.
In 1987, swine slaughter in the United States amounted to 81.1 million
animals. In 1988, swine slaughter amounted to 87.7 million animals. Assuming
that the questionnaire respondents accounted for the same share of U.S. swine
slaughter in 1988 as in 1987, capacity utilization is estimated to have
amounted to at least 68.0 percent for packers who slaughtered barrows and
gilts, and at least 63.8 percent for packers who slaughtered sows and boars.
However, based on responses to the Conunission's questionnaire in this
investigation, the respondents in the AMI study apparently accounted for a
larger share of total U.S. swine slaughter in 1988 than in 1987. Therefore,
capacity utilization in 1988 was probably higher than the previously estimated
figures.
According to questionnaire responses, capacity utilization by reporting
firms declined by nearly 1 percent from 1986 to 1987. However, in 1988,
capacity utilization increased by approximately 15 percent over 1987.
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U.S. producers' domestic shipments
According to information compiled from the U.S. Department of Agriculture
and the U.S. Department of Commerce, domestic shipments increased by 1.1
percent from 1986 to 1987, and by 8.8 percent from 1987 to 1988, According to
data compiled from questionnaire responses (6 from firms accounting for
approximately 24 percent of domestic shipment coverage), domestic shipments
increased by 9.8 percent from 1986 to 1987, and by 17.9 percent from 1987 to
1988.
U.S. producers' export shipments
United States pork exports increased by 6.9 percent from 1986 to 1987, and
by 37.8 percent from 1987 to 1988. According to questionnaire data, export
shipments of pork, by reporting firms, increased by 28 percent from 1986 to
1987, and by 101 percent from 1987 to 1988.
The following tabulation compiled from official statistics of the U.S.
Department of Commerce, except as noted, shows U.S. exports of live swine
during the period 1986-88 (quantity in i,ooo animals, value in 1,000 dollars):
1988
Jan.-Oct.

Quantity

I

I

'

I

I

'

I

I

I

'

I

Value . ............ .

13
9,207

7

6,211

42 2,./
9,674

Jan.-Dec. 1/
50 'JI
11,609

11 Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
2,./ Includes 37,000 swine for slaughter to Mexico.
'JI Estimate of 43,000 swine for slaughter to Mexico.

U.S. producers' end-of-period inventories
Table 5 shows that ending stocks of pork were larger in every month in
1988 than in the corresponding months of 1987 and 1986. By December 1988,
however, such inventories had fallen to 288 million pounds, below November 1988
inventories of 364 million pounds, and near December 1987 inventories of 285
million pounds. The larger 1988 monthly inventories probably reflect, in part,
increased pork production 4uring 1988.
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At the Commission's conference on the investigation, 1/ domestic interests
indicated that packers try to avoid accumulating inventories of pork, although
processors may have such inventories. The domestic interests indicated that
pork, as a perishable product, is expensive to store and that inventories
reflect, in part, annual fluctuations in production. Although peak monthly
inventories may equal as much as 30 percent of monthly production, they
represent, in part, product in the distribution chain. Monthly inventories
seldom exceed 2 percent of annual consumption.
According to data received from questionnaires, end-of-year inventories
increased by approximately 21 percent from 1986 to 1987. In 1988, inventories
increased by approximately 25 percent over 1987.

Table 5
Pork: Cold-storage stocks 11 in the United States, by months, January 1986December 1988
(In millions of pounds)
Month

1986

1987

1988

January ..............
February .............

235
239
254
282
276
248
215
185
186
216
206
197

218
229
221
218
219
189
181
175
186
212
252
285

287
308
346
396
389
363
337
287
288
321
364
288

March . ••..........•.•
Apri 1 . ...............
May . .................
June • •.•••....•...••.

July . ................
August . ..............

September ••..••.....•
October . .............
November .............

December .•..••...•.••

11 End of month.
Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.

11 Transcript at pp. 65-69.
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U.S. employment. wages. and productivity
Employment.--According to data compiled from questionnaire responses, the
number of production ana related workers producing fresh, chilled, or frozen
pork declined in 1987 by nearly .6 percent from 1986 to 1987. In 1988, however,
the number employed rose by nearly 14 percent over the 1987 level.
Wages.--According to questionnaire data, wages paid declined by nearly 5
percent from 1986 to 1987. In 1988, however, wages paid increased by 16
percent over the 1987 level.
Productivity.--According to questionnaire data, productivity increased by
approximately 20 percent from 1986 to 1987. In 1988, productivity increased by
approximately 7 percent over 1987.
Financial eXl'erience of U.S. producers
Eight producers furnished usable income-and-loss data on the
overall operations of their establishments within which fresh, chilled, or
frozen pork is produced. Seven producers supplied usable income-and-loss
data on their production of fresh, chilled, or frozen pork. 1/
Historically, the meatpacking industry has been characterized by low
profit margins. Over the past several years there have been numerous
plant closures and acquisitions of old plants by new ownership. Consequently,
the sales volume of some packers has declined as plants have been divested or
closed. However, some companies have expanded their meat-processing
facilities, In their annual reports some firms indicated that their profit
margins on processed meats are greater than the profit margins on sales of
their meatpacking operations. 2/
Overall establishment operations.--Several of the companies transfer a
portion of their production to processing operations. The processing of raw
materials (primary swine cuts) into finished products (ham, bacon, etc.) is not
covered by the scope of the investigation. Establishment income-and-loss data
provided by the producers were either the same as fresh pork operations or
combined both pork and processing operations. Trends were similar to those of
the subject product(s). Since processing operations for firms are located both
adjacent to and geographically distant from hog slaughter operations, the
establishment income-and-loss data do not include all of the industry's
processing operations.

11 * * *
21 Excerpts from annual reports are presented in app. J,
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Operations on pork.--The income-and-loss experience of the O.s. producers
include all hog-slaughter operations, whether the product is sold as fresh pork
or destined for further processing. These operations are presented in table 6.
Net sales rose by 4.0 percent from $3.64 billion in 1986 to $3.78 billion in
1987. Estimated 1988 ~ales were $3.81. billio~, representing an increase of 0.7
percent over 1987 sales. Operating' losses ~f $18.8 million and $938~000 were
incurred in 1986 and 1987, respectively. In 1988, operating income was $26.8
million. Operating income (loss) margins, as ·a share of sales, were (0.5)
percent in 1986 and 0.7 percent in-1988. The operating loss margin was
negligible in 1987. Operating losses were incurred by five firms in 1986 and
1988 and by four firms in 1987.
As stated earlier, the m~atpacking industry has a history of low
profit margins. In the previous investigation of these.produ~ts, ·operating
income and (loss) margins, as a 'share of sales, wete 0.4, (0.2) and (0.2)
percent in 1982, 1983 and 1984, respectively. 11· * * *
.
.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A breakdown of each producer's income-and-loss experience is shown in
table 7. During the period of investig·ation, the industry· has been affected by
factors such as long strikes and adverse weather (1988 drought), the effect of
which is difficult to quantify.
Four producers were unable to provide data for· all three accounting_
periods. Their data plus the totals for all other companies are.presented in
table 8 (refer to the footnotes for an explanation of'why "these firms could not
provide complete data).

11 Investigation No. 701-TA-224 (Final), Live Swine and Pork from Canada, USITC
Pub. 1733 (1985), p. 33.
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Table 6
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
pork, ·accounting.years 1986-88
1986

Item

1987

1988

Value (1.000
Net sales . .................. .

Cost of goods sold •••••••••••
Gross profit or (loss) •••••• ;
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ••••
Operating income or (loss) •••
Startup or shutdown expense ••
Depreciation and amortization
included abpve •••••••••••••
Cash-'flow 1/ .....• ~· ....... ~ ..

3,638,603
3:578.548
60,055

dollars)

3,783,436
3.710.577
72,859

3,808,965
3.700.838
108,127

78.885
(18,830)
25,042

73.326
(938)
4,205

81.343
26,784
813

13.330
(5.500)

12.961
13.432

14.779
41.563

Share of net sales (percent)
Cos:t of goods sold .••••••••••
~ross piofi t ••. • •••••••••••••
General, selling, and
· administrative expenses ••••
Operating income or (loss) •••

98.3
1. 7

98.l
1.9

97.2
2.8

2'. 2
(0.5)

1.9
2/

2.1
0.7

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses •••••••••••••

5

Oat~ .

7

..•.....................

4
7

5
7

1/ Cash-flow is defined as operating income or (loss) plus depreciation an
amortization.

ZI Less than plus or minus (0.05) percent.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.

•
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Table 7
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
pork, by produc~r. accounting years 1986-88

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table 8
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
fresh, chilled, or frozen pork, PY producer (specific years), accounting years
1986-88

•

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The_major cQst item for U.S. fresh pork producers is live swine.
Virtually all reported purchases of swine were from U.S. domestic sources.
These data, from questionnaire responses, are shown in the tabulation below
(in thousands of units):
1987

1988

United States:
Cost . ........

Pounds •••••••

8,273,297
$4,308,469

8,620,482
$3,919,321

Unit cost
per pound ••••

$0.521

$0.455

Cost .. .......

***
***

***
***

Unit cost
per pound ••••

***

***

Canada
Pounds •••••••

•
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For a discussion and tabulation of net returns to hog producers, refer to
appendix H, "The Hog Cycle."
Investment in productive facilities.--The value· of property, plant, and
equipment for the U.S. producers is shown in table 9. Some of the larger
companies did not supply information on their total assets; therefore, returns
on asset ratios were not calculated.

Table 9
Pork: Value of property, plant, and equipment of U.S. producers, accounting
years 1986-88
(In thousands of dollars)•
As of end of accounting year-- .·
Item
All products of establishments:
Original cost •••..•••••••••••
Book value . ..................

Pork:
Original cost ................
Book value . ..................

1986

1987

1988

415. 712
237,720

384,314
217,649

423,445
231,135

216,768
141,721

220,675
143,005

235,845
145,751

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of. the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Capital ex;penditures-- The capital expenditures reported by U.S. producei
are presented in table 10. Some firms closed plants, but others acquired
facilities and purchased equipment during the period of investigation.
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Table 10
Pork: Capital expenditures by U.S. producers, accounting year_s 1986-88
(In thousands of dollars)
Item

1986

All products of establishments:
Land and land improvements ••.
Building and leasehold
improvements ...............
Machinery, equipment, and
fixtures . ..................
Total . ...................

1988

10

0

120

9,098

- l, 161

10,898

26.400
35,508

14.995
16,156

19.504
30,522

0

0

16

6,107

665

1,044

17,979
24,086

8.932
9,59.7

lQ.§58
ll,718

Pork:
Land and land improvements •••
Building and leasehold
improvements •••••••••••••••
Machinery, equipment, and
. fixtures . .................. •
Total . ...................

1987

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.

Research and development e:xpenses.--Research and development expenses
for U.S. producers are presented in table 11.
Table 11
,
Pork: Research and development expenses by U.S. producers, accounting years
1986-88
(In thousands of dollars)
Item

1986

1987

1988

1,214
151

1,476
236

,-1, 716

All products of establishments . .....................
Pork . .......................

335

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionna_hes of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.

Capital and investment.--The Conunission requested U.S. producer~- to
describe any actual or potential negative effects of imports of ,fresh,
chilled, or frozen pork from Canada on their firm's existing development
and production efforts, growth, investment, and ability to raise capital.
Their responses are shown in appendix I.
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Consideration of the Question of
Threat of Material Injury
Section 771(7)(F)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. §
1677(7)(F)(i)) provides that-In determining whether an industry in the United States is
threatened with material injury by reason of imports (or sales
for importation) of any merchandise, the Commission shall
consider, among other relevant factors 1/-(I) If a ·subsidy is involved, such information as may be presented
to it by the administering authority as to the nature of the
subsidy (particularly as to whether the subsidy is an export
subsidy inconsistent with the Agreement),
(II) any increase in production capacity or existing unused
capacity in the exporting country likely to result in a
significant increase in imports of the merchandise to the United
States,
(III) any rapid increase in United States market penetration and
the l~kelihood that the penetration will increase to an injuriou~
level~

(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise will enter
the United States at prices that will have a depressing or
suppressing effect on domestic prices of the merchandise,
(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the merchandise in
the United States,
(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for producing the
merchandise in the exporting country,
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate the
probability that the-importation (or sale for importation) of the
merchandise (whether or not it is actually being imported at the
time) will be the cause of actual injury,
(VIII) the potential for product shifting if production facilities
owned or controlled by the foreign manufacturers, which can be
used to produce products subject to investigation(s) under section
701. or 731 or to final orders under section 736, are also used to
produce the merchandise under investigation,

1/ Sectiqn 771(7)(F)(ii) of the act (19·u.s.c. § 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides that
"Any. determination by the Commission unde·r this title that an industry in the
United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the basis of
evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual injury is
inuninent. Such a determination may not·be made on the basis of mere conjecture
or supposition."
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(IX) in any investigation under this title which involves imports
of both a raw agricultural product (within the meaning of
paragraph (4)(E)(iv)) and any product processed from such raw
agricultural product, the likelihood that there will be increased
imports, by reason of product shifting, if there is an affirmative
determination by the Commission under section 705(b)(l) or
735(b)(l) with respect to either the raw agricultural product or:
the processed agricultural product (but not both), and
(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the existing
development and production efforts of the domestic industry,
including efforts to develop a derivative or more advanced version
of the like product. 1/
The available information on the nature of the subsidies found by the
Department of Commerce (item (I) above) is presented in the section of this
report entitled "The nature and extent of subsidies"; information on the
volume, U.S. market penetration, and pricing of imports of the subject
merchandise (items (III) and (IV) above) is presented in the section entitled
"Consideration of the causal relationship between imports of the subject
merchandise and the alleged material injury"; and information on the effects of
imports of the subject merchandise on U.S. producers' existing development and
production efforts (item (X)) is presented in the section entitled
·"consideration of material injury to an industry in the United States."
·Available information on U.S •. inventories of the subject products (item (V));
foreign producers' operations, including the potential for "product shifting"
(items (II), (VI), (VIII) and (IX) above); any other threat indicators, if
applicable (item (VII) above); and any dumping in third-country markets,
follows.
U.S. inventories of pork from Canada
According to three responses to the Commission's importers' questionnaire,
accounting for approximately 3 percent of imports in 1988, none of the
reporting firms noted any end-of-period inventories of fresh, chilled, or
frozen pork from Canada.
·The industry in Canada and its ability to generate exports
As shown in table 12, total exports·of pork from Canada rose from 474
million pounds in 1986 to 573 million pounds in 1988. As a share of
production, exports rose from 24 percent in 1986 to 26 percent in 1988.
Although exports to the United States increased from 458 million pounds in 1986
(23 percent of Canadian production) to 512 million pounds in 1987 (25 percent
of Canadian production) , exports declined to 486 million pounds in 1988 (22
percent of Canadian production).

1/ Section 771(7)(F)(iii) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (F)(iii)) further
provides that, in antidumping investigations, ", •• the Commission shall
consider whether dumping in the markets of foreign countries (as evidenced by
dumping findings or antidumping remedies in other GATT member markets against
the same class or kind of merchandise manufactured or exported by the same
party as under investigation) suggests a threat of material injury to the
domestic industry."
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Exports to all other markets increased from 16 million pounds in 1986 and
13 million in 1987 to 87 million pounds in 1988. The increase in exports to'
other markets reflects developments in the Japanese market that, combined with
the U.S. market, have accounted for 95 percent of Canada's total exports in
recent years. Until recently, Japan had been importing increasing quantities
of pork from Taiwan, but because of a drug residue (sulfamethazine) problem
with pork from Taiwan during the spring and summer of 1988, imports from Taiwan
were sharply reduced. As an alternative, Japan imported increasing quantities
of pork from other sources, including Canada and the United States. Officials
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture report that the residue problem was
resolved by the fall of 1988, and during the last 4 months of the year,
Japanese imports from Taiwan had begun to increase.
Withrespect to swine-slaughtering capacity in Canada, at the Commission's
conference on this investigation, both domestic and Canadian interests
presented testimony that a large-volume Canadian swine-slaughtering plant in
the Prairie provinces had been closed by a strike, apparently contributing to
an increase in U.S. imports of live swine and possibly to a decline in U.S.
imports of pork from Canada. In addition, another large-volume swineslaughtering plant in the Province of Quebec was closed by a strike during
1988. In recent years, large-volume swine-slaughtering plants have been built
in Manitoba and Alberta, and one large-volume older plant has closed in
Saskatchewan. Officials of the Ontario Pork Producer's Marketing Board have
expressed concern about the competitiveness of the swine-slaughtering sector in
Ontario and have attempted to have a new slaughtering facility constructed
there.
Inventories of the Canadian producers
Detailed data are not available concerning inventories of Canadian pork.
Officials of the American Meat Institute (AMI) contend that data on inventories
of fresh pork at any particular time are of limited value since such
inventories are constantly fluctuating. Fresh pork is a perishable product and
is almost always sold to the retail customer within one week after the animal
is slaughtered.

'!able 12
.
.
.
_ .
Rltk:. C:madi.an prcxiJct:.i.cn, inpJrts, e.xp:rt.s, awarent cxn;tnpti.cn, arrl E!>lpJrt.s
to the Unitai states arrl all ot:OOr nm:i<ets as a share of prcducticn, 1986-88
E>q:x?rts toU.S. 2/ All otOOr 'lbtal
- - - - - - - - Q.Jarrt:ity (millicn p:mrlS)

Year

Prc:x:hl::ti.Cl'l

1986
1987
19aa·y

Im:m:ts

2,004
2,066

37

2,194

22

31

458
512
486

16

474

13
87

525
573

y In::lu:Es ~ in .i.nvaitories.
y Official statistics of the U.S. D:p:lrt::m:nt of
~~imlrmy.

ltJte.

Elea»ice of rrurrlirq, figures nay n:Jt adi

~

Cl:rs.mptim U

E>g:xJrts as a share of pn:xb::.tim
U.S. 2/ All othar '1btal
R:!rceJ.t - - - - -

23
25

1,563
1,578
1,638

22

1
1
4

Cl:Imen::e, (U.S. inpJrts of fresh, chilla::l, ar frozen p::n:k).

.

to totals Slavr1.

Sa.lrcE: . Cl:npila::l fran official statistics of the U.S. D:p:lrt::m:nt of

lgria.lltm:e, e.xa:pt. as mta::l.

24

25
26

~

N

\0.
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Consideration of the Causal Relationship
Between Imports of the Subject Merchandise
and Alleged Material Injury
U.S. imports
As shown in table 13 (figure 4 is a graphical representation of the data
in table 13), U.S. imports of fresh, chilled, or frozen pork from Canada rose
from 458 million pounds in 1986 to 512 million pounds in 1987 before declining
to 486 million pounds in 1988. During 1988, quarterly imports declined
steadily from 137 million pounds during January-March, to 107 million pounds
during October-December. The share of the annual imports entering in any
quarter varied from year to year, but no quarter exceeded 29 percent of annual
imports, and no 6-month period exceeded 56 percent of annual imports.
Officials of the National Pork Producer's Council contend that in
assessing the impact of imports, the meat derived from live swine imported from
Canada and slaughtered in th~ United States should be included. Table 13 shows
that the quantity of such imports declined from 88 million pounds in 1986 to 75
million pounds in 1987, but increased to 140 million pounds in 1988. When
imports of fresh, chilled, or frozen pork from Canada are added to the quantity
of meat derived from live swine imported from Canada, the total increased
steadily from 545 million pounds in 1986 to 626 million pounds in 1988.
The quantity and value of pork imports from Canada, based on official
statistics, are shown in the following tabulation:

feriodLYear
1986:
January-March •••••••
April-June ••••.•••••
July-September ••••.•
October-December ••••
Total, 1986 ......
1987:
January-March •••••••
April-June ••••••••••
July-September ••••••
October-December •••.
Total, 1987 ......
1988:
January-March •••••.•
April-June •••••• ,, ••
July-September ••••.•
October-December .•.•
Total, 1988 ••••.•

Qyantitl!:
Pork imports
(in thousand lbs.)

Value
Pork Inmorts
(in thousand dollars. c.i.f.)

111,025
100,185
131,734
114.654
451, 597

73,681
70,310
116,429
103.794
364,216

130,806
130,153
127,010
123 .757
511, 725

99,065
116,652
115 '756
101.529
428,000

137,495
131,184
110,241
106,825
.485 '745

101,259
95 ,417
81,347
74,487 1/
352,510

1/ October and November, official statistics of the U.S.Department of Cormnerce~
December, estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Cormnission.
Source: Compiled from official data of the U.S. Department of Cormnerce, except
as noted.
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Table 13
Swine and pork:
1988

U.S. imports from Canada, by

quarters~

January 1986-December

(In thousands of pounds)
Swine imports 11

Period/Year
1986:
January-March ••..••.
April-June ••••• ~····
July-September ••••••
October-December .•••
Total, 1986 ••••••
1987:
January-March •.•.•••
April-June ••.•...•••.
July-September ......
October-December ••••
Total, 1987 •.••••
1988:
January-March .....•.
April-June ••••.•.•••
July-September ••.•••
October-December ••••
Total, 1988 ••••••

Pork imports

Total imports

24,853
16,731
30,408
15.562
87,555

111,025
100,185
131,734
114. 654
457,597

135,878
116. 916
162,142
130.216
545,152

18,452
18,883
18,452
19.396
75,183

130,806
130, 153
127,010
123.757
511,725

149,258
149,036
145,462
143.153
586,908

137,495
131,184
110,241
106.825
485,745

163,281
157,566
147,647
157.145
625,639

25,786
26,382
37,406
50.320 11
139,894

1/ Carcass-weight equivalent.
11 October-November, based on official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Commerce;

December 1988, based on official statistics of Agriculture Canada.

Source: Compiled from official data of the U.S. Department of Commerce, except
as noted.

Figure 4

Swine and pork: U.S. imports from Canada
by quarters, January 1986-December 1988
In millions of pounds
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U.S. market penetration by imports
Table 14 shows that the market penetration by imports from Canada
increased from 3.1 percent to 3.4 percent in 1987, reflecting a rise in the
quantity of imports as the quantity of U.S. production also rose. The market
penetration by imports declined to 3.0 percent in 1988, reflecting both
declining imports and increased U.S. production. Domestic interests contend
that the increased U.S. production, especially in 1988, reflects an adverse
situation in the United States as growers, dissatisfied with profitability,
sold animals for slaughter that might otherwise have been kept for breeding
purposes,

Table 14
Pork: U.S. apparent consumption, imports of Canadian pork, and U.S. market
penetration by Canadian imports, 1986-88
Item

1986

1987

1988

Quantity (In millions of pounds)
U.S. apparent consumption,,,,,,,,
15,009
15,237
16,427
458
512
486
Imports of Canadian pork.,,,,,,,,~~~~-'-'""'"""~~~~~-=-==-~~~~~-"=..__
Cin percent)
U.S. market penetration by
Canadian imports,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

3.1

3.4

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and the U.S. Department of Commerce.

3.0
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Prices
•··

Demand for pork is Jerive~ from the dem~nd for the final processed or
fresh retail pork product. Among factors that affect the demand for pork are
the price of substitute products, e.g. poultry and beef, consumer income, and
consumer attitudes. An increas~ in the price of substitute products or in
consumer income will increase the demand for pork. J..L Conunission questionnaire
r~sponses indicated a greater perceived health awareness by consumers and a
preference toward leaner pork cuts. U.S. producers and importers report that
they are unable to quantify this perceived health awareness on the demand for
pork. Changes in consumer preferences from red meat in general will decrease
th.e demand for pork. However, changes in consumer preferences to leaner cuts
will increase the demand for the specific leaner pork cuts.
The major supply-side influence on the price fluctuat;on .of pork is the
price of swine. As shown in figure 5, fluctuations in the price of swine
between January 1975 and December 1988 coincided with similar ·fluctuations in
the price of wholesale (unprocessed) and retail (processed and retailed) pork. 21.
There is also a noticeable upward trend in the price of retail. pork during this
time period, which could represent movement by retailers and p~ocessors toward
more value-added retail products. The price series for swine ,and for wholesale
pork do not show a clear ~pward or downward trend.
Agricultural economists at USDA and the parties to the investigation state
that the pork market is best characterized as a North American market rather
than separate U.S. and Canadian markets. There are no barriers to trade in
either the United States or Canada, nor are there any restrictions between
states or between provinc~s. Agricultural economists at USDA. state that the
price of pork sold in Canada follows the same general trend and is at a price
level similar to that in the United States, controlling for differences in
transportation costs and fluctuations in the U.S.-Canadian exchange rate.
U.S. importers contacted during this investigation that purchased both U.S. and
Canadian-produced po~k agreed that the prices are similar. Moreover, at the

J..L A review of the economic literature indicates that the relationship between

pork and consumer income is smaller than with substitute products.
The three price series shown in figure 5 are based on different underlying
weights and may not be completely comparable, although the influence of the
swine price can clearly be seen. The swine price is based on a U.S.
barrow/gilt 7-market price, live-weight basis. Wholesale pork value is a
weighted-average price of three unprocessed pork cuts: hams, loins, and
bellies. Retail pork prices are based on six retail pork cuts weighted by
their carcass proportions: sliced bacon, pork chops, ham rump, fresh sirloin
roast, smoked shoulder picnic, and sausage. The source of these price series
is the USDA Economic Research Service.

21.

Figure s.--weighted-average prices for swine, ..tlolesale pork, ard retail pork, by ll'DJ'rt:hs,
January 1975-Deoem• er 1988 .!/
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Figure 6.--The hog/pork sector:

Demand, supply, and pricing relationships

c~

Source: Brandt, Young, Alam, and Womack, Live Hog and Pork Imports; Past and
Projected Consequences for the U.S. Pork Sector, Southern Journal of
Agricultural Economics, December 1987.
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conference, the petitioner also agreed that there is a North American pork
market. However, the petitioner argued that the surplus hog production in
Canada is still depressing U.S. pork prices because of the high production
levels and increase of pork exports to the United States. 1L
Demand, supply, and pricing relationships for the hog/pork sector are
presented in the following flowchart (figure 6). This model illustrates the
product flow from the breeding and slaughter of hogs through the production of
pork and the retail demand for pork by consumers. 21. Industry sources
generally agree that the wide fluctuations in swine production associated with
the hog cycle are inherent to this sector and affect demand, supply, and
pricing relationships throughout the sector. U As swine production and
slaughter increase, the retail price for pork will decline, causing an increase
in the retail demand for pork.
Pork is sold on a per-pound or per-hundred-pound basis in spot and
multiple-shipment sales. U.S. producers and importers contacted during the
investigation stated that multiple-shipment sales typically do not have written
contracts; rather, these sales are long-term agreements to supply pork products
on a regular basis, e.g., every Tuesday and Thursday. U.S. producers typically
quote their product on a delivered basis, indicating to the purchaser both the
f.o.b. price and the transportation cost. Canadian producers also generally
quote their product on a delivered basis, although they are less likely to
in_dicate freight costs separately from the f. o. b. price. Sale terms for pork
are typically net 7 days. Both U.S. producers and importers report that over
90 percent of all pork shipments are by truck. The remaining pork shipments
are by rail.
There are two different pricing methods by which pork is sold in the
United States: a negotiated "total" price, and a formula price. Approximately
10 to 20 percent of U.S. pork sales is based on a "total" selling price
negotiated between the producer and purchaser, e.g., 85 cents per pound for a
14 to 16 pound pork belly. These sales establish the basis for the market
price of that specific pork product. The USDA Agricultural Marketing Service
and the National Provisioner, which is an independent publisher located in

1L This would appear to conflict with the concept of a single North American
market. If there is one North American market, all Canadian production of pork
helps to increase supply and will have a depressing effect on the North
American price for pork even if it is· consumed in Canada. There may be price
differentials in specific smaller markets, e.g., Seattle, but these would be
expected to be temporary imbalances. Market forces would be expected to
equalize prices subject to other influences, such as transportation.
21. This model represents a distinct U.S. pork market. If drawn to depict a
single North American pork market, the model would incorporate pork imports and
Canadian production into U.S. pork production, rath~r than as an exogenous
factor as shown in the model.
U See section of this report entitled "the hog cycle" for a complete
description of this phenomena.
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Chicago, IL., collect price and quantity information for sales of this type and
publish the aggregated data for each specific pork product. 11 Neither USDA
nor the National Provisioner differentiate in their publications between U.S.and Canadian-produced pork sold in the United States.
The remaining 80 to 90 percent of U.S. pork sales is based on a formula
price mechanism, usually quoting a premium (or overage) that is added to one of
the published market prices referred to above, e.g., "4 cents over next
Tuesday's 14 to 16 pound pork belly price as quoted by the National
Provisioner." An overage is used on sales of pork cuts not listed by these
sources or in cases where the purchaser has a different specification for the
pork cut.
There are several factors that determine the selling price for pork: the
pork's specific cut (e.g., bellies, hams, loins, butts, picnics, spare ribs,
trimmings, and byproducts), the pork cut's weight category (e.g., 14 to 16
pounds, 17 to 20 pounds), whether from a barrow/gilt or from a boar/sow,
.
whether fresh, chilled or frozen, whether skinned, trimmed, or shankless, and
whether packed in boxes or crates.
Pork from a barrow/gilt is more expensive than pork from a boar/sow.
Frozen pork is generally less expensive than fresh or chilled pork, although
this relationship may be reversed for some pork cuts during specific seasons.
Pork that is skinned, boneless, or shankless is more expensive because these
operations provide extra value to the pork product. Industry sources suggest
that there is a trend by U.S. producers to provide more of these value-added
services. Pork that is packed in open crates is less expensive per pound than
pork packed in boxes.
The price of U.S.-produced pork is not differentiated by the country of
origin of the swine. U.S. producers that purchase both Canadian- and U.S.produced swine indicated that they price pork identically regardless of the
country of origin. U.S. processors and retailers that do not have packing
operations indicated that they are unlikely to know whether the swine used to
produce the U.S.-supplied pork is Canadian-produced or U.S.-produced.
Pork price data.--The Commission collected price data from published
sources and questionnaires from U.S. producers and importers of pork and swine
products. Published price data for six different pork cuts are presented on a
monthly basis for January 1975 to December 1988. The six pork cuts are as
follows: fresh hams (17 to 20 pounds), fresh loins (14 to 16 pounds), fresh
bellies (14 to 16 pounds), picnics (4 to 8 pounds), Boston putts (4 to 8
pounds), and trimmings (4 to 8 pounds). Published price data for one
classification of swine were also compiled on a monthly basis for January 1975
to December 1988. The swine price series is the U.S. barrow/gilt 7-market
price. U

1L

The USDA publication is the Livestock. Meat. Wool. Market News; the National
Provisioner's publication is the NP Daily Market & News Service (Yellow Sheet).
The USDA will collect information only if an actual sale is made, whereas the
National Provisioner will also incorporate bid-and-ask information regardless
of whether the sale is made.
2:.L The published price data include imports of pork and swine.
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The Commission requested U.S. producers and importers to provide quarterly
unit-value data from January 1986 through December 1988 for five pork products
and one swine product. For each pork product, producers and importers were
asked to report the average net f.o.b. selling price for all U.S. shipments in
that quarter. U.S. importers that processed or retailed pork in the United
States were also requested to provide average delivered-purchase-price
information on their imports of Canadian pork and their purchases of U.S. pork.
U.S. producers were also requested to provide delivered-purchase-price
information on their purchases of swine from the United States and Canada. The
Canadian hog producers' provincial marketing boards and U.S. importers were
requested to provide delivered-sales information on the classification of
Canadian swine sold in the United States. The specified pork products and
classification of swine for which price data were requested are listed below:
Product 1:

Ham (pork leg)--Fresh chilled hams, 17 to 20 pounds,
skinned (skin collar), bone in, regular shank.

Product 2:

Ham (pork leg)--Fresh chilled hams, 20 to 26 pounds,
skinned (skin collar), bone in, regular shank.

Product 3:

Pork beliy (side)--Fresh chilled bellies, 14 to 16
pounds, skin on, bone in, regular shank.

Product 4:

Pork belly (side)--Fresh chilled bellies, 16 to 18
pounds, skin on, bone in, regular shank.

Product 5:

Loins--Fresh chilled Joins, 14 to 18 pounds, trimmed,
bone in. ·

Product 6:

Live swine: Barrows and gilts, 210 to 240 pounds live
weight, U.S. grades #1 and #2 or equivalent.

Price data were requested for products 1 through 5 sold in 2,000-pound crates.
Price data were also requested for product 5 sold in 70 to 80-pound boxes.
Ten U.S. producers and two U.S. importers reported unit-value data for the
pork and swine products during the investigation. The responding U.S.
producers accounted for approximately 24 percent of all reported U.S.-produced
domestic shipments of pork and 39 percent of all reported U.S. purchases of
live swine in 1988. Responding U.S. producers' shipments of products 1 through
5 accounted for 8 percent of the total reported U.S. producer shipments of pork
in 1988. The responding U.S. importers accounted for approximately 3 percent
of all reported imports of Canadian pork in 1988. Their imports of products 1
through 5 accounted for less than *** percent of the total reported imports of
Canadian pork in 1988. The responding Canadian hog producers' Provincial
marketing boards accounted for 100 percent of all Canadian exports to the
United States of the_ specific classification of swine in 1988.
Published price trends for pork and swine.--Published U.S. market prices
are presented for the long-term 1975-88 period as well as the 1986-88
investigation period. Prices fluctuated for the six pork products and one
swine classification during the entire 14-year period 1975-88 (figs. 7-13).
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The price for each pork product also showed seasonality, with the price of
ham at its highest point at the end of the year and the other pork products at
their highest point at midyear. However, these fluctuations were not as
pronounced during· 1988 as during 1986-87.
Ham prices generally increase toward the end of the year as Christmas
approaches, and noticeably decline at the beginning of the year. This effect
can clearly be seen over the 14-year period 1975-88.
U.S. market prices for fresh loins also showed seasonal fluctuations
during the period of investigation (figure 8), Prices for this product were
somewhat higher during 1986-88 as opposed to the 11-year period 1975-85. U.S.
market prices for fresh pork bellies and fresh Boston butts also showed
seasonal fluctuations during the period of investigation (figure 9 and 10).
Prices for both of these products increased during 1986-87 to their highest
point since 1982 before declining in 1988 to their lowest level since 1980.
U.S. market prices for fresh picnics also showed seasonal variations during
1986-87, before leveling during 1988 (figure 11). Prices for picnics during
1988 were lower than during 1986-87. U.S. market prices varied for fresh
trinunings during 1986-87 and declined during 1988 to their lowest point since
late-1976 (figure 12).
U.S. market prices also fluctuated for live swine during the period of
investigation (figure 13). Prices for live swine during 1986-87 reached their
highest point since late-1982 before decreasing and then leveling during 1988.
Questionnaire price trends for pork and swine.--Quarterly net f.o.b, price
data collected through questionnaires for U.S.-produced pork products showed
the same relative price fluctuations and seasonality as did the USDA data
(table 15). Prices for the U.S.-produced fresh hams (products 1 and 2)
increased toward the end of each year, although the increase was not as large
during 1988. Prices for the U.S.-produced lighter ham product 1 (16 to 20
pounds) were higher on a per pound basis than for the heavier ham product 2 (20
to 26 pounds). Overall, prices for products 1 and 2 were 14.5 percent and 14.1
percent higher, respectively, between January-March 1986 and January-March
1988, and 24.4 percent and 26.2 percent lower, respectively, between OctoberDecember 1986 and October-December 1988.
Prices for the Canadian-produced
ham product 1 ***. Prices for .the Canadian ham in 1988 were approximately ***
percent *** than prices in 1986.
Prices for the U.S.-produced fresh pork bellies (products 3 and 4)
increased during the first three quarters and declined during the fourth
quarter in both 1986 and 1987. Prices for both products generally declined
during 1988. Overall, prices for products 3 and 4 were 13.5 percent and 6.7
percent lower, respectively, between January-March 1986 and January-March 1988,
and 43.4 percent and 42.5 percent lower, respectively, between October-December
1986 and the corresponding period of 1988.

1L Due to the seasonality of product prices, a quarter/year to quarter/year
comparison is more applicable. Because of the large fluctuations, price
comparisons are difficult under any circumstances.
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Figure 7.--Fresh ham published prices, 17 to 20 pounds, sold in the U.S.
market. by months. January 1986-Decembe_r 1988 and January 1975December 1988 · ·
·
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Figure 8.--Fresh loins published prices, 14 to 18 pounds, solq in the U.S.
market, by months, January 1986-December 1988 and January 1975December 1988
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Figure 9.--Fresh pork belly published prices, 14 to 16 pounds, sold in the U.S.
market, by months, January 1986-December 1988 and January 1975December 1988
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Figure 10.--Fresh Boston butts published prices, 17 to 20 pounds, sold in the U.S.
market, by months, January 1986-December 1988 and January 1975-Decembez
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Figure 11.--Fresh picnics published prices, 4 to .8 pounds, sold in the iJ.'s. market,
by months, January 1986-Decernber 1988 and January 1975-Decernber 1988
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Figure 12.--Fresh trinunings published prices, combination 12 pe~cent, sold in the
U.S. market, by months, January 1986-December 1988 and January 1975December 1988
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Figure 13.--Live swine published prices sold in the U.S. market, by months,
January 1986-December 1988 and January 1975-December 1988 l/
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'!able 15
R>rk: Wei~ ret f.o.b. unit values of prcdrts 1 thra¢ 5 rEpJtterl by U.S •.prtrll.l:Ers
p::>rk, by prcduct.s, by crate or l:x::J){, am by quarters, Jarnl:rry 1986-D:cacl:er 1988

Prcrllct. 1

95.04
98.61

***
***
***
***

59.77
60.23
93.21
94.28

57.74
61. 73
90.41
64.43

49.77
55.93
77.05
58.75

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

66.56
76.62
89.15
89.95

***
***
***
***

62.77
75.31
86.06
84.14

64.33
69.46
75.22
50.89

58.60
68.86
74.87
48.08

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

72.00
65.80
69.80
74.55

***
***
***
***

68.18
63.34
67.64
69.59

49.93
50.92
38.57
36.46

46.45
43.52
36.91
33.81

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

62.87

July.-sept •..
Q::'t..

--r:a:: . . •••

1988:
Jan.-f1ar .....
/lpr. -Uure ••••

July. -sept ...
Q::'t..

--r:a::. . •••

60-70 lb b:JxEs

Gm:rla

Pflr. ~Jl.D""e • ••• 63.18

/lpr. -Uure ••••

v

U.S.

1986:
Jan.-f1ar ...••

1987:
Jan.-f1ar ..•..

2·, 000-lb crates

U.S.

Gm:rla

--r:a::. ••••

(In dollars rer hun:ira:i rx:lll"rls)
Prc:rlu± 4
Prcrllct. 3
Prcrllct..5

U.S.

U.S.

Q::'t..

v

:inp::>rters of carmian

U.S.

Fericxl

July.-sept ...

Prc:rlu± 2

am

1/ Represents response of only one importer.
21 Delivered-purchase price data.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

2/

U.S.

***

>I

~

co
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*

*

Delivered-purchase
Canadian-produced swine
Canadian-produced swine
end of 1988 than at the

*

*

*

*

*

*

prices for live swine varied for both U.S.- and
{table 16). Overall, prices for the U.S.- and
were 9.4 and.9.6 percent lower, respectively, at the
beginning of 1986.
·

Exchange rates·
Quarterly data reported by the International Monetary Fund indicate that
during the period January 1986 through September 1988 the value of the Canadian
dollar increased by 15.1 percent against the U.S. dollar {table 17). 11
Adjusted for relative movements in producer price index in the United States
and Canada, the teal value of the Canadian currency appreciated 15.2 percent
relative to the dollar from January-March 1986 through the third quarter of
1988.
Lost sales and lost revenues
No specific. allegations of lost sales or lost revenues were reported by
U.S. pork producers.

11 International Financial Statistics, December 1988.
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Table 16
swine: Weighted-average delivered unit values of U.S.- and Canadianproduced product 6 purchased by U.S. pork producers, by q~arters,
January 1986-December 1988 l/

.

~-eriod
,

Cln gQUsu.:s
U.S.

12~1.:

bynd:i;:eg

~QYnd~l

Canad1an 2/ _ _.

198€):

January-March.,.,.,·.,, ••
April-June . ... ·...... ~ ...

July-September ••••••••••
October-December ••••••••

43,46
46.42
59.25
53.33

$45.32
49.37
61.37
52.82

1987:
January-March •••••••••••
April-June . .............

July-September ••••••••••
October-December ••••••••

49.61
55,94
59.56
44.18

49 76 ,
54.68
59.24
47.07

45.92
47.01
45.70
39.38

46.64
48.70
45.46
40.99

p

1988:
January-March ••••••••.••
April-June . .............
July-Sept ...............

October-December .•••••••

l/ On a live-weight basis.
21 Canadian prices based on sales information by Canadian hog
producers' provincial marketing boards.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires
of the U.S. International Trade Conunission.
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Table 17
U.S.-Canadian exchange rates: 1/ Nominal exchange rates of the Canadian '
dollar in U.S. dollars, real exchange-rate equivalents, and producer price
indicators in the United States and Canada, 2/ indexed by quarters, January
1986-December 1988

Period

Canadian
Nominal
U.S.
producer
exchange
producer
price index price index rate index

1986:
January-March •••••••
April-June •••.••••••
July-September ••••.•
October-December ••••
1987:
January-March .••••••
April-June .•.•.•••••
July-September ••••••
October-December ••••
1988:
January-March •.•••••
April-June ••....••••
July-September •••••.
October-December ••••

----us

Real
exchange
rate index 3/
dollarsLCanS----

100.0
98.1
97.6
98.0

100.0
98.5
98.7
99.3

100.0
101.4
101.3
101.4

100.0
101.8
102.5
102.8

99.l
100.7
101.9
102.3

99.8
101.1
102.5
103.6

104.9
105.3
106.2
107.1

105.6
105.7
106.8
108.4

102.8
104.7
106.l
!±/

104.0
105.1
106.1
~/

110.8
114.1
115 .1
!±/

112.0
114.6
115.2
!±/

1/ Exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per Canadian dollars.

21 Producer price indicators--intended to measure final product prices--

are based on average quarterly index presented in line 63 of the
International Financial Statistics.
11 The indexed real exchange rate represents the nominal exchange rate
adjusted for relative movements in Producer Price Index in the United
States and Canada. Producer prices in the United States and Canada
increased 6.1 percent between January 1986 and September 1988.
!±/ No information available.
Note.--January-March 1986=100.
Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics,
December 1988.
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Notices

alnvestigation No. 701-TA-298
(Preliminary))

Fresh, Chilled, or Frozen Pork From
Canada
AGENCY: United States International
Trade Commission.
ACTION: Institution of a preliminary
countervailing duty investigation and
scheduling of a conference to be held in
connection with the investigation.

The Commission hereby gives
notice of the institution of preliminary
countervailing duty investigation No.
701-T A-298 (Preliminary) under section
703(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C.
1671b(a)) to determine whether there is
a reasonable indication that an industry
in the United States is materially
injured, or is threatened with material
injury, or the establishment of en
industry in the United States is
materially retarded, by reason of
imports from Canada of fresh. chilled. or
frozen pork. provided for in heading
0203 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedu\~
of the United States (HTS) (previously~
provided for in item 106.40 of the Tariff
Schedules of the United States), that are
alleged to be subsidized by the
Government of Canada. As provided in
section 703(a). the Commission must
complete preliminary countervailing
duty investigations in 45 days, or in this
case by February Zl. 1989.
For further information concerning the
conduct of this investigation and rules of
general application. consult the·
Commission's Rules of Practice and
Procedure. part 207, subparts A and B
(19 CFR part 207). and part 201. subparts
A through E (19 CFR part ZOl).
EFFECTIVE OAT£ January 5. 1989.

SUMMARY:

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Lisa Zanetti (202-252-1189) or Fred
Rogoff (202-252-1179), Office of
Investigations. U.S. International Trade
Commission. 500 E Street SW .•
Washington. DC 20436. Hearing~
impaired individuals are advised that
information on thi11 matter can be
obtained by contacting the
Commission's TDD terminal on 20Z-25Z1810. Persons with mobility impairmentL_
who will need special assistance in
gaining access to the Commission
should conti:!Ct the Office or the
SP.cretary at 202-252-1000.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background. This investigation is
being instituted in response to a peti1ion
riled on January 5, 1988. by The N.1tion;1)
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pursuant to section Z07.l:! of the
Pork Producers' Council. Des Moines. IA accept any submission by parties
Commission's rules (19 CFR :!07'.lZJ.
containing business proprietary
and others.'
By order of the Commission.
Participation in the investigations.
information without a certificate of
issued: January 6. 1989.
Persons wishing to participate in the
service indicating that it has been
investigation as parties must file an
served on all the parties that are
Kenneth R. Mason.
entry of appearance with the Secretary
authorized to receive such information
Sccrctat;'.
to the Commission. as provided in
under a protective order.
(FR Doc. 89--071 Filed 1-10-89: 8:-is am(
§ 201.11 of the Commission's rules (19
Conference. The Commission's
BtWNG CODE 702G-02-tol
CFR 201.11). not later than seven (7)
Director of Operations has scheduled a
davs after publication of this notice in ·
conference in connection with this
th~ Federal Register. Any entry of
investigation for 9:30 a.m. on January 26.
appearance filed after this date will be
1989, at the U.S. International Trade
referred to the Chairman. who will
Commission Building. 500 E Street SW ..
determine whether to accept the late
Washington. DC. Parties wishing to
entry for good cause shown by the
participate in the conference should
person desiring to file the entry.
contact Lisa Zanetti (202-252-1189) not
Ser•ice list. Pursuant to § 201.11(d) of
later than January 24. 1989. to arrange
the Commission's rules (19 CFR
for their appearance. Parties in support
201.ll(d)). the Secretary will prepare a
of the imposition of countervailing
service list containing the names and
duties in this investigation and parties in
addresses of all persons. or their
• opposition to the imposition of such
representatives. who are parties to this
duties will each be collectively allocated
investigation upon the expiration of the
one hour within which to make an oral
period for filing entries of appearance.
presentation at the conference.
ln accordance with §§ 201.16( c) and.
Written submissions. Any person may
207.3 of the rules (19 CFR 201.16(c) and
207.3). each document filed by a party to submit to the Commission on or before
January 30. 1989. a written brief
the investigation must be served on all
containing information and arguments
other parties to the investigation (as
pertinent to the subject matter of the
identified by the service list), and a
investigation. as provided in § 207.15 of
certificate of service must accompany
the Commission's rules (19 CFR 207.15).
the document. The Secretary will not
A
signed original and fourteen (14)
accept a document for filing without a
copies of each submission must be filed
certificate of service.
with the Secretary to the Commission in
Limited disclosure of business
accordance with § 201.8 of the rules (19
proprietor}' information under a
CFR 201.8). All written submissions
protective order. Pursuant to § 20i.7(a)
except for business proprietary data will
of the Commission's rules (19 CFR
be available for public inspection during
207.7(a)). the Secretary will make
regular business hours (8:45 a.m. to 5:15
available business proprietary
p.m.) in the Office of the Secretarv to the
information gathered in this preliminary
Commission.
investigation to authorized applicants
Any information for which business
under a protective order. provided that
proprietary treatment is desired must be ·
the application be made not later than
submitted separately. The envelope and
seven (7) days after the publication of
all pages of such submissions must be.
this notice in the Federal Register. A .
clearly labeled "Business Proprietary
separate service list will be maintained
Information." BusineSB proprietary
by the Secretary for those parties
submissions and requests for business
authorized to receive business
proprietary treatment must confonn
proprietary information under a
with the requirements of § § 201.6 and
protective order. The Secretary will not
207.7 of the Commission's rules (19 CFR.
201.6 and Z07.7)
1
•. Arkansaa Pork Producer• Council. Atkin•. AR:
Colorado Pork Producen· Council. Eaton. CO: Idaho
Parties which obtain disclosure of
Pork Producers" A11ociati1111. CaldweU. 10: lllinoi•
business proprietary information
Pori: Produce:n· A11ociation. Sprinsfield. IJ.; Indiana
pursuant to§ 207.7(a) of the
Pork Producen' A11ociation. lndianapolia. IN: Iowa
Commission's rules (19 CFR 207.7{a))
Pork Producen· A111oc1ation. Clive. IJI.: Michigan
Pork Producers' Auocialion. Lanain11. Ml:
may comment on such information in
M1nr.eso1a Pork Produc:ere' A11ocia11on. Alben l.eL
their written brief. and may also file
MN: l'\ebraaka Pork Producers· Associ;Ulon. Lincoln
additional written comments on such
NE: Nonh Carolina Pork Producers· Auoc1a11on.
information no later than February 2.
Kule•~h. NC: North Dakota l'ork Producers· Council
Leith. l'l:D: Ohio Pork Producen' Council.·
1989. Such additional comments must be
Wesler'\·1lle. OH: Wisconsin Pork Producers'
limited to comments on business
Auoc1~11on. Lancaster. WI: N11t1onal Pork Council
proprietary information received in or
Women. Dea Moines. IA: ConAgra Red Meais. Inc:..
after the written briefs.
Greeley. CO: Dakota Pork lndustriea. Inc..
Minnupoli1. MN: Farmstead Food•. Alben Va.
MN: IDP. Inc.. D11kot11 Ci1y. NE: llhnooa Porlr.
Corpora lion. Monmoulh. IL; Thom Apple ·,-.Uc~·.
Sou1hrield. Ml. Wilson Foods. Old~horna Ci1~-. OK.

Authority: This invcsligalion is being
conducted under authority of the Tariff Act
1930. title Vlt. This nolice is published

or
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Trade Administration, U.S. Department
of Commerce, 14th Street and
Constitution Avenue NW., Washington.
DC 20230; telephone: (202) 377-5414 and
(202) 377-2438. .
SUPPLEMEHTARY INFORMATION:

(C-122-807)

Initiation of Countervailing Duty
Investigation; Fresh, Chilled, and
Frozen Pork From Canada

Import Administration.
International Trade Administration,
Commerce.
ACTION: Notice.
AGENCY:

On the basis of a petition
filed in proper form with the U.S.
Department of Commerce. we are
initiating a countervailing duty
investigation to determine whether
producers or exporters in Canada of
fresh. chilled. and frozen pork as
described in the "Scope of
Investigation·· section of this notice,
receive benefits which constitute
subsidies within the meaning of the
countervailing duty law. We are
notifying the U.S. International Trade
Commission (ITC) of this action, so that
it may determine whether imports of
fresh, chilled. and frozen pork from
Ca01ada materially injure. or threaten
material injury to. a U.S. industry. If this
investigation proceeds normally. we will
make our preliminary determination on
or before March 31. 1989.
EFFECTIVE DAT£: February 3, 1989.

SUMMARY:

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Roy Malmrose or Barbara Tillman,
Office of Countervailing Investigations,
Import Administration. International

The Petilion
On January 5. 1989, we received a
petition in proper form from the
National Pork Producers Council. 13
state pork producer associations. the
National Pork Council Women, ConAgra
Red Meats. Inc .. Dakota Pork Industries.
Inc .. Farmstead Foods. IBP, Inc .. lllinois
Pork Corporation. Thom Apple Valley
and Wilson Foods. Inc. This petition is
filed on behalf of the U.S. industry
producing fresh. chilled, and frozen
pork. In compliance with the filing
requirements of § 355.26 of the
Commerce Regulations (19 CFR 355.26),
the petition alleges that producers and
exporters of fresh, chilled, and frozen
pork in Canada receive subsidies within
the meaning of section 701 of the Tariff
Act of 1930. as amended (the Act).
Since Canada is a "country under the
Agreement" within the meaning of
section 701(b] of the Act. Title VII of the
Act applies to .this investigation. and the
ITC is required to determine whether
imports of the subject merchandise from
Canada materially injure. or threaten
material injury to. the U.S. industry.
Petitioners have alleged that they
have standing to file the petition.
Specifically, petitioners have alleged
that they are an interested party as
defined under section 771(9)(G) of the
Act and that they have flled the petition
on behalf of the U.S. industry producing
the products that are subject to this
investigation. If any interested party as
described under paragraphs (C). (D). (E).
(F), or (G) of section 771(9) of the Act
wishes to register support of or
opposition to this petition. please file
written notification with the Commerce
official cited in the "FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION CONTACT" section of this
notice.
On January 25. 1989, we received
additional information concerning some
of the programs alleged in the petition.
We did not have sufficient time to take
this submission into account for .
purposes of our initiation. We will
examine this submission and take
approp;iate action.
Initiation of Investigation
Under section 702(c) of the Act. we
must make the determination on
whether to initiate a countervailing duty
proceeding within 20 days after a
petition is filed. Section 702(b) of the Act
requires the Department to initiate a
countervailing duty proceeding

5SJ7

whenever an interested party files a
petition, on behalf of an industry. that
(1) alleges the elements necessary for
the imposition of a duty under section
701(a). and (Z) is accompanied by
information reasonably available to the
petitioner supporting the allegations. We
have examined the petition on fresh,
chilled. and frozen pork from Canada
and have found that most of the
programs alleged in the petition meet
these requirements. Therefore, we are
initiating a countervailing duty
investigation to determine whether
Canadian producers, or exporters of
fresh. chilled. and frozen pork. as
described in the .. Scope of
Investigation" section of this notice.
receive subsidies. However. we are not
initiating an investigation for certain
programs because the petition failed to
allege the elements necessary for the
imposition of a duty or in some
instances failed to provide the
necessary supporting information. If our
investigation proceeds n.,:mally, we \-.·ill
make our preliminary determination on
or before March 31, 1989.
Scope of Investigation
The United States has developed a
system of tariff classification based on
the international harmonized system of
customs nomenclature. On January 1,
1989. the U.S. tariff schedules were fullv
converted to this Harmonized Tariff ·
Schedule (ITTS), as provided for in
section lZOl et seq. of the Omnibus
Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988.
All merchandise entered. or withdrawn
from warehouse. for consumption on or
after this date will be classified solely
according to the appropriate HTS item
number(s).
The products covered by this
investigation are fresh, chilled. and
frozen pork. currently provided for
under TSUSA item numbers 106.4020
and 106.4040, and currently classifiable
under ITTS item numbers 0203.11.00,
0203.12.90, 0203.19.40. 0203.21.00.
0203.22.90. and 0203.29.40. Specifically
excluded from this investigation are any
processed or otherwise prepared or
preserved pork products such as canned
hams. cured bacon, sausage and ground
pork.
Allegations of Subsidies
Petitioners list a number of practicr.lll
by the Government of Canada and th~
ten provincial governments which
allegedly confer subsidies on prodi:cers
or exporters of fresh, chilled. and frozen
pork. In this regard. pursuant to section
7718 of the Act. any subsidies found to
be provided to either producers or
proccssori; of the product shall be
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18. Prince Edward Island Interest
deemed to be provided with respect to
Payment on Assembly Yard Loan
the manufacture. production. or
19. Quebec Meat Sector
exportation of the processed product if
Rationalization ProgralJl
(1) the demand for the prior stage
- ZO. Saskatchewan Livestock
product is substantially dependent on
Investment Tax Credit Program
the demand for the latter stage product,
21. Quebec Productivity Improvement
and (2) the processing operation adds
and Consolidation of Livestock
on!v limited value to the raw
Production
co~modity. The petition in this case
22. Quebec Regional Development
pro\'ides evidence which indicates that
Assistance
the economic relationship of hog
23. Nova Scotia Improved Sire Policy
producers and pork packers satisfies the
24. Newfoundland Grants to Regional
requirements of section 77JB. During the
Slaughter Facilities
course of this investigation. we will
25. Newfoundland Weanling Bonus
determine whether these requirements
Incentive Policy
are met. If so. any subsidies found to be
26. Newfoundland Hog St<:bilization
provided to either producers or
Programs
processors of the product shall be
27. Newfoundland Hog Production
deemed to be provided with respect to
Subsidies
the manufacture. production, or
28. Ontario Pork Industry
exportation of the processed product.
Improvement Plan
We are initiating an investigation of the
29. Ontario Export Sales Aid
following programs:
30. Ontario Marketing Assistance
A. Federal Program
Agricultural Stabilization Act
Program for Pork
B. joint Federal-Provincial Prog.'TJm
· 31. Ontario Small Food Processors
1. Canada/ Alberta Subsidiary
Assistance Program
Agreement on Agriculture
32. Saskatchewan Livestock Facilities
Processing and Marketing
Tax Credit Program
2. Canada/British Colu:nbia Agri-Food
33. British Columbia Food Industry
Regional Development Subsidiary
De\·elopment Program
Agreement
34. Prince Edward Island Swine
C. Provincial Programs
Incentive Policy
1. British Columbia Swine Producers
35. British Columbia Feed Grain
Farm Income Plan
Market Development Program
2. Manitoba Hog Income Stabilization
36. New Brunswick Swine Assistance
Plan
Policy on Boars
3. New Brunswick Hog Price
We are not initiating an investigation
Stabilization Program
of the programs listed below. Section
4. Newfoundland Hog Price Support
702(b) of the Act requires the
Program
5. Nova Scotia Pork Price Stabilization Department to initiate a countervailing
duty proceeding whenever an interested
Program
party files a petition on behalf of an
6. Prince Edward Island Price
industry that (1) alleges the elements
Stabilization Program
necessary for the imposition of a duty
7. Quebec Far:n Income Stabilization
under section 70l(a) and (2) is
Insurance Program
accompanied by information reasonably
8. Saskatchewan Hog Assured
available to the petitioner supporting the
Returns Program
allegations. All the programs listed
9. New Brunswick Swine Assistance
below were alleged to confer domestic
Program
subsidies. The elements which must be
10. New Brunswick Livestock
alleged for a domestic subsidy program
Incentives Program
are (1) specificity (i.e .. the program is
11. New Brunswick Hog Marketing
limited to a specifi"c enterprise or
Program ·'
industry or group of enterprises or. ·
12. Nova Scotia Swine Herd Health
industries) and (2) provision of a
Policy
countervailable benefit (i.e., a subsidy
13. Nova Scotia Transportation
paid or bestowed directly or indirectly
Assistance
on the manufacturer. producer or
14. Ontario Farm Tax Reduction
exporter of any class or kind of
Program
merchandise). For upstream subsidies,
15. Ontario (Northern) Livestock
the initiation threshold is higher. Under
Improvement and Transportation
section 701(e) of the Act. the Department
Assistance Programs
must have reasonable grounds to
16. Prince Edward Island Hog
believe or suspect that an upstream
Marketing and Transportation
subsidy. as defined in section 771A of
Subsidies
the Act, is being paid or bestowed upon·
17. Prince Edward Island Swine
merchandise under investigation. For
Development Program

the programs listed below. the
requirements of section 702(b) or 701(e)
of the Act were not fulfilled in the
petition.
·
We have divided the programs listed
below into four groups. Before each
group we have provided the specific
reasons why the programs in that group
have not met the statutory standard for
initiating an investigation.
Petitioners allege that the following
general agricultural programs pro\•ide
benefits to pig producers. We have
previGusly determined that programs
which benefit all of agriculture are not
limited to a specific enterprise or
industry or group of enterprises or
industries. (See Final Negative
Countervailing Duty Determination:
Fresh Asparagus from Mexico. 48 FR
21618. May 13. 1983). We are not
initiating on the programs below
because petitioners have not made a
sufficient allegation or provided
evidence in the exhibits to the petition
which indicates that these programs
benefit a specific enterprise or industry
or group of cr:terprises or industries.
1. Federal Agricultural Products Board
Act Programs
2. Alberta Marketing of Agricultural
Production Act Programs
3. Ontario Soil Conservation and
Environmental Protection
Assistance Program
We are not initiating on the following
programs because the petitioners have
not made a sufficient allegation with
respect to how the programs provide a
quantifiable benefit on the production or
exportation of the subject merchandise.
Furthermore, supporting documentation
submitted by petitioners do not clearly
demonstrate how these programs benefit
the production or exportation of the
subject merchandise.
1. Alberta Semen and Embryo
Producers' Assistance Program
2. National Workshop on Hog
Marketing Alternatives Study/
Programs
3. New Brunswick Agricultural Fairs
Grants Policy
4. New Brunswick Assistance to
Livestock Exhibitors at the Royar
Agricultural Winter Fair
5. Nova Scotia Breeders' Guarantee
Policy
6. Newfoundland Swine Breeding
Stations Program
7. Prince Edward Island Assistance to
Livestock Exhibitors to Out-ofProvince Exhibitions
8. Prince Edward Island Assistance to
Livestock Breed Associations
9. Ontario Swine Sales Assistance
Policy
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10. Ontario Livestock Shows
Assistance Program
11. Ontario Transportation of
Livestock Exhibits Assistance
Pro;?ram
12. Ontario (Northern) Agricultural
Development Programs
13. Alberta Livestock Shows and
Congress Assistance Program
14. British Columbia Livestock
Financial Assistance Program
15. British Columbia Exhibitions and
Fall Fairs Programs
16. Alberta Competitiveness
Assistance Initiatives
17. Canada/Nova Scotia
Miscellaneous Pork Grants
18. Canada/Ontario Canadian
Western Agribition Livestock
Transportation Assistance Program
19. Canada/ Alberta Swine Herd ·
l:nprovement Research Study
20. Special Canada Grains Program
21. Canada/Newfoundland Livestock
Feed Initiative
22. Canada/Prince Edward Island
Livestock Feed Initiative
Petitioners allege that the following
programs provide benefits to growers of
various feedgrains. Petitioners do not
allege that these programs directly
provide benefits to producers of pigs.
We believe that any benefit received by
the producers of pigs under these
programs would be in the nature of an
upstream subsidy under section 701(e) of
the Act. because they do not meet the
standards of section 771B. We are not
initiating on these programs because
petitioners have not made an upstream
subsidy allegation.
1. Federal Prairie Grain Advance
Payments Act Program
2. Federal Canadian Wheat Board Act
Initial Payments Program
3. Federal Western Grain Stabilization
Act Program
4. Federal Western Grain
Transportation Act Programs
5. Federal Feed Freight Assistance
Program
6. Agriculture Canada Livestock Feed
Board Programs
7. Alberta Crow Benefit Offset
Program
We are not initiating on the following·
programs because they were previously
found not countervailable. (See Final

Affirmatfre Countervailing Duty
Determination: Live Swine and Fresh,
Chilled. and Frozen Pork Products from
Canada. 50 FR 25097, June 17. 1985. and
Live Swine from Canada: Final Results
of Countervailing Duty Administratfre
Review. 54 FR 651. January 9. 1989).
Petit:oners have not provided any new
evidence nor alleged changed
circumstances with respect to these
programs.

I

Friday. February 3. 19~9

1. Quebec Special Credits for Hog
Producers
2. Saskatchewan Financial Assistance
for Livestock and Irrigation
3. Saskatchewan Livestock Cash
Advance Program
4. Record of Performance Program
Notification of ITC
Section 702(d) of the Act requires us
to notify the ITC of this action. and to
provide it with the information we used
io arrive at this determination. We will
notify the ITC and make available to it
all nonprivileged and nonproprietary
information. We will also allow the ITC
access to all privileged end business
proprietary information in our files,
pro\;ded it confirms that it will not
disclose such information. either
publicly or under administrative
protective order. without the written
consent of the Assistant Secretary for
Import Administration.
Preliminary Determination by ITC
The ITC will determine by February
20. 1989. whether there is a reasonable
indication that imports of fresh. chilled,
and frozen pork materially injure. or
threaten material injury to. a U.S.
industry. If its determination is negative,
this investigation will terminate;
othenvise. this investigation will
continue according to the statutory
procedures. This notice is published
pursuant to section 702(c)(2) of the Act.
Timothy N. Bergan,

Acting Assistant Secretary for Import
Administration.
January ZS. 1989.
[FR Doc. 8~2516 Filed 2-2-89; 8:45 am)
BILLING CODE 3510-DS-M
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CALENDAR OF THE PUBLIC CONFERENCE
Investigation No. 701-TA-298 (Preliminary)
FRESH, CHILLED, OR FROZEN PORK FROM

CAN~A

Those listed below appeared at the United States International Trade
Conunission's conference held in connection with the subject i~vestigation on
January 26, 1989, in Courtroom lllB of the USITC Building at 500 E Street, SW,
Washington, DC.
In support of the imposition of coµnteryailin1 duties
Thompson, Hine and Flory--Counsel
Washington, DC
on behalf of-National Pork Producers Council and others
Norman Montague
Pork (Swine) Producer, El Nido, CA
Edward Brems
Vice President, Processor Sales
ConAgra Red Meats
Glenn Grimes
Agricultural Economist and Professor Emeritus
University of Missouri
Doyle Talkington
Administrator, Government Affairs
National Pork Producers Council
Mark Roy Sandstrom)--OP COUNSEL
Rafael A. Madan
)--OP COUNSEL
In gpposition to the imposition of coµnteryailina 4utie1
Arnold & Porter--Counsel
Washington, DC
gn behalf of-Canadian Meat Council
Canada Packer•, Inc.
Alan o. Sykes
Assistant Professor of Lav
University of Chicago
Martin Rice
Executive Secretary
Canadian Pork Council
Lawrence A. Schneider)--OP COUNSEL
Susan G. Lee
)--OP COUNSEL
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APPENDIX C
THE CANADIAN HOG CARCASS
GRADING/SETTLEMENT SYSTEM

LE SVST~ME CANADIEN DE CLASSEMENT
DES CARCASSES DE PORC

.
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meogre n6c........ ·~•ion de ceruinl porca. NNnmoinl ...
1eb1Nu • 616 .,...,.,. let •t61 pour donfw un irldice moyen Miiii pits
que pourble de c:elui obtenu ........ lysl6me.

ei<>u•• •

~~

le ConMlil canedien du pore et le Conaeil dn vi9rldm du C.....S.
ourvetleronl conlinu6menl l'incidence du nou- lllblellu. en
colet10ta1ton avec Agriculture Cenade. et enl-ont dn ndgoc:ielionl
''""' adof>•er lea .._.,.. eppiopri6es Ii ron -..it • cons1e1er le
narsunc;e d'une lendence ma1qu6e ind61ireble
Ut!l;Htion du ,..,.._
ln MJJJtMJSMlt une catcasse de 18 .. yet un rendement en VlaOde maigre
a,~w•wnafll de SO 'Mt, on obt.endr••• un . . -.. de 107 En complanl un
''"" '"' 1.!>4!>·$1kg 170.08Si100 lhl. l e - • serait le survanl:

18 • IOl • 1.!>4!>.
100

128.95

s

THE CANADIAN HOG CARCASS
GRADING/SEnLEMENT SYSTEM
Starting April 1, 1986. hog carcaaes graded by ledefal govern·
menl officials wil be 18tlled tor on the grade indices shown in
the Table loverl. This is in line with the introduction this year
of systems IOf electronically asaesaing hog carcass quality which
have been shown to measure lean yield more accurately than
the traditional manual rulet technique. This marlcs the first ma;or
innovation since the national system implemented in 1968,
when hog carcasaes began to be classified by measuring fat
thick,_ with a ruler and which has been a ma;or lactor in the
evolution since then towards much INner and therefore more
feed efficient commercial hogs being produced in Canada. The
primer( feature of the ,_equipment • a hand·hlld probe which
when ~ad through the wal of the carcass I - illustrationl.
emits a beam of light. The light wave reflects differently when
travelling thlough fat and muscle and the electronics within the
equipment measure their thickM1181 separately and lrom this
data. then calculate the lean meat percentage. lean depth is
now an explicit factor. along with loin lat and weight, in
determining the inde• value assigned to the hog carcass, thus
permitting even.greater. locus on producing leener meat in line
with consumer trends in both Canada and our ellpOfl markets.

New Weight C..._ and M.....-ement Slt9
This , _ table ti. been dell9loped to eccommodate a change
to metric measurement b8Md on maA c-ightl in kilograms 11
kg.~ 2.2CM8 lbs.I. The weight
in this MW table at
5 kg. are about 10'11. wider than the 10 lb. imperial clalaes. In
addition, the electronic grading probe wil be ~ad into the
carcaa be'-! the 3rd and 4th lat ribs, 7 cm. from the mid·
tine. The Nllf system ITIUIUfed the maximum loin lat depth at
the mid-line. The definition of carcaa for weighing ha been
left unchanged.

CANADIAN PORK COUNCIL
111 SPARKS STREET. OTIAWA, K1P 585

Effective March 31. 1 •

THE CANADIAN HOG
CARCASS GRADING/
SETTLEMENT SYSTEM
SYSTEME CANADIEN
DE CLASSEMENT DES
CARCASSES DE PORC
En vlgueur le 31mars1•

c...._

CONSEIL CANADIEN OU PORC
111, RUE SPARKS, OTTAWA K1P 585 ,_
r::'
0

Newlndlcn
Negotiations belVll8en the Meat and Porll Councils haw
rMUlted in to- index values tor lighter car~ lunder 70 kg.
or 154 lb.I and higher OMS !Of certain t - * OMS. S.W.al , _
index vakMs are pr~t. and with thi9 table, Index BO is r~
ed for the lightest hogs, 81 for the heftiest and 82 implies a -v
lat or low yielding carcass. Thia plus the lac1 that the ..w weight
clnMa do not correspond with the old OMS, makes it cillicult
to c:on.,.n1 this table directly with the previous one. In addition,
the trllnlition from fat to lean yield wil r...it in reclauification
of &orne hogs. H - . the table ti. been deweloped land
tested) to rnull in an ~ index which is as de.a • pcaiJle
to lhat produced by the previous system.

Con*- Review
The Canadian. Pork· Council and Canadian Meat Council.
together with Agriculture Canada, will·monitor the impac1s of
the w.w table continualy, and discussions undertaken to considllf
appropriate action ii matked and undesifable trends occu1.
UM of Table
II - assume a carcass of 78 kg .. and an indicated lean yield
of 50'!1., the grade inde1 would be 107. II the bid ptice is
$1.545/kg. 1$70.08/cwt.I. carcass senlement would be as
follows:
107
78 )( 100 )( $1.545 = $128.96

lluerretlon of etecrronk prolle in..tect In . , . , _
lnMrtlon d'..,. eoncle 61ec:rronlque...,,. le cer~

THE CANADIAN HOG CARCASS GRADING/SETTLEMENT SYSTEM
SYSTEME CANADIEN DE CLASSEMENT DES CARCASSES DE PORC

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

65 69.99 kg

70 74.99 kg

75 79.99 kg

80 -

85 89.99 kg

90 -

95 -

84.99 kg

94.99 kg

99.99 kg

92

98

90

96

89

95
93

112
111
109
107
106
104
102
101
99
97
96
94
92

114
113
112
110
108
107
105
103
102
100

108
107
105
103
102
11)()
97
95
92

100

95
93

106
105
103
101
100

90
88

91
89

88

87

88

87

82

82

82

- Subnormal belly. and roughness - less 3 index
points
- Abnormal lat. colour or texture - Less 10 index
points
- The actual weight reduction from the hot carcass
weight if the demerit is of farm origin
-- Index 67
- Index 80

TARES

1

Weight Class/
Cat6gorle de poids

Yield Cius/
Cat. de
rendement

40 -

60 -

59.99 kg

64.99 kg

80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80

100

10

9

100

+

. Estimated
Lean Yield/
Rendement
approxlmatH
en vlande
(%)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

DEMtRITS

~

52.8
52.0
51.2
50.4
49.6
48.8
48.0
47.2
46.4
45.6
44.8
44.0
43.2
42.4
41.6

<

53.6
- 53.59
- 52.79
- 51.99
- 51.19
- 50.39
- 49.59
- 48.79
- 47.99
- 47.19
- 46.39
- 45.59
- 44.79
- 43.99
- 43.19
- 42.39
41.6

Type
Queltty

Trimmabte
Ridgling1
Emaciated

98
97

88
87

86
85
83
82
82
82
82

91
89

88
87
86

85
82
82

98
97

95

113
112
111
109
107
106
104
102
101
99
97
96

111
109
108
107
106
104
102
101
99
97
96

94
90

92
91
87

Conformation
Qualit6
Paraga insuffisant
Cryptorchides
tmaci6

94

86
82

81
81
81
81
81
81
111
81
81
81
81
81
81
81
81
81
81

98
97

95
92

90
87

90
88
85
82
82
82
82

83
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82

82

82

t)j

I

......
.......

r

- Ventre sous la normale et rugosites: 3 points de
moins 6 l'indice
- Gras. couleur ou texture anormaux: 10 points de
moins A l'indice
- Poids reel retranche du poids de la carcasse
chaude si la tare est allribuee f'eleveur
- lndice de 67
- lndice de 80

a
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APPENDIX D
OFFICIAL UNITED STATES STANDARDS FOR GRADES
OF SLAUGHTER SWINE

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Afl'lcultw•I M91ketlng Service

OFFICIAL UNITED STATES STANDARDS FOR GRADES
OF SLAUGHTER SWINE
<'l'Uk 1, Ch. I, Pt 63, &ctioM 63.160-63.166 of tM Oxk of Federal

!lesula·

tioM)

The following i1 a reprint of the Official United States Standards for the
Gradea of Slaqhter Swine promulgated by the Secretary or Agriculture
under the Apicultural Marketing Act of UM8 (80 Stat. 1087; 7 U.S.C.
1821 et MqJ u amended and related authority in the annual appropria·
tion actl for the Department or Apiculture. The 11tandarda are reprinted
with amendment. el'ective January 14, 1986.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE STANDARDS

b:I

A 1y1tem or clU1ifying and grading market hop WU formulated by the
United State. Department of Apiculture in 1918 for uae in the liveetocll
market reporting aervice. The 1y1tem waa developed with the cooperation
and Uliltance of many inteneted apnci81 and repreaented the moet gen·
erally accepted market poupinp of the time. After meetinga with pro·
ducen, animal bU1bandmen, market npresentativee, and 1laugbteren in
1928 •nd 1929, l"ffiaiona wen mmde, conai1tent with changea in production and marketina conditiOD1, and tentative 11tandarda were i•ued in
1980. Further nviliODI wen incorporated into the tentative 1tandarda in
UMO when they wen publilhed in Circular No. 689.
The United State. Department of Acficulture propoeed new 11tandards
for p-ad81 of llaughter barrow and gilta in UM9. Field testing, diacua1ion, •nd demoutration or the 1tandarda reaulted in alight revillioDll prior
to adoption u the otBciml United St.tel 11tandarda for gradee of 11laughter
barrow• and giltl, el'ective September 12, 1962.
The ollcial 1tandarda wen amended in July 1966 by changing the
p-ade d•ipatiou Choice No. 1, Choice No. 2, and Choice No. 3 to U.S.
No. 1, U.S. No. 2, and U.S. No. 3, reapectively. In addition the degree or
8n.ilh Or fatneu WU reduced for each grade and the deecriptive
1peciflcation1 wen reworded 111ightly to reflect the reduced degreea of
8n.ilh and to facilitate more uniform interpertation or the 11tandarda.

"""
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On July 1, 1968, the o8lcial 1tanclarda were revieed to coordinate them
with the revieed pork carcue 1tandarda. The minimum back.rat thickneu
ror the U.S. No. 1 srade WU eliminated and a new U.S. No. 1 srade WU
eatabli1hed to properly identiry the 1uperior pork cal'UMI beinc produced.
The rormer No. 1, No. 2. and No. 3 sradea were renamed No. 2, No. 3, and
No. 4, reapectively. The rormer Medium and Cull srada were combined
and renamed U.S. Utility. Aleo, the mazimum allowable adjuetment ror
variation1-rrom-normal rat di1tribution and mueclinc Wal chanced rrom
one-hair to one run srade to more adequately re8ect the el'ect or theee
racton on yielde or cute. In addition, the test or the "Application or Standarde" eection wu reworded to more clearlJ delne the srade-determininc
lacton and clarify their uee in determining the p-ade.
On January 14, 1986 the •laughter barrow and silt srade 1tandarde
were once qain reviMd to coordinate them with concurrent chancea in
the barrow and silt carcua srade 1tandarde. The barrow and silt carcua
srade 1tandarde were updated to reflect improvemente in pork ca~
and chan1ea in the pork 1laughter induetry 1ince 1968. A 1980 srade 1ur·
vey round that over 70 percent or the pork carcuaea beins produced were
in the U.S. No .. 1 irrade, indicating a larp amount of variation in yield
which wu not being accounted for by the sradea. The chancea 1implifled
the 1tandarde by buin1 the ,rade on the back.lat thickneu over the la1t
rib with a 1in1le adjuetment for muecliq. In addition, the irradee linee
were tightened to more adequately eort the hop beiq produced among
eeveral ,radee. Some minor chansee in the wordiq or the quality requirement• were aleo rnade.

SWINE
The official 1tandarda for 1wine developed by the U.S. Department or
Asriculture provide lor •sre1ation flnt according to intended uee1laughter or reeder-then u to clue, u determined by•• condition, and
then a1 to ,rade, which i1 determined by the apparent relative eacellence
and deairabilily or the animal lor a particular uee. Dil'erenliation
between 1laughter and feeder 1wine i1 baMd eolely on their intended UM
rather than on 1peciflc identifiable characteri1tic1 of the 1wine. Slaughter
1wine are .thoee which are intended for 1laughter immediately or in the
near future. Feeder 1wine are thoee which are intended lor 1laughter
arter a period or reediq.

SLAUGHTER AND FEEDER SWINE CLASSES
There are five cla11e1 of 1lau1hter and feeder 1wine. Deflnitione or the
reepective clU181 are al rollow1:
.
Barrow. A barrow i1 a male 1wine caetrated when young and before
development of the eecondary physical characteri1tic1 of a boar.
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GlU. A lilt i1 a youq female 1wine that ha1 not produced young and
bu not reached and advanced 1tage or prepancy.
Sow. A IOW ii a mature remale 1wine that ueually 1how1 evidence or
haviq reproduced or havins reached an advanced 1tage or prepancy.
Boor. A boar i1 a uncutrated male 1wine.
A etas i1 a male 1wine cutrated arter development or belinning
or development or the eecondary phy1ical characteriltice or a boar. Typical
1tap are eomewhat coane and lack balance-the head and 1houlden are
more fully developed than the hindquarter parte, bonee and jointe are
larp, the akin ia thick and rough, and the hair i1 coane.

SI...

APPLICATION OF STANDARDS FOR GRADES OF
SLAUGHTER BARROWS AND GILTS
Gradea or 1laughter barrow1 and trilte are intended to be directly
related to the sradea of the carcUlllll they produce. To accompli1h thi1,
the 1laughter barrow and lilt gradea are predicated on the eame two gen·
eral coneideratione that provide the bui1 ror the gradee or barrow and
lilt c:an:uaea: quality-which includee characteri1tice or the lean and
flrmnMI of lat, and characteri1tic1 related to the combined carcau yield1
or the rour lean cute <ham, loin, picnic 1houlder, and Boeton butt).
With reapect to quality, two pneral levels are coneidered, one ror barrow1 and silte with characteri1tic1 which indicate that the carcau will
have acceptable belly thickneu and lean quality, and acceptable flrmneu
ol lat, and one lor barrow and lilte with characterietice which indicate
that the carcue will have unacceptable belly thickneu, lean quality,
and/or flrmnMI or rat. The belliee or carcU181 with acceptable quality are
at leut 1lishtly thick overall and are not leae that 0.8 inchee thick at any
point. Since carcue indicea of lean quality are not directly evident in
1laughter barrow1 and silte, eome other lacton in which dUl"erences can
be noted muet be uaed to evaluate quality. Therefore the amount and di•·
tribution or eaternal flnieh and indicatione or firmneu or rat and muecle
are uaed u quality-indicatiq lacton.
Slaughter barrow1 and silte with characteri1tic1 which indicate they
will not have an acceptable belly thickneu or quality or lean are graded
U.S. Utility. Aleo inded U.S. Utility are 1laqhter barrow• and 1ilt1
with indicatione that they will produce carcU181 which will have oily or
1811 than 1lightly firm rat.
Four gradea-U.S. No. 1, U.S. No. 2, U.S. No.3. and U.S. No. 4 are pro·
vided ror 1laughter barrow• and lilte with characterietic1 which indicate
that their carcauea will have an acceptable level or lean quality and
acceptable flrmneu or rat. Tbeee gradee are baaed entirely on the combi·
nation or racton that predict the combined carcau yielde or the lour lean
cute-ham1, loine, picnic 1houlden, and Boeton butte.

3
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The official grade for slaughter barrows and gilta havin1 acceptable
quality i1 determined by couidering two characteri1tic1: (1) The
eetimated backfat thicltneu over the laat rib, and (2) the muacliDI score.
Valuee for theee facton are then U8ed in a mathematical. equation to
arrive at the final rrade.
In evaluatiD1 barrows and gilta for fatneu and mUKling, variationa in
the degree of fatneu have a IJ'88ter el'ect OD the yield of the lean cute
than do variations in mUKliDI. The fatneu and mUKlin1 evaluationa can
beet be made 1imultaneoU1ly. Thie ii accomplished by couideriDI the
development of the various parte hued on an undentandiD1 of how the
appearance of each part i1 al'ected by va~tiou in mUKliq and fatnee1.
While the mUKliq of moet barrow• and pita develo.. uniformly, the fat
ii normally depoeited at a couiderably Cuter rate on 10me part. than on
othen. Therefore, mUKliDI can be apprai8ed a..t by livilll primary con·
1ideration to the part. leut al'ected by fatnee1, 1uch u the ham1.
Dil'erencee in thicltn... and fullneaa ol the hama-with appropriate
adjU1tmenta for the el'ecta of variatiom in fatneu-are the beet indica·
ton of the overall depee of mUKliq. Qmv.,.ly, the onrall fatn... can
be determined beet by ob.erviq thoee parta on which fat ii depoeited at a
Cuter than averap rate. Theee include backfat, the edp of the loin, the
rear ftank, the 1boulder, the jowl, and the belly. Aa barrow• and rilta
increue in fatn. ., thMe parta appear p.,,.reuively fuller, and thicker,
and more distended in relation to the thickneu and fullneaa ol the other
parta, eapecially the thickneu through the hama.
When grading live animal• it i1 U1ually neceuary to couider indicationa of fatneu on all parta of the animal in order to moet accurately eetimate the bacltfat thickneea over the lut rib. Aa 1laughter barrow1 and
silta increaae in ratneu, they allO become deeper bodied becaue or depo1ita of fat in the ftanka, and alODI the underline. The fullneaa of the
ftanlta, beet ob.erved when the animal walka, and the thickneaa and fullneaa of the jowl are other indicatiou of fatneaa.
In 1laughter banuw and lilt iradiq three desreee of muaclin1-thick
<auperior), averap, and thin (inferior)-are couidered. In previoUI 1tandarda 1i• desreee of mUKliDI (very thick, thick, moderately thick, 1li1htly
thin, thin and very thin) were recopiled. The current thick <auperior)
mUKliDI includee only the previoU1 very thick depee of muacliq.
Current averap muacliq includee the previoua thick and moderately
thick degreee, and the current thin <inferior) muacliDI includee the previoua 1li1htly thin, thin, and very thin desreee.
Slaqhter barrow1 and silta with thick muaclin1 and a low depee of
fatnee1 will be much thicker tbrought the hama than through the loiu
and the loin1 will appear full and well-rounded. Thick muacled animala
with a high degree of fatneu will be 1lightly thicker through the ham1
than throu1h the loin1, will be nearly ftat over the back, and will have a
1li1ht break into the 1idea. Animals with average muacling and a low
degree of fatneu will be thicker through the hams than through the loina,
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and the loina will appear full and rounded. Animals with avera1e mus·
CliDI and a high degree of fatneu will have about equal thickness
through the hams and loina. Animals with thin muaclin1 and a low degree
of fatneu uaually are 1lilhtly thicker through the 1houlden and the
center of the hame than through the back and the loina will appear slop·
iDI and ftat. Thin muacled animals with a hi1h degree of fatne11 will be
wider through the loina than through the hams and will have a distinct
break from over the loina into the sides.
Slaughter barrows and gilta with average muecling will be graded
accordiD1 to their estimated backfat thickneu over the laat rib. Animals
with thin muaclin1 will be rraded one rrade lower than indicated by the
eetimated backfat thickneee over the last rib.
Animal• with thick mW1Clin1 will be graded one rrade higher than indi·
cated by their backfat thickneu over the lut rib, e•cept that animals
with an eetimated 1. 76 inches or greater lut rib backfat thickneu must
remain in the U.S. No. 4. srade.
The ollcial ·srade 1tandardl contain a mathematical equation for calcu·
latiq the srade and a table for determining a preliminary grade based on
the •timated backfat thickneu over the laat rib. Aleo, the individual
grade 1pecUlcatiou describe the various combinationa of muacling and
lut rib backfat thickneu which qualify for that grade.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR OFFICIAL UNITED STATES
STANDARDS FOR GRADES OF SLAUGHTER BARROWS AND
GILTS
The rrade of a slaughter barrow or gilt with indications of acceptable
quality ia determined OD the baail or the followiDI equation: Grade = (4.0
>< lut rib backfat thickn911, inches) · U.O >< muscling score). To apply
thia equation muacliq 1hould be 1eored aa follows: thin <inferior) "' 1,
averap - 2, and thick <auperior) - 3. Animala with thin muscling can·
not srade U.S. No. 1. The irade may al10 be determined by calculating a
preliminary irade accordiDI to the 1ehedule 1hown in Table 1 Hd adjustiq up or down one irade for 1uperior or inferior muacling, respectively.

Table 1. Preliminary Grade Baaed on Backfat
Thiclm.,.. over the Lut Rib.
Preliminary Grade
U.S. No. 1.............................................................. .
U.S. No. 2.............................................................. .
U.S. No. 3.............................................................. .
U.S. No. 4 .............................................................. .

Backfat Thickneu Ran1e

. Leu than 1.00 inch.

1.00 to 1.24 inches.
1.26 to 1.49 inches.
1.60 inches and over .1
1Animal• with an •timated lut rib backfat thickn- or 1.75 inch• or over cannot
be paded U.S. No. 3, even with thick mu.clina.
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The r0Uowin1 de.criptiona provide a pide to the characteristics or
alaushter barrow• and gilta in each rrade.

U.S. No. 1
Barrow• and silts in thia rrade are Hpected to have an acceptable quality or lean and belly thickneu and a high Hpected yield (60.4 percent and
over) or four lean cuta. U.S. No. 1 barrowa and gilts muat have leaa than
averap •timated backrat thickne• over the lut rib with avera1e muscliq, or averap estimated backlat .over the lut rib coupled with thick
muaclinc.
Barrows and gilta with averap muaclinc may be rraded U.S. No. 1 if
their estimated backrat thickn-. over the lut rib ia leaa than 1.00 inch.
Animal• with thick muaclins may be lfraded U.S. No. 1 ir their estimated
back.fat thickn-. over the lut rib ia leaa than 1.26 inches. Barrow• and
gilta with thin muaclins may not be rraded U.S. No. 1.
·

U.S. No. 2
Barrow• and gilta in thia rrade are Hpected to have an acceptable quality or lean and belly tbickneaa and an averap Hpected yield (67.4 to 60.3
percent) or rour lean cuta. Animal• with average estimated back.fat thick0 - . over the lut rib and average muacliq, leaa than averap eatimated
backrat thickneu over the lut rib and thin muacling, .or greater than
averap estimated back.fat thickneu over the lut rib and thick muscling
will qualiry for thia grade.
Barrow• and lfilta with average muacling will be graded U.S. No. 2 ir
their estimated. backrat thickneu over the lut rib ia 1.00 to 1.24 inches.
Barrow• and gilta with thick muaclinc will be rraded U.S. No. 2 ir their
estimated back.fat thickneu over the lut rib i• 1.26 to 1.49 inches. Barrow• and gilts with thin muscling muat have leaa than 1.00 inch of
estimated back.fat over the lut rib to be rraded U.S. No. 2.

U.S. No. 3
Barrow and gilta in thia rrade are Hpected to have an acceptable quality of 1-n aod belly thickneu and a al.i1htly low eapected yield (64.4 to
67.3 percent) of four lean cuta. Barrow• and lfilta with average muacling
and more than averap estimated backfat thickneaa over the lut rib, thin
muaclinc and average estimated back.fat thickneu over the last rib, or
thick muacling and much greater than average estimated backfat thickneu over the lut rib will qualiry for this grade.
Barrow• and gilta with average muscling will be graded U.S. No. 3 if
their estimated back.fat thickneu over the laat rib i1 1.26 to 1.49 inches.
Barrow• and gilta with thick muacling will be graded U.S. No. 3 if their
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estimated backfat thickneu over the last rib ie 1.60 to 1.74 inchee. Barrowa and gilts with 1.76 inchee or more of estimated backfat thickne11
over the last rib cannot grade U.S. No. 3. Barrowa and gilts with thin
muscling will be graded U.S. No. 3. if their elitimated backfat thickne11
over the last rib i• 1.00 to 1.24 inches.

U.S. No. 4
Barrow and gilts in this grade are e:spected to have an acceptable quality of lean and belly thickneu and a low e:spected yield
than 64.4
percent) or rour lean cute. Barrowe and gilts in the U.S No. 4 grade
alway• have more than average estimated backfat over the last rib and
thick, average, or thin muacling, depending on the degree to which the
atimated back.fat thickneu over the last rib e:sceeda the average.
Barrows and gilta with average muacling will be graded U.S. No. 4 if
· their eatimated backfat thickneaa over the last rib is 1.60 inchee or
greater. Barrowa and gilta with thick muscling will be graded U.S. No. 4
with estimated back.rat thickneaa over the last rib of 1.76 inches or
greater, and those with thin muscling will be graded U.S. No. 4 with 1.26
inches or greater eatimated backfat over the last rib.

a..
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U.S Utility
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All barrow1 and gilta with probable unacceptable quality of lean or
belly thickneaa will be graded U.S. Utility, regardleu of their muscling or
estimated back.rat thickneu over the last rib. Aleo, all barrowa and gilts
which may produce aort and/or oily fat will be graded U.S. Utility.

APPLICATION OF STANDARDS FOR GRADES OF
SLAUGHTER SOWS
The atandarda for gradee or Blaughter 80WS are baaed OD (1) dift'erenceB
in yields or lean cute and or rat cute and (2) dill'erencea in quality of cute.
These characteriatica vary rather conaiatently from one grade to another.
The U.S. No. 1 grade baa about the minimum degree of fini1h neceaaary to
produce pork cal"CUM8 with quality characteriatic1 indicative of accept·
able palatability in the cute. The U.S. No 2 grade is overftni1hed and the
U.S. No. 3 grade is decidedly overftniahed in relation to the minimum
ftniah uaociated with acceptable palatability. Yielda or lean cute are
lower and yields of fat cute are higher, in proportion to the degree of
overftnish, in these grades than in the U.S. No. 1 grade. Medium grade
sows are underftnished and produce carc88881 which are aoft and have
indications of inaut&cient quality for acceptably palatable cute. Cull grade
aow1 are decidedly underfinished and the pork i1 aoft and watery with lit·
tie or no marbling and low palatability.

7

The rradea for slaughter eow11 are cloeely related to the grades for sow
carcauee, and the deeired objective in rrading eow11 i11 the accurate prediction of the carcau rrade that will be produced. Degree of finish i11 an
important factor in rrading, and the e:apected average backfat thickneu
of carcauee produced by each rrade of 1laughter ..,.,, forma a part of the
1tandarde. The reaulta of 1tudy of carcue meuurement and cutting data
show that carcauee equal in fat thickneu are approllimately equal in
yielda of cute regardleu of dil'erencea in wei1ht. Therefore the e:apected
backfat thickneu or carcueea Crom each grade or •laughter IOWI ii the
same at all weighta. The following table outline. the carcau rat thickneu guides for each rrade or slaughter ..,••.
Grade
U.S. No. 1 ...............................................................
U.S. No. 2 ............................................................... .
U.S. No. 3 .............................................................. .
Medium .................................................................. .
Cull ..........................................................................·

Averap Back(at Thickneaa
1.6 to 1.9 inchea.
1.9 to 2.3 inchee.
2.3 or more inchea.
1.1 to 1.6 inchea.
I.- than 1.1 inchea.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR OFFICIAL U.S. STANDARDS FOR
GRADES OF SLAUGHTER SOWS

U.S. No. 1 Grade
U.S. No. 1 grade •laughter llOWI have an intermediate degree or finish
near the minimum required to produce pork cute or acceptable palatability. Sows with the minimum flniah for U.S. No. 1 rrade are moderately
long and alightly wide in relation to weight. Width of body is rather uniform Crom top to bottom and Crom front to rear. The back, Crom side to
aide, i11 moderately Cull and thick with a well-rounded appearance and
blende smoothly into the 1ides. The sides are moderately long and 11ightly
thick; the ftanka are 1lightly thick and Cull. Depth at the rear flank may
be slightly leu than depth at the Core ftank. Hams are uaually moderately
thick and run with a alightly thick covering or rat. Jowla are uaually
moderately thick and Cull but appear trim. Sow1 in this grade produce
U.S. No. 1 grade can:ueea:

U.S. No. 2 Grade
The 1tandarde for grades also include deacriptive 1peciftcatioD1 or the
characteri1tic1 of slaughter IOWll with the minumum degree o( flnilh (or
each rrade. Application or the 11tandarde requirea an accurate appraisal or
theee live animal characteri11tic11 indicative or carcau finish and grade. No
attempt i1 made to deacribe' in the standards the many combination• or
characteri1tic11 which may qualify an animal for a particular rrade, and
90und judgment ia required to appropriately analyse varying combination1.
Slaughter eow11 that have produced eeveral littere of pigs may 1how conaiderable roughneu along the underline due to e:ateuive development or
mammary tiuue. In addition, 80WI Crom which pig1 were weaned only a
short time prior to rrading may 1how evidence that the mammary tillue
i11 still active in milk production and not completely dry. Since 1moothneu and dryneu of the underline have little el'ect on .the buic grade
determining factore, no provi1ion i1 made in the 1tandarde for altering the
irade or 11laughter 80w1 due to dil'erenc• in thMe characteriltic11. It ia
recognised that the value determinin1 factore to be··e:ouidered in marketing 80WI include dryneu and 1moothneea 81 well U IUCb other (acton 81
wei1ht, degree of ftni1h, quality, and fill. However, conaideration or all.
1uch ractore in determining grade would require a .complicat8d 1y1tem
with a rreat number of rradee in order to make each srade 1uftlciently
reatrictive to be practical and uaeful. Therefore, the sradea. outlined in
theae 1tandarde identify dil'erencee in slaughter eowa with r&1pect to
yielda or cute and quality. They were designed to be practical aide in
evaluating 11laughter eow11 when uaed in conjunction with other facton
11uch ae weiirht. fill, emoothneaa, and dryneaa.

O;I

U.S. No. 2 grade alaughter eow11 have a moderately high degree of ftni11h
that i1 somewhat greater than the minimum required to produce pork
cute of acceptable palatability. Sowa with the minimum ftniah for U.S. No.
2 rrade are 11ightly ahort and moderately wide in relation to weight.
Width of body i11 of'ten greater over the top than at the underline and
tende to be 1lightly greater through the shoulders than through the hams.
The back, Crom aide to aide, is full and thick and appears slightly ftat with
a noticeable break into the aides. The sides are slightly abort and
moderately thick; .the ftanb are moderately thick and full. Depth at the
rear 8ank ia nearly equal to depth at the fore ftank. Hams are uaually
thick and Cull with a moderately thick covering of fat, eepecially over the
lower part. Jowla are uaually Cull and thick, and the neck appeare rather
abort. Sow1 in this grade produce U.S. No. 2 grade carcauea.

U.S. No. 3 Grade
U.S. No. 3. rrade •laughter llOWI have a high degree or finish that ill considerably rreater than the minimum required to produce pork cute of
acceptable palatability. Sows with the minimum 8ni11h for U.S. No. 3
grade are abort and wide in relatation to weight. Width of body ill often
somewhat greater over the top than at "the underline and tenda to be
greater through the shoulders than throught the hams. The back, from
side to side, i11 very full and thick and appears nearly Bat with a pronounced break into the aidee. The 11idea are short and thick; the 8anlr.a are
thick and run. Depth at the rear Bank ia equal to depth at the fore Bank.
Hami
usually very thick and full with a thick covering of fat eepe-

are
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cially over the lower part. Jowl1 are uaually very full and thick, and the
neck appean abort. Sowa of thia grade produce U.S. No. 3 grade care.....

Medium Grade
Medium grade alaushter aow• have a low degree of fi.niah which ii aomewhat 1. . than the minimum required to produce pork cuta or acceptable
palatability. Sowa with the minimum fi.niah for Medium grade are long
and moderately narrow in relation to weight. Width of body ii often 1. .
oYel' the top than at the underline and tenda to be alightly 1. . through
the ahoulden than throush the halU. The back, from aide to aide, i•
moderately thin and appean rather peaked at the center with a diatinct
alope toward the 1idee. The hipa are moderately prominent. The aidee are
long and moderately thin; the lanb are thin. Depth at the rear lank ii
leee than depth at the fore lank. HalU are uaually moderately thin and
ftat and taper toward the ahank. Jowla are uaually alightly thin and ftat,
and the neck appean rather long. Sowa in thil grade produce Medium
f'l'ade carcueea.

Cull Grade
Cull grade 1laughter eow1 have a very low degree of fi.ni1h which ii con·
aiderably lower than that required to produce pork cute or acceptable
IJ&latability. Sowa with the fi.nieh typical or the Cull grade are long and
narrow in relation to weight. Width of body ia often aomewhat leu over
the top than at the underline and tenda to be leee throush the ehouldere
than through the hams. The back, from aide to aide, ii thin and lacb
fullneu and ia peaked at the center with a decided elope toward the aides.
The hipa are prominent. The aidee are very long and thin; the lanb are
very thin. Depth at the rear hnk ii conaiderably leea than depth at the
fore lank. HalU are uaually thin and lat with a definite taper toward the
shank. Jowl• are usually thin and lat, and the neck appeare long. Sowa in
thi1 grade produce Cull grade carcUM8.
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APPENDIX E
QUANTITY OF VARIOUS FRESH, CHILLED, OR FROZEN
PORK CUTS EXPORTED FROM CANADA TO THE
UNITED STATES DURING 1986-88
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WEEKLY MARKET REVIEW:
Current Week: January 8, 1989

REVYg HEllO(!!AQAIRE DU !e!C~;
S..1ne courante: le 8T.W er, 1989

Market Sum1111ry •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Slaughter Cettle Prices ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Slaughter Calf Prices ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Feeder Prices ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Hog Prices .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Sheep and Lant> Prices ................................. .

1·2

WEEKLY SIM14ARY:
Week end1ng Declllllber 24 and 31, 1988
Prices for Slaughter Cattle &Calves •••••••••••••••••••
Prices for Feeder Cattle & Calves ••••••••••••••••••••••
Sheep & L811t> Prices ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Canadian Hog Prices ................................... .
United States Market Prices ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Prices for Slaughter Cattle & Calves •••••••••••••••••••
Prices for Feeder Cattle & talves ••••••••••••••••••••••
Wholesele Dressed Meat Prices .•••••••••••••••••••••••••
Montreal Wholesale Car lot Prices •••••••••••••••••••.••••
Alberta Direct to Packer Sales •••••••••••••••••••••••••
ontario Direct to Pecker Sales •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Saskatchewan Beef Stabilization Board Rall Grade Prices
Manitoba Beef COl'lllission Rail Grade Prices •••••••••••••
Total By-Proc11ct Price •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
United States Slaughter ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Slaughterings at Federally and/or ProYlnctslly
Inspected Packing Plants for Cattle, Calves and
Sheep & Lan'bs ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Sex of Cattle & C•lves Slaughtered in Federally &
Provincially Inspected Packing Plants ••••••••••••••••
Average Warm Carcass Weights ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
Beef Carcasses Graded ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Dressed Meat l~rts •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Dressed Meat Exports •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Livestock l~rted fr~ the United St•t ............... .
Livestock Exported to the United States ••••••••••••••••
Hog Slaughter and Origin .............................. .
Quebec Ungraded Sows •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·• ••• ••
National Weighted Aver-ee Hog Prices •••••••••••••••••••
Hog Feed Ratios ....................................... .

bovlns d'abattaee
veaux d 1 abettage
bovins d 1 engraisse111nt
pores
mutons et qneaux

REVU£ STAT!ST!atpi;
Sema1ne se ter1111nent le 24 et 31 d6c:el!Cre, 1988
3·3A
3·3A
3·3A
3·3A
3·3A
4·4A
4·4A
5·5A
5·5A
6·6A
6·6A
6·6A

Prix de bovine et veaux d'abattage
Prix de bovins et veaux d'engraiss.-nt
Prix d'•gneaux et 110Utons
Prix canadiens des pores
Prix du . . rch6 81116ricain
Prix de bovine et veaux d'abattage
Prix de bovins et veaux d'engraiss.-nt
Prix de gros des carcasses
Prix de gros du boeuf exp6di6 per rail 6 Montr6al
Ventn dlrectes aux ebettoirs de l'Alberte
Ventes directes aux abattoirs de l'ontarlo
Prix des carcusea cla111"8 sur rat l du Sukatchewan
Beef Stabilization Board
6·6A Les prix du boeuf classt sur rail de le cca11ission
de boeuf du Manitobe
6·6A Prix total des sous·proc111 ts
6·6A Abettages aux Etets·Unis
Abettqes aux abattoirs inspect6s par lea gowernements
f6d6ral et/ou proYinciaux pour lea bovins, veaux et
7·7A
agneeux &1110Utons
·
Sexe des bovins et veaux ebattus dens les abattoirs
8·8A
inspect61 per lea gower..-nts ftdtral et provincieux
8·8A Potdl 110yen1 des carcas1es chaudea
9·9A Cleas81111!nt des carcasses de boeuf
10·10A l~rtations de viende
11·11A Exportations de viende
12·12A Bestiaux f111pOrt61 des Etats·Unis
13·13A Bestfaux export61 eux Etats·Unis
14·14A Pores abettus et origine
14· 14A Truies non cla116es du Ou6bec:
14·14A Moyeme Mtionale pond6r6e des prix du pore
14·14A Rapports porcs/alillel'lts

SPECIAL IN THIS l.SSUE
Quebec

R6sUl6
Prix des
Prix des
Prix des
Prix des
Prix des

SPECIAL DANS CE NlJ!!ERO

Monthly Veal Grades ••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.

14·A

Clasa111ent 11en1uel de veaux au Outbec

l•I

Market Information Service

Service d'information sur les marches

C<111ac l a

DRESSED MEAT · EXPOllTS (IN 000 LBS.) (PRELIMINARY)

VIANDES · EXPORTATIOllS (EM 000 LIVRES

WeeY Enaea Decea1>er l l 1 lYM
s - ; - r, r•i__._ I• 31 ""'ceabr" 1988
• Leaa than 500 lbs.
BEEF
Beef Other
Carcaaaea (bone·in)
Cuta tbone·in)
Boneleaa
Pickled & Cured
Cooked Beef
CWWMld Beef
Tri•inea
fOTAL

IEEF

TOTil

U.S.

...L..:..Y59
598
674
612

•.

1416
~

VEAL
Carcaaaea Cbone·in)
Cuta (bona· in>
Boneleea
Tri•inea

VEAL

285

.

•
1n

.
-ug-

.

1416

35018

~

-mo-

U9373

1

.
.

286

.

.
.

--- --.,- -ao

TOTlL liiTTliii I LN11

POii (FRESH

&FROZEN>

Carcaaa.. & Sides

H-

Bach, lolna
Bellin
Shoulder, butta, picnic
Side & ragular aper• rlba
POllC (PllOCESSED)
H-, cooked
H-, othar cured
Backa, lolna
Belllas, aide becon
Shldr, butts, pie, cot. rol.
Pickled In barrel•
Cen. h... , allldr. & picnics
Other c~
POllC (OTHER)
Other boneleaa
Othar bone· in

.
.

. ---

.
.

.

.
.
.
---.

--- - - - --- --2796
459
655
1318
258

55
125
5

.
846
100

.

1
83
82

40
16
1

.

19

37

.
925
235

1
2880
1388

655
1458
274
55
12S
5
384

384

19
37

---iorn- 1"0lf

16
205

-w-

1032
441

~---~-

9480

76
8
6

"570

52
5688
7

6556
48657
7991
61249
2171
181

19

24

35061

26378
13628
43557
12
44
19
43966

161866

131461

.

~

•

onr

•

3860

102
423
78
6935
1

~

.

•

2

43
23
11

.

---,- --..,,-

---

9523
99

22
6

Vli511

-i920
26
2

""1;9

4
1
~

•

QI

21481
142335
53453
51997
118156
19464
5357
1174
317
14395
594
136

.

44163

8465

1085Z

398
466
2408
1
16
26

67W"

145793

---:-,0

9952
65
48

5
·34
100+
·100

--32
35
45

.

-iTr

.

10066

96

11K

1~

3
485
4747
406
1473
392

21484
145789
94006
52407
123805
19878

13363
142799
50524
36292
111879
18741

229
16

5403
435
18417
1289
69

5

5691
1191
327
14879
623
5307
5

814
6369

49985
15030

50188
10351

•
--so

--- --2969
35806
5
4176
22
105
1
1
1
3

9
483

26
51n

,

5008
196

•

,

-mvr -znm-

55~08

~ -ml)

16737

------

70

3008

•.

3
34
14

----.- --,,3527
41449

241
2756
6646

4
130
84

13604
149082
98619
36914
118444
19227

5322
89

584
1243
397

8

295

2

22
344
26
5073
3

458
18770
1320
5142
3
3

1299
11747

56434
22167

9

4

.

1
4947
68

--r

TOTAL BOEUF
VEAU
Carcasses (non·desoss6)
Morceaux (non·desoss6)
D6soss6
Parures.
TOTAL VEAU

68

,

'6Z'm )~ --mrr9,70 -ml 67'5r

- - - ---

tp

MOOTOll
Non·desoss6
·100 D6soss6
AGNEAU
33 Carcasses (non·desoss6)
29 Morceaux <non·desoss6)
100+ 06soss6

Z17 10ll+ TOTAL M(lJTOll ET AGMEAU

38

•

8
·44

-.

3
101

3
53

BOEUF
Boeuf autres
Carcasses (non·desoss6)
n Morceaux (non·desoss6)
·17 Oboss6
12 Marin6 et sal6
·75 Cuit
100+ Boeuf en conserve
26 Parures

7048
27189
14104
50959
2421
45
35
43992

388

• Moins de 500 lb.

Chanae

•

•
48

3086

-,--

Total

---

.

8754 48,487

--rr- --n- ~ -m- - --- -----and Poultry l>rOclJcts Oiv1s1on

EiJ16le Ani•I Fat

Japan Others
Jannro Autrec

U.S.
E.·U.

2930
125
750
580
2124
1

.

.
90

193

Total

--Jo-

--- --- --- ---

Bone· In
Bonele..
LAM
Carcaaaas (bone· in)
Cuta (bonl·in>
Bone Ina

-Source:
Meat

1

lYllll

Japan Others
J - Autr•s

733
674
790
7

136
7

U.S.
F.·U.
3433
48532
7189
54982
40
180

98

--- --.

Total

38

.

.

~

lYllf

Japan Otllers
Jannn Autre•

MUTTON

fOTAL P<lfll

Accuw.ilated Totals to Date • Totaux accU1Ulea 6 ce JOUr

lYISB

5706

1on

5'!970
200Z5

PORC (FRAIS ET COllGELE)
Carcasses et cOtes
Jadlons
Dos, longes
Flancs
Epaules, socs, picnic
Bouts de c6tes d•echin et ord.
PORC (TRANSFOAME)
. Jant>ons cuits
100+ Janbons sales
40 Dos, longes
26 Flancs, bacon de flanc
100+ Epls, socs, pines., socs roul6s
·3 Marin6 en barils
·40 Janbons, 6pls en boites
100+ Autres en conserve
PORC (AUTRE)
13 Autre desoss6
Autre
non·desoss6
48
·37
2
5
·30
·4
·3

--

TOTAL OU PORC

--zo

Gra1sse an1male comest16le

I
N

w

I+
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WEEKLY MARKET REVIEW:
current week: Jmry 7, 1988

~ !!EIDCJW)All£ DU ~;
S-1ne cour.,te: le 7J;IWier, 1988

SPECIAL AllllOJllCEMEllT

al!U!IQl!E SP£CIAL

Market ~ry •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Slaughter Cattle Prices •••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••
Slaughter Calf Prices ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Feeder Prices ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ; ••••••••••••••
Hot Prices •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••
Sheep end Lllllb Prices ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
~LY SlJeNY:
ending Jmry

1·2

3
3
3

Manitoba Beef CC1111aisaion Reil

Prices.............

6

Total By·ProclJc:t Price.................................
United States Slaughter................................
Slaughterings et federally and/or Provincially
lnspec:tecl Packing Plants for Cattle, Calves end

6
6

Gr~

Sheep & LlllD........... ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••

Sea of Cattle & Calves Slaughtered in Federally &
Provincially Inspected Packing Plants................
Average Wer11 Carcass Weights...........................
Beef Carcasses Graded.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Dressed Meet l~rts...................................
Dressed Meet EJtPOrts....................................
Livestock l~rted from the united.States..............
Livestock Exported to the united States................
Hog Slaughter encl Origin •••••••••••• .'..................
Quebec ungraded Sows...................................
lletion11l Weighted Average Hog Prices...................
Hog Feed Ratios........................................

3

3

4
4

5
5
6
6
6

7
S

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
14
14
14

des
des
des
des
des

bovine d'ebattege
d'ebattege
bovine d•engrei..-..t
pores
mut- et ..,._

-

janvt~.

19811

Prfx de bovine et d 1 ebattege
Prix de bovine et ve8Ull d'engrei.._,t
Prfx d'..,..a et mutPrix c..tletW des pores
Prix cl.I •rc:W m6rfcain
Prix de bovine et d'llbettege
Prix de bovine et d•-.raiia~t
Prix de gros des care.....
Prix de groa cl.I boeuf exp6dl6 per rail ii Montrtel
Ventes dlrectes aux attoirs de l'Alberte
Ventes directes aux attoira de l'Onterto
Prix des cerceaees eluates aur rail cl.I Sesketch--.
Beef Stebil lzetion Boerd
Les prfx cl.I boeuf clu8' aur rei l de le c-laeion
de boeuf cl.I Mani tobll
Prix total des soua·procl.ltta
Abatteges aux Eteta·unia
Abattegea aux abattoirs inspectts per Les gouver..-nts
ftdtrel et/ou provlncieux p0ur les bovina, veew1 et
..--&mut-

sexe des bovirw et veaux DttUI dens Les ebettoirs
inspect" per Les gouvemmenta ftdtrel et provinci11UA
Poicil myw'9 des carc•aea cheudn
Cl...-t des cerc•HS de boeuf
lllPOf't•ti- de vi8nde
Exportetl- de vi8nde
Best!- Import• des Eteta·lJnla
Bestleux export• - Eteta·Ur\la
Pores ebettUI et origine
Tn.iles nan cl...- cl.I ~
...,.,.... rwtl-le poud6r6e des prlx ct.I pore
1-siporta porca/ell-.nte
SPfCIAL DA!S CE !U!QO

SP£CIAL IN THIS ISSUE
Monthly Veal Grades.............................

v1arket Information Service

Prix
Prfx
Prfx
Prix
Prfx

REY!! STATISTIC!!lfii
S-1ne se ter1111W1t le 2

2, 1988

Prices for Slaughter Cattle & CallleS...................
Prices for Feeder Cattle & Calves • .'•...................
Sheep' Lllllb Prices....................................
Canadian Hot Prices •••••••••••••••• ,...................
United States Market Prices............................
Prices for Slaughter Cattle & Cel"'9...................
Prices for Feeder Cattle & Calves ••••••••••• .'..........
Wholesale Dressed Meet Prices..........................
Montreal lllolesele Cerlot Prices.......................
Albert• Direct to Pecker Sales.........................
Ontario Direct to Pecker Sales ••••• ~...................
Saskatchewan Beef Stabilization Board Reil Grade Prices

Quebec

......

15

Cl..._,t ..wuel de,,.._ .,

Service d'information sur les marches

~

C<111<1cl~

........
DRESSED MEAT · EXPORTS (IN 000 LBS.) (PRELIMINARY)
Weeii: cnaeu January
!i:"""'i~ te""'l~e

i..

z~

1'100
ianvier

U.S.

Tinl[ IEEF

TOTl[ QEl[
MUTTON
Bone· in
Boneless
LAMB
Carcasses Cbone·in)
Cuts (bone· in)
Boneless
TOTI[ MUTT!il '

E ·U.

40
698
247
627

.

.

359

1Wlr

VEAL
Carcasses Cbone·in)
Cuti (bone· in>
Boneless
Trimnlngs

mm

PORK (FRESH I FROZEN)
Carcasses &Sides
Hmns
Backs, loins
Bell !es
Shoulder, butts, picnic
Side & regular spare ribs
PORK CPROCESSEO)
Hmns, cooked
Hams, other cured
Backs, loins
Bellies, side bacon
Shldr, butts, pie, cot. rot.
Pickled in barrels
Can. h11111$, shldr. & picnics
Other canned
PORK (OTHER)
Other boneless
Other bone· in
TOTA[ !>Olli'.
Ea16le ln1mal Fat

AccU11Jlated Totals to Date · Totaux accuauies a ce Jour

10IUI

1Yll6

lYOf

• Less than 500 lbs.
BEEF
Beef Other
Carcasses Cbone·in)
Cuts <bone· in>
Boneless
Pickled & Cured
Cooked Beef
Canned Beef
Tri1111ings

VIANDES · EXPORTATIONS (EN 000 LIVRES) (PRELIMINAIRE)

Japan IOthers
Jai>on Autres
.
8
24

.
.
.
~

.
.
.
32
.
.

--,r

Total

.

3097
53533
4598
71283

.

96

359
~

.
.
.
.

--- ----- --- - - .

.

.

152

.

.

.

.
.
.

.

.

•

244
1

.

.

.

364

43

75

.

.
.

43749

7

59

5605
157
3

52
5688

.

.

.

43815

35018

19

,83385

1'9373

70884

3046

.

-ml

5667
204
53

.

9480
76
8
6

5921;

9570

24

35061

•

)95!"" 05l{"""

--•

2

--r

43
23
11
~

--- ---

98

.

48

i2

. ----w-

,20

1;8

95
928
3549
583
1946
717

15129
143743
79993
48534
106441
20727

21481
142335
53453
51997
118156
19464

2969
35806
5
4176
22

133
50
6
359
30
41n
31

2on
4109
201
9496
956
4189
31

5357
1174
317
14395
594
136

105
1
1
1
3

1516
7166

47911
16822

44163
8465

5008
196

--m!ll

500333

1;8H;B7

~ ~

,0852

--v5) ~

1

1
244
1

--- - g - --m--- --- - - - - - -

no,

•

---

3
367
41919

.

2245
42
24
2

.

42731
9617

.

7

•

.

3664
38
~

--ifT

---

m9

.
.
.

Chanae

6556
48657
7991
61249
2171
181

8
36

•

407
115

7

,..--

Total

2930
125
750
580
2124
1

.
.

1939
4034
195
9135
925
12

.
.

.

62

135

.

193

3433
48532
7189
54982
40
180

.

.
.

.

--u-

6969
53694
4976

5
10

1;30739

~or

i:.-U.

5
10

~

--s35r
-;r

.

62
48
50

5m

2

.
40

9

Japan Others
Jai>on Autres

lJ~.

--- ---

15031
142447
34505
47950
102250
19967

.

.

,7&358 --o3Blr Bnr

114
2261
681
435
1010
198

10

132

5952
116

3576
161
369
1634
2948

296

Total

--- ---

--- --- ----- --- --- --114
2261
528
435
1000
198

Japan ro-tners
JAMn Autres

48
698
247
651
32

--- --- - - - --.

U.S.
E.·U.

lYllf

•

-9523
99

22
6

9650

•

3
53

3
101

*

•
m

3
485
4747
406
1473
392

21484
145789
94006
52407
123805
19878

229
16
483
26
5172
5
1

5691
1191
327
14879
623
5307
5
1

814
6369

49985
15030

9

--- ---

·9

61
·14
·29
100
100
·20

BOEUF
Boeuf autres
Carcasses (non·d6sosse)
Morceaux Cnon·d6sosse>
Desosse
Marine et sale
Cuit
Boeuf en conserve
Parures

mw; --:--,r TOTI[ liOEDF

.

--- ~
--- ---

·6

• Moins de 500 lb.

68

·52
·59
100

--n-

VEAU
Carcasses (non·desosse>
Morceaux Cnon·d6sosse>
Desosse
Parures
'i'OTAL liEACi

-·100

.

·57
3
100
~

--

MOOT ON
Non·desosse
oesosse
AGNE AU
Carcasses Cnon·desosse)
Morceaux Cnon·desosse)
Desosse
TOTA[ iiilfiiii

ET lGNEAil

PORC CFRA(S ET CONGELE)
Carcasses et cOtes
Jard>ons
Dos, longes
flancs
Epaules, socs, picnic
Bouts de cOtes d·echin et ord.
PORC CTRANSFORME)
100+ Jard>ons cui ts
·71 Jari>ons sales
63 Dos, longes
57 flancs, bacon de flanc
·35 Epls, socs, pines., socs routes
27 Marine en barils
·84 Jan-Dons, epls en boltes
100 Autres en conserve
PORC (AUTRE)
4 Autre d6sosse
· 11 Autre non·deso~se
42
1
18
8
16
·4

5507;08 --in- TOTAL Dil PORC
,1>737 ---mo+ Gra1sse an1male comest16le

--

o:I
I
1-...l
,\JI
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SECTICll I

LIVE ANDW.S; ANIHAL PRa>UCTS
I-1

1.

Any refermc• in thia section

includea a reference t.o the
2.

to a particular genus or specie• of an animal, except. tohere the cont.ext. ot.he%Wi'ae requires,
·

Youns of that. genus or speciH.

Except. toher• the cont.ext. othe%WiH requirea, throughout. the t.arlt:! schedule any re!ermce to "dried" products also covers
products which have bHn dehydrated, evsporat.ed or freeze-dried.·

'

.
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CHAPTER 1
LIVE ANIMALS
I

1-1

1.

Thia chapter covera all live animal• except.:
(aJ

Fish and crustaceans, molluaca and other aquatic invartabratea, of heading 0301, 0306 or 0307;

(bl

Culturas of microor15ani111118 and other products of heading 3002; ,and

(c)

Animals of heading 9508.

Ad~i~im:ial

1.

U.S. Notes

~ exprassion "purebred breeding animals" covers only animals certified to the U.S. Cust.ana Service by the Department o!
~ricult.ura as being purebred of a recognized breed and duly registered iu a book of record recognized by the Secretary o!
-'&~icultura for that bread, imported specially for breading purposes, whether intended to be used by the import.er himsel!

pr for sale for such purposes.
2.

c,rtain special provisions applying to live animals are in chapter 98.
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1-2
Quantity

10 3
20 1
0101.19. 00 00 7
0101. 20
0101. 20. 10 00 2
0101.20.20 0010
0101.20.30 00 8
0101. 20. 40 00'6
0102
0102.10.00
10 3
. 20 l
30 9
50 4
00 "4

Purebred breading animals ............... .
Male ............................... .
Fmnal•······························
Other ................................... .
Asses, nulea and hinnies:
Asses:
Purebred breading animals ........... .
Other ......... : ................... ·.
M.iles and hinnies:
Imported !or inmadiate slaughter ... .
Other .............................. .
Live bovine animals:
Purebred breeding animals ........ .- ........... .
Dairy:
Male .............. : ................ .
Fanale ............................. .
Other:
Other:

Free

Free

20%

No ..... .
No ..... .

Free
15%

No ... :·:.
No ..... .

Free
10%

purposes .... ·... : ........... .".' ............ .

We~ghi{'&

40 2

Weighing 90 kg or more but less
than 320 kg each. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

60

Weighing 320 kg or more each ........

90 .kg Heh ...... :

00 4

0103. 91. 00

0016

Live swine:
Purebred breading animals .................... .
Other:
Weighing less than 50 kg each ........... .

0103.92.00

ools

Weighing 50 kg or more each ............. .

0104
0104.10.00
0104.20.00

001 31
00

Live sheep and goats:
Sheep ........................................ .
Goats ........................................ .

II

Live poultry o! the following kinds: Chickens,
ducks. geese, turkeys and guineas:
Weighing not over 185 g each:
Chickens ................................ .

0105
0105.11.00

I
10 9
20 7
40 3

I
20/9
40!5

0105.91.00

ooi•

0105.99.00

ool6

Breeding stock, whether or not
p.irebred:
Layer-type (egg-typel .........
Broiler-type (meat-type) ......
Other ..............................
Other ...................................

Free
20%

,.

Free

110.

Cows imported specially !or dairy

"th~

FrH (E,IL>
9% (CA)

Free
15%

No.

~:;:i~: :·:::::: :-: :::::::::::~:::: :·:::

less

Fre~ (E,CA,iLl

No.
No:

0103
0103.10.00

0105.19.00

Free

Free

20 6

1

2

i:::necial

No.
No.
No ..... .

No ..... v
kg

Other ................................... .

0102.90.40

General

horses, asses, aulea and hinniea:
Hors••:

0101. 11. 00

0102.90
0102.90.20

of

Article Description
~iv•

0101

Rates oT outv

Units

Heading/ Stat.
Suf.
Subheading & cd

No.
kg

v

No.
kg
No.
kg

v

2.2¢/kg

Fre• CE.Ill
1. 7Cfkg C~Al

s. 5¢/kg

v
Free

No ..... v
kg
No ..... v
kg

Free

4.4¢/kg

Free

4.4¢/kg

No ......
No

Free
Sl.50thHd

Free CE.IL>
Sl. 20thead (CA)

$3fhead
SJthead

2¢ each

Free <E. Ill
1.8¢ each <CAl

4¢ each

2¢ each

Free CE.IL>
1.8¢ each CCAl

4¢ each

No ..... v
kg
No ..... v
kg

4.4¢/kg

Free <E.ILl
3.9¢/kg <CA>
FrH CE. IL>
J. 9¢/kg CCAl

17.6¢/kg

No ..... .
No ..... .

u

Free CA,CA.E,!Ll
Free CCA.E.ILl

20%
151
151

Turkeys ............................ .
Ducks, g•••• and guin•••· .......... .

No.
No.

Other ................................... .

6.6¢/kg

. •t ·,·.

Free

No.
No.
No.

I

"·-

No ......

.
.
.
.

Other:
Olicltens ................................ .

Free

4.4¢/kg

17.6¢/kg

i

0106.00
0106.00.10
0106.00.30
0106.00.50

I

00 I 1
00 7

10 0
20 8

so

l

Other live cnimals:
Birds ..................................... .
FoxH ....................... ·· ··· ·· ·· ·· · · · · · · ·
Other .................. ···.···················
Monkeys and other primates .............. .
WortM ................................... .

Other ................................... .

No.

x

x

7.51
Free
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MEAT AND EDIBLE HEAT OFFAL
I

2-1

1.

Thia chapter do•• not caver:

<•>

Products of th• kinda described in heeding• 0201 to 0208 or 0210,

(b)

Gut•, bladder•. or atcmacha of animals (heading 0504) or animal blood (heading os11'or 3002); or

<cl

Animal fat, other than product• of heading 0209 (chapter 15)

~dition•l

1.

2·;

~fit

or unsuitable for

~wnen

conalm!ption;

U.S. Not••

ror th•

purpo••• of thi•

chapter--

"p[OCl!tr."

<•>·

Th• te:cm
cover• meat• Mlich have been ground or comninuted, diced or cut.into· aizH for at.., a:ieat or
similar U11ea, ro ed and akMred, or specially proceued into fancy cuts, apecial'•t\•pe•, or othez:wiH mad• ready
for particular U11•• by th• retail: cona\Der.

(bl

The tam "hiah-auality b!•f cutl" means bHf epecially proceued into fmcy cuts, special shapes, or otbez:wiH made
ready for particular Ullaa by th• retail cona\Der (but not around or caaminuted, dic!K.I or cut into aiz•• for st.., meat
or similar uHa, or rolled or ak-redl, which - t • th• apacificationa in regulations iuued by th• U.S. Department
of Agriculture for Priale or Choice bHf, and Mlich baa been ao certified prior to exportation by m official of th•
gavernnent of th• exporting country, in accordmc• with regulations iaaued by th• Secretary of th• Treuuzy aft.er
consultation with th• Secretary of Aariculture.

In u•••ains the ctUt.y on meate, no· allowmce •h•ll be mad• for normal ccaiponenta thereof such H bonH, fat, and hide or
akin. The dutiable -ight of meat.a in airtight conteiner• subject to specific rat.H includH th• entire content.a of the
conteinera.
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He1ding/ Stat.
Suf.
.
Subh H d 1ng & cd

10 3
90 6
0201.20
00 9

Veal .................................... .
Other .................................... .
Other cuts with bona in:
Processed:
High-quality beef cuts ............. .

Hates of uutv

Units
of
Quantity

Heat of bovine animals. fresh or chilled:
Carcaaaea and half-carcasses ................. .

0201
l/
0201.10.00

0201.20.20

Article Description

General
4.4¢/kg

Free CE*,IL>

kg .... ..

s

Other .............................. .

kg .... ..

10%

00 0

Other ................................... .

kg ..... .

4.4¢/kg

00 7

Boneless:
Processed:
High-quality beef cuts ............. .

kg .... '.

4%

0201.30.40 00 3

Other .............................. .

kg ..... .

10%

Other ................................... .

kg ..... .

4.4¢/kg

0201.20.40 00
0201.20.60
0201.30
0201.30.20

0201.30.60

00 8

Heat of bovine animals, frozen:
Care ..••• and half-carcasses ................. .

0202
0202.10.00

0202.20
0202.20.20

10 2
90 s
00 8

4.4¢/kg
kg
kg
kg ..... .

4%

kg ..... .

10%

00 9

Other ................................... .

kg ..... .

4. 4¢/kg

00 6

Boneless:
Processed:
Sigh-quality beef cuts ............. .

kg ..... .

4%

00 4

0202.20.60
0202.30

00 2

Other .............................. .

kg ..... .

10%

00 7

Other ............................ ·.· ..... .

kg .... ..

•. 4¢/kg

0203.11.00
0203.12

00 2

kg .... '.

Free

0203.12.10

00 9

Meat of swine. fresh, chilled, or frozen:
Fresh or chilled:
Carcasses and h•l!-carcaasea ............ .
Hams, shoulders md cut.a thereof. with
bone in:
Procea1ed .......................... .

kg ..... .

2.2¢/kg

0203.12.90
0203.19
0203.19.20

00 2

kg .... ..

Free

kg ...... .

2.2¢/kg

0202.30.40
0202.30.60
0203

3.6% <CA>
Free <E*,ILl
9Z (CA)
Free CE*,IL>
3.9¢/kg CCAl

Free <E*,ILl
3.6% CCAl
FrH CE*, IL)
9% CCAl
FrH (E*,ILl
3.9¢/kg CCA)

Free CE*,ILl

13.2¢/kg

20%
20%
13.2¢/kg

20%
20%
13.2¢/kg

13.2¢/kg

3.9¢/kg CCAl

Other .............................. .

0202.20.40

0202.30.20

Veal .................................... .
Other ..................... : ............. .
Other cuts with bone in:
Processed:
High-quality beef cuta ............. .

FrH <E*,IL>
3.9¢/kg CCA)

kg
kg

2

;:,pecial

FrH CE*, IL)
3.6% CCAl
Free CE*, IL)
9% CCAl
Free CE*. IL)
3.9C/kg CCAl

FrH CE*,IL)
3.6% <CA>
FrH CE*,IL)
9% CCA>
FrH CE*,ILl
3.9¢/kg CCA>

20%
20%
13. 2¢/kg

20%
20%
13.2¢/kg

5.5¢/kg

FrH CE. IL)

7.2¢/kg

l. 7¢/kg (CA)

00 0

0203.19.40

00 6

0203.21.00
0203.22

00 0

0203.22.10

00 7

Other .............................. .
Other:
Processed .......................... .
Other ............. : ................ .
Frozm:
Care••••• and half·carcaaaea ............ .
Bama, ahouldara and cuts thereof, with
bona in:
Procaaaad .......................... .

5. 5¢/kg

Free CE. IL>

7 .2¢/l<g

1. 7¢/kg CCAl
kg .... ..

Free

5. 5¢/l<g

kg .. ' .. '

Free

5.5¢/kg

kg ..... .

2.2¢/kg

FrH CE.IL>

7 2C/kg

l. 7¢/kg CCAl

0203.22.90
0203.29
0203.29.20
0203.29.40

00 0
00 8
00 4

Other .............................. .
Other:
Proceaaad .......................... .
Other. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

kg ..... .

Free

kg ..... .

2.2¢/ka

ka. . . . . .

5. 5¢/l<g

Free CE. IL>

7 2¢/kg

1. 7¢/k& CCAl

Fr••

11 P.L. 88·482, •• mnmded, provides that certain meats llMIY be made subject to an absolute quota by Presidential
Proclmnation.

5. 5¢/kg
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Units
of
Quantity

Hates or Duty

Heading/ Stat.
Article Description
Suf.
Subheading & cd
Heat of ahaap or goat.a, fresh. chilled or frozen:·
0204
l/
Carcaaaea and half-carcaaaea of lamb, fresh
0204.10.00 00 2
or chilled ................................... .

kg ......

1.1¢/kg

Free CE.IL)
0.8¢/kg <CA>

'15.4¢/kg

Other meat. of sheep, fresh or chilled:
Carcass•• and half-carcaaaea ............ .

kg ......

3.3¢/kg

Free (£,IL)
2.9¢/kg (CA)

11¢/kg

Lamb ..•..•.....•..••................

kg ......

1. le/kg

Other .............................. .

kg .......

3.3¢/kg

Free CE,IL>
0.8¢/kg <CA>
Free (£,IL>
2.9¢/kg (CA)

Lamb ..•...............•....... , ....•

kg ......

1.1¢/kg

0204.23.40 00 9

Other .............................. .

kg .. ' ...

00 8

Carcaaaea and half-carcaaaea of lamb,
frozen ....................................... .
Other meat of sheep, frozen:
Carcasses and half-carcasses ............ .

0204 .21. 00 00 9

Other cut.a •ith bone in:

0204.22
0204.22.20 00 4
0204 .22. 40 00 0

Boneless:

0204.23
0204.23.20 00 3

0204.30.00

0204.41.00 00

s

0204.42.40 00 6

0204.43.40 00

s

2

:.oecial

lS.4¢/kg
11¢/kg
15.4¢/kg

3.3¢/kg

kg, .....

l.lC/kg

Free <E,IL>
0. 8¢ /kg CCA)

15.4¢/kg

kg ......

3.3¢/kg

FrH (£,IL)
2. 9C/kg CCA)'

11¢/kg

Lmib ............................... .

kg ......

1.1¢/kg

15.4¢/kg

Other .............................. .

kg ......

3.3¢/kg

FrH CE.IL)
0.8¢/kg CCA)
Free CE.IL)
2.9¢/kg <CA>
FrH CE,IL)
0. 8¢/kg <CA>
FrH CE.IL>
2. 9¢/kg::<CA>

15.4¢/kg

Boneless:

0204.43
0204.43.20 00 9

General

Free (£,IL>
0.8¢/kg (CA)
Free (£,IL)
2.9¢/kg <CA>

Other cut• with bone in:

0204.42
0204.42.20 00 0

1

Lmib ..... .- ..•.......................

kg ......

1.1¢/kg

Other .............................. .

kg ......

3.3¢/kg

r

11¢/kg

llc/kg

11¢/kg

0204.S0.00 00 3

Heat. of goat.a ................................ .

kg ......

Free

00 3

Heat. of horses, aaaea, aailea or hinniaa, fresh,
chilled or frozen ................................. .

kg ......

Free

Free

kg ......

Free

30%

kg ......
kg •.....
kg .. ' ...
kg ......

Free
Free
Free
Free

30%
30%
30%
30%

kg ......
kg ......
kg ......

Free
Free
Free
Free

30%
30%
30%
30%

020S.00.00
0206
0206.10.00

00 0

0206.21.00
0206.22.00
0206.29.00
0206.30.00

00
00
00
00

7
6
9
6

0206. 41. 00 00 3
0206.49.00 00 s
0206.80.00 00 s
0206.90.00
20 9
40 s

Edible offal of bovine llriiJl!al•, swine, sheep,
goat.a, horses, asses, aiUlea or hinniea, fresh,
chilled or frozen:
Of bovine mimals, freah or chilled .......... .
Of bovine animals. froze:
Tongues .......... ·....................... .
Livers .......... .- ....................... .
Other .................................... .
Of awine, freah or chilled ................... ..
Of swine, frozm:
Livers .................................. .
Other ................................... .
Other, freah or chilled ...................... .
Other. frozen ................................ .
Of sheep (including l.ab) ............... .
Of goat.a, hora•a. uses, 111.1lea
or hinniea .............................. .

l/ P.L. 88-482. u
Procl-tion.

~ed.

........

kg
kg

pravidH that. certain mat.a -y be made 1ubject

to

m abaolute quota by Pr•ndmtiel

11¢/kg

~I
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Annotated tor Statlstfcal Reporting PurposH

Heading/ Stat.
Suf.
Subheading & Cd

0207
0207.10
0207.10.20

00

s

0207.10.40
20 7

Article Description

General

f'lllat. and ..Ubl• offal, of t.ha poultry of heading
OlOS, fraah, chilled or frozen:
Poult.ry not. cut. in piac••. fraah or chilled:
Turltaya ................................. .

ltg ......

18.7¢/ltg

Ot.har ................................... .

. .......

Chicltena:
Young (broilara, !ryara,
roaat.ara and capona) .......... .

40 3
60 8

Ot.har ......................... .
Duclta,
guinaaa ........... .
Poult.ry not. cut. in piacaa, frozen:
Olicltena ................................ .

20 2

Young Cbroilara, fryers, roast.era
and capona) ........................ .

40 8
0207.22
0207.22.20 00 l

Ot.har .............................. .
Turkeys:
Valued leaa t.han 88¢/kg ............ .

0207.21.00

Hates ot Dutv

Units
of
Quantity

&••••and

22¢/lr.g

11¢/ltg

Free CE, IL)
16.8¢/kg (CA)
FrH CE.IL)
9.9¢/kg CCAl

11¢/ltg

FrH CE,IL>
9.9¢/kl (CA)

22¢/lr.g

FrH (!,ILl
9. 9¢/lr.g CCA>
Fna CE.IL>
11.21 (CA)
FrH CA,E,ILl
9. 9¢/ltg (CA)

22¢/ltg

kg
kg

. .......
ltg
ltg

q, .....

11¢/ltg

00 7

Valued 88¢ or more par kg .......... .

kg ......

12.SI

0207.23.00

00 4

Oucka, gees• and guineaa ................ .

kg ......

llC/ltg

0207.31.00

00 4

Poultry cut.a and offal (including livara),
fraah or chilled:
Fat.t.y liver• of 1•••• or duclta .......... .

ks ......

22c1t1

Ot.her ................................... .

. .......

22¢/ka

20 2
40 8
60 3
0207.H.OO

00 2

Of chicltana ........................ .
Of t.urkaya ......................... .
Of due.ta, se••• or guinaaa ......... .
Poultry cut.a and offal ot.har t.han liven,
frozen:
Of chickana ............................. .

0207. 42. 00

0011

Of tl.U"ltaya .............................. .

0207.43.00

oo!o

Of ducks,

0207.SO.OO
0208

I

0010

I

0208.10. 00 00 8
0208.20.00 00 6
0208.90
0208.90.20 00 7
0208.90.30 00 s

FrH CE,IL)
19. 8¢/kg CCAl
FrH CE,IL)
19.8¢/q (CA)

2SI
22¢/lr.g

22¢/ltg
22¢/lr.;;

kg
kg
kg

ltg ......

22¢/q

kg ......

22¢/q

or guinaaa .............. .

kg •.....

22¢/q

Poultry livers, frozen ....................... .

kg ......

22¢/ka

a••••

22¢/kg

kg

0207.22.40

0207. 39. 00

2

soecial

Ot.her meat. and edible meat. offal, fraah, chilled
or frozen:
Of rabbi ta or harH .......................... . ks ..... .
Fros•' leg• ............................... · .. . . q ..... .
Ot.har:
Daer .............................. ·····.· ks .... ..
Quail, aviscarat.ed, not. in piacaa ....... . ks ..... .

101
FrM
FrM
llC/ka

Free C!,ILl
111. 8¢/ltg CCAl
FrH (!,IL)
111.8¢/lr.g CCAl
FrH CE.IL>
19.8¢/lr.g CCAl
FrH CE,ILl
19. 8¢/lr.g <CA>

22¢/lr.g

FrH CCA,E,ILl

201
101

22¢/lr.g
22C/k&
22¢/ltg

13. 2C/lr.g
22¢/kg

0208.90.40

00 3

Ot.har ................................... .

ks ..... .

101

FrH CA,!, IL>
8.8¢/kg CCAl
Free CE.IL>
91 <CA>

0209.00.00

0019

Pig fat Cr•• of laan meat and P'Ultry !at Cnot. rendered), fraah, chilled, Crosan, aalted, ln brine,
dried or sm:oked ................................... .

kg ..... .

SI

FrH CA,!.ILl
4. SI <CA>

201

bona in ................................. .

ks .....

2.2C/ks

Free CCA,!,ll.l

7. 2¢/lr.s

Balli•• (atraalcy) and cut.a t.haraof ...... .
Bacon .............................. .

2.2C/ks

Free CCA,!, ll.>

7 2c/tg

ks

q .... ..

2.2C/ks
101

Free CCA.!,ILl
Free CA,CA,E•,ILl

7.2ctt1
JOI

Its ......

SI

FrM CA.CA.!•. IL l

201

;

!

i

0210

i

I

I
0210.11.00
0210.12.00

00!3
!

2018

•ol•

0210.19.00 00 s
0210.20.00 00 2
0210.90.00 00 7

201

Heat. ..S adillla meat. offal, aalted, in brine,
dried or -*ed; adil:lla Cl.oun and meal.a of meat.
or meat. offal:
HNt. of swine:
8 - , ahouldan and cut.a thereof, w1 th

Ot.har .............................. .

Ot.har ................................... .
f'lllat. of bovine animala ....................... .
Ot.har. including edible flour• and meal• of
meat. or meat. offal ........................... .

Its
Its ..... .
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APPENDIX G .
FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE~
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE'S
PRELIMINARY AND FINAL RESULTS
OF COUNTERVAILING DUTY
ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW

1-·.,J.,ral Register / Vol. 53, No. 114
Section 70J(c)(l)(A) of the Tariff Act
uf 1930, as amended (the Act), pwvidus
that a prelimina1·y determination in a
countervailing duty inve:>tigation may
be postponed where the petitioner has
made a timely request fur such a
p::istponcment. Pursuant to this
provision, and the timely request by
petitioners in these investigatiuns, the
Uepartment it.1 postponing its
preliminary determination until no later
than july 7, 191J8.
This notice is published pursuant to
section 703(c)(2) of the Act.
Joseph A. Spelrlni,
Acting A:;sis!a11t Secretary for lmport
Admini.~tratiun.

June 3,

1998.

(FR Doc. 83-13396 rilcd Cl-13-811; 11:45 uml
BILLING COOE 3510-0S-M

IC-122-4041

Live Swine From Canada; PreHmlnary
Results of Countervailing Duty
Administrative Review
AGENCY:

International Trade

A· !111inistra lion/Import Adminis tra ti on

Uupartmcnt of Commerce.
Notice of preliminary results of
countervailing duty administrative
review.
ACTION:

The Departmen~ of
Commerce has conducted an
administrative review of the
countervailing duly order on live swine
from Canada. We preliminarily
determine the total bounty or grant to be
de minimis for slaughlli1· sows and boars
and Can$0.022/lb. for all other live
swine during the period April 3, 1985
through March 31. 1986. We Invite
interested parties to comment on these
preliminary results.
EFFECTIVE DATE: June 14. 1!>83.
SUMMARY:

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Sylvia Chadwick or Bernard Carreau,
Office of Compliance. International
Trade Administration, U.S. Department
of Commerce, Washington, DC 20230;
telephone: (202) 377-2786.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:.

Background
On August 15, 1985. the Department of
Commerce ("the Department")
publis~ed in the Federal Register (50 1-'R
32880) a countervailing duty order on
live swine from Canada. On August 27,
1986; the Government of Canada
requested in accordance with 19 CFR
355.10 an administrative review of the
order: We published the initiation on
September 16, 1980 (51 FR 32817). The
Department has now conducted.that
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We have considered Quintaine's
arguments and come to the following
concluaiuns: First, sows end boars are
claarly within the scope of the 01d1ir.
Scope of Review
The order covel's all live swine except
The United States has developed a
breeding swine. As stated in the TSUSA,
system of tariff classification based on
such breeding animals must be
the international harmonized syslt!m of
"certified to the collector of customs by
Customs nomendulure. Congress is
the Department of Agriculture as being
considering legislation to convert the
pure bred of a recognized breed and
United Stales to the Harmonized System duty registered in a book of rncord
("HS"). In view of this, we will be
recognized by the Secretal'y of
providing lwth the appropriute Tariff
Agriculture for that breed, imported
Schedules of the United Slatt!S
. . . specially for breeding purposes."
Annotated ("TSUSA") item numbers
During the period of review, Quintaine's
and the appropriate HS item numbers
animals were not certified to Customs
with our product descriptions on a test
as breeding animals. Rather, they
basis, pending Congressional approval.
entered the United States as slaughter
As wilh the TSUSA. the HS item
animals. Since the petition and the
numbers arc provided for convenience
preliminary and final determinations of
and Customs purposes. The written
both the Department and the
description remains dispositive.
International Trade Commission have
We are requesting petitioners to
consistently Included all live swine, .
include the appropriate HS item
except breeding animals, within the
number(s) as well as the TSUSA item
same class or kind of merchandise
ilumber(s) in all new petitions filed with
covered by this order, we cannot now
the Department. A reference copy of the
exclude the slaughter sows and boars.
proposed Harmonized System schedule
Second, we cannot exclude a
is avuilable for consultation at the
company
from a countervailing duty
Central Records Unit, Room IJ,.-000, U.S.
order once the order is issued. Requests
Department of Commerce, 14th Sti·eet
for company exclusions must be
•
and Constitution Avenue, NW.,
submitted
within
30
days
of
publication~
Washington, DC 20230. Additionally, all
of a notice to initiate an investigation,
Customs offices have reference copies,
and
the decision as to the exclusion
and petitioners may contc1ct the Import
must be made in the Department's final
Specialist at their local Customs office
determination (19 CPR 355.38).
to consult the schedule.
Finally, the Department has
. Imports covered by the review are
considerable discretion in determining
shipments of Canadian live swine. Such
whether to differentiate among products
merchandise is currently classifiable
within a class or kind of merchandise.
under TSUSA item 100.8500. These
products are currently classifiable under We only differentiate among products in
exceptional circumstances. Among the
HS item numbers 0103.91.00 and
criteria we consider are the extent to
0103.92.00. We invite comments from all
which the product qualifies as a distinct
interested parties on lht!se HS
product subclass within the applicable
classifica lions.
cla11s or kind of merchandise and the •
The review covers the pnriod April 3,
extent to which the subsidy on the
1985 through March 31, 1986, and 28
product differs from the subsidy on the
programs.
other products within the same class or
P. Quintaine & Sons Ltd. of B1·andon,
kind of merchandise.
Manitoba, and exporter of sows and
To determine the existence of a
boars, has requested that: (1) The scope
product subclass, we compare the
of the countervailing duty order be
specific product to the overall class or
changed to exclude slaughter sows and
boars, (2) Quintaine and Sons Ltd. be
kind of merchandise. This comparison is
made according to the following four
excluded from the Ol'der. or (3) slaugh!er
criteria: (1) The general physical
sows and boars be given a separate rate
of zero. Quintaine con!tmds that sows
characteristics of the product: (2) the
expectations of the ultimate purchaser:
and boars are generally used for
breeding and that they are used es
(3) the ultimate use of the product in
slaughter hogs only when they can on.
question: and (4) the chaMels of trade in
which the product moves. The
longer be used effectively as breeding
differences between the products do not
stock. Quintaine also contends that
slaughter sows and boars have never
need to be so great as to distinguish
between a separate class or kind of
received any benefits from the programs
found countervailable by the
merchandise. However, the differences
Department In the final affirmative
between the products must be
countervailing duty determination In
considerable. Slaughter sows and boars
this case (50 FR 25097, June 17, 1985).
are within tho same closs or kind of
administrative review in accordance
with section 751(a) the Tariff Act of
1930 ("the Tariff Act").

of
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merchandise as olher live swine
currently provided for under TSUSA
ilem 100.8500. Slaughter sows and boars,
however, can be distinguished from
other live swine generally as follows:
Mosl live swine are bred lo be
slaughtered: sows and boars are
primarily used for breeding. Slaughter
hogs (sometimes called "bacon" hogs),
in general, are slaughtered when their
carcasses yield an acceptable product
value: sows and boars are slaughtered
only when Ibey can no longer be used
effectively as breeding animals.
Slaughter hogs, in general, ore
slaughtered when they weigh between
170 and 240 pounds; sows weigh, on
average, 450 pounds when slaughtered,
boars, as much as 700 pounds. Slaughter
hogs are slaughtered when they are
about six months old: sows and boars
are two lo five years old when they are
slaughtered. Slaughter hogs are graded
by an index table dev!:!loped to
differentiate between the yield levels in
hog carcasses. The value of a carcass is
primarily determined by two factors,
weight and the maximum backfat
thickness at the loin. Slaughter sows
and boars are not graded because they
are too heavy and have an unacceptably
high fat content. In general, about 35
percent of a slaughter hog is sold as
prime cuts while the remaining 65
percent is cured for bacon and ham.
Slaughter sows and boars are ground up
and used exclusively in processed meat
products, such as saurtage and
lunch meat.
.
Because of the different expectalions
of the ullimate purchaser for slaughter
sows and boars as opposed to other live
swine, and the different ultimate use of
the various products in question, the
plant facililies used to process the
slaughter sows and boars differ
substantially from the facilities used to
process li~e swine. For example, the
facilities for slaughter sows and boars
must be able to grind meat for use in
processed meat products. The facilities
for other live swine must be able lo cut
fresh meat. Slaughter sows and boars
are marketed separately from live
swine, and they command different
prices. Finally, and most importantly, It
is impossible to convert a sow or boar
designated for slaughter Into what Is
generally considered a "bacon"
slaughter hog. Therefore, the distinction
between slaughter sows and boars and
other live swine cannot be used as a
means to circumvent the countervailing
duty order.
.
Based on the considerable differences
between slaughter sows and boars and
other live swine, we preliminarily
determine that slaughter sows end boars

I. Tm;~pay~

June 14, 1988

are a distinct subclass or kind of
merchandise within the class or kirid of
merchandise covered by this order.
Given this conclusion. we reviewed
the programs preliminarily found lo be
countervailable In this review in order
to determine whether there are
sufficient grounds for setting a separate
rate. Sows and boars are not eligible for
any of the federal or provincial
stabilization programs. expect Quebec's.
We preliminarily find the net subsidy on
sows and boars from all other programs
lo be de minimis. Therefore, we
preliminarily determine that ii is
appropnate to set a separate rate of zero
for sows and boars.
Analysis of Programs
(1) Agricultural Stabilization Act (ASA)

I
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commodities: it now applies to bolh
named and designated commodities):
and (3) it compares the prescribed price
to the "average market return price."
which is the published average sales
price of the commodity in the review
period. The difference between the
prescribed price and the average market
return price is the amount of the
stabilization payment.
Stabilization payments are now
calculated quarterly instead of annually.
Base and prescribed prices are based on
the quarterly periods in the previous five
years that correspond to the quarterly
review period. For example, if lhe Board
is calculating a stabilization payment for
the second quarter of 1985, it uses lhe
average prices of the second quarters of
the previous five years to calculate the
base and prescribed prices.
(a) ASA Stabilization Payments
Despite there no longer being different
The Agricultural Stabilization Act (the methodologies
for calculating the rates
"Act") of 1957-58 was passed by the
of support for named and designated ·
federal government to provide for the
price stabilization of certain agricultural commodities, we preliminarily
determine that the ASA program
commodities. On June 27, 1985, the Act
continues to be countervailable because
was amended by Bill C-25, which
it is provided to specific industries.
changed several aspects of the program.
Several
major agricultural commodities,
Four groups of commodilies are
such as most wheat, dairy products, and
explicitly provided for, or "named," in
poultry, are still Ineligible for payments.
the Act: cattle, hogs, lambs and wool
Furthermore, the distinction between
(previously this group included cattle,
named and designated products still
hogs, and sheep); Industrial milk and
exists. and hogs are guaranteed
industrial cream: com and soybeans:
eligibility because they are on the
and spring wheat, winter wheat; oats
and barley (previously this group did not named product list.
In accordance with a Ministry of
Include spring wheat or winter wheat).
Justice opinion, no ASA stabilization
Other natural or processed products of
payments are made from September ·
agriculture may be designated by the
1984 until Bill C-25 was enacted (June
Governor in Council as agricultural
27, 1985). During the lime that no
commodities for purposes of this Act.
payments were made from ASA, the
"Named" and "designated" agricultural
provinces made payments under their
commodities are now eligible for
own programs. In November 1985, the
stabilization payments at any lime.
Board announced It would make
Previously, coverage was limited to
payments retroactively for the first two
those periods In which the market
quarters of fiscal year 1985-88 (April 1,
situation was different In one region of
1985 to March 31, 1988). To avoid double
Canada from the rest of Canada, as
payment, the Board reimbursed
detennlned by the Governor In Council.
Programs of the ASA are administered provincial governments for stabilization
payments already made to producers by
by the Agricultural Stabilization Board
(the "Board the members of which are the provincial governments. The Board
also made payments directly to
appointed by the Governor In Council.
producers in cases where producers"
The Board calculates the stabilization
sales exceeded the maximum number of
payments for both named and
swine allowed under provincial
designated products In the following
manner: (1) It establishes a "base price," stabilization programs or where
producers were not members of a
which Is the average price of the
provincial marketing board.
commodity In the five-year period
In fiscal year 1985-86, because the ··
immediately preceding the period In
review: (2) It calculates a "prescribed
average market price of hogs fell short
of the prescribed prir.e in the first two .
price" by taking a minimum of 90
percent of the base price and adjusting It quarters, the Board made delayed
payments of Can $1.58 per
by a factor reflecting differences In
hunderdweight ("cwt") for the first
production costs between the five-year
quarter and Can $3.54 per cwt for lhe
base period and the current review
second quarter. No payments on hogs
period (previously, the 90-percent
were made for the last two quarters of
minimum applleri only to named
0

),
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fiscal year 1985-00 because the average
market price of hogs did not fall below
the prescribed price during those
periods. As before, the payments were
made only on hogs indexing 60 or above.
By definition, this exludes sows end ·
boars, which ere not indexed. Thus, no
benefit accrued to sows and boars from
this program during the review period.
According to Statistics Canada, 26
percent of total Canadian production of
live swine wee exported (to ell markets)
during the period of review. The Board
reduced all payments on hogs (both to
producers and provincial governments)
du1ing the period of review by 26
percent. Payments on other commodities
were not reduced. The Canadian
government argues that this 26-perccnt
reduction eliminates any potential
countervailable benefit from this
program on exported swine.
We have considered the Canadian
Government's arguments and
preliminarily determine that this
program continues to confer a benefits
on swine exported to the United States.
All swine marketed In Canada were
eligible to receive ASA payments,
rega1·dless of whether the swine were
exported or sold In tho domestic market.
That the payment rate was lowered by
26 percent to account for total exports
does not change that fact that each hog
marketed in Canada was eligible to
receive a payment, albiet at a lower
1·ate.
The federal reduction only affects
Board payments made directly to
pr0Jui;e1·s. We have estimated that only
16 percent of Board payments was made
directly to producers during the period
of review. The rest was paid to
provincial governments. During tho
period of review, the provinces
continued to calculate their stabilization
payments on 100 peri;ent of soles-with
no reduction for exports.
Fur1hermore. it is impossible to tie the
federal stabilization payments to
specific export or demestic sales by
most swine producers. Producers who
sell through marketing boards ore
unaware of the ultimate destination of
their merchandise. According to
Statistics Canada, approximately 63
percent of all hogs was sold through
marketing boards during the period of
review. Therefore, moat stabilization
payments for hogs cannot be tied to
specific sole9.
Finally, even for the remaining 37
percent that was sold directly by the
producers during the period review, in
which case the producer was aware of
the ultimate destination of hi11 hogs, the
individual producer has no control over
the rate of the stubilization payment
mnrle directly to him hy lhe rloard. The

I
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producer did not. receive a higher
payment rate from the Board if he sold
more in the domestic market. From the
individual producer's point of view, he
simply received a lower stabilization
payment on his total soles.
For these reasons, despite the 26percent reduction, we consider the ASA
payments lo be a domestic subsidy
benefiting all sales, not just domestic
sales ..
To calculate the benefit, we divided
the total ASA payments made directly
to individual producers in eai;h province.
by the total live weight of .swine (minus
ilows and boars) produced in that
province during the period of review.
The ASA payments made to the
provincial governments are part of the
funding for the provincial stabilization
p1·ogram9. ASA payments are made on a
per cwt basis. We used 220 pounds u
the average weight of slought.!r hogs
(excluding sows and boors) In Canada.
We confirmed this figure with both
Agricultur_e Canada and the United
States Deportment of Agriculture. We
weight-averaged the resulting benefits
by each province's proportion of total
Canadian exports of this merchandise
(minus sow11 and boars) lo the United
Stales during the review period. On this
basis, we preliminarily determine the
benefit to be zero for sows and boards
and Can$0.00075/lb. for all other swine
during the pe1fod of review.
(b) National Tripartite Red Meat
Stabilization Program Bill C-25
amended the ASA to authorize the
Minister of Agriculture, with the
approval of the Governor in Council
(01·der-ln-Council PC 19~34a), to
enter into agreements with the provinces
and/or producers lo provide price
stabili:tation schemes
any nuturul or
processed product of agriculture.
Previously the ASA had been purely a
federal program. The Minislcr may enter
into these "Tripartite Agreements" only
11fter he determines that they will not
give a financial advantage to sume
producers in the production or
marketing of the product not enjoyed by
other prnducers of the same product in
Canada and that the agreements will not
provide an incentive lo ove1·-produce.
All the provinces signed agreements
on swine. The agreements were
implemented on January 1, 1986, except
for Manitoba's agreement. which wo11
implemented on July 1, 1988. Under the
terms of the Tripartite Agreements on
Hogs, the provinces may not offer
separate stabilization plana or other ad ·
hoc assistance for hogs, nor may the
federal government offer compensation
to swine producers in a province not a
party to an agreement. The Tripartite
S1:hcmr. provides for a five·year pha11e-

for
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in period to adjust for differamces
between the Tripartite Scheme and the
provincial programs. Existing provincial
stabilization plans are to be completely
phased out by 1990. During the period of
· review, all of the provincial illabilization
programs remained In effect, and they
all conferred benefits.
. "Hogs" under the ·Tripartite
Agreements must Index 80 or above
(thus, sows and boars are excluded by
definition). The agreements specify that:
all Canadian producers of hogs will
receive the same level of support per
unit or production; the schemes will be
funded equally by the Government of
Canada, the provinces and the hog
pl'oJucers; and participation will be
voluntary. Paymenta will cover only the
proportion of production uaed for
domestic consumption. and the·
agreement• must specify the method of
determining that proportion.
During the period of review, no
payments for hogs were made under the
Tripartite Agreements. On January 15,
. 1988, the Canadian Government
informed the Department that no
payments have been made under the
National Tripartite Stabilization
Program for Hogs through December 31,
1987. Since all the provinces have signed
T1·ipartite Ag1-eements which have
replaced the ASA stabilization program
and the provincial stabilization
programs, the Canadian government
requests that the Department consider
the lack of payment in 1987 In soiling the
cash deposit ratee for the Tripartite
programs, the ASA hog stabilization
program, and the provincial stabilization
programs.
We have con11idered the Canadian
government's request. In selling cash
deposit rates of estimated countervailing
duties. we attempt to establish a rate
which most accurately reflects the level
of subsidization for entries subject to
the estimated rate. Thus, it is our
practice to toke into account programwide changes which occur prior tu our
preliminary notice.
In this case, a program-wide change
has occurred. Nevertheless. we have no
Indication of the benefits that will result
from this change because payments will
fluctuate depending on swine prices and
costs of production. The fact that no
payments were made under the ASA or
Tripartite Agreements through
December 31, 1987, doe1 not mean that
payments will not be made on future
shipments. Lacking specific data on how
the new program will raise or lower the
level of benefits now conferred under
the ASA and provincial programs, we
have no basis for establishing a depo11it
rate otht?r than that derived from the
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programs which are being replacP.d by .
the Tripartite Agreements. Therefore, .
· we preliminarily determinf! that the cash
deposit rates for the ASA hog .
··
stabilization program arid the provinCial
hog stabilization programs are the
·
review period assessment rates
determined for those progrnms.
(2) Record of Performance Program

Between the U.S. end Canadian Live
Swine and Pork Industries; Report to the
United States Senate Committee on
Finance on Investigation No. 332-186"
(November 1984), page xiv, stated: · ·
The relatively free flow of Information
between th& United States and Canadian
fenners and ttsearchcrs and. the frne flow of.
" swine production supplies and equipment
tend to result in rapid dispersal of
technological Innovations.

producer premiums of Cen$2.80 per
head. Payments. which were celculaled ·
according to ASA methodology. were
made in the two quarters covered by
this program. However, unlike the ·
federeJ.~SA payments, tto·reduction
was made to account for exports.·
Payments \Vere made on hogs indexing.'
80 or higher to farrow"to-finish
· producers end finisher producers and on
weaner pigs to sow weaner producers.
No payments were made on sows and
boars.
· ··To calculate the benefit from this
· program, we divided the gross
payments. net of producer contributions;
by the total lilie weight of swine (minus
sows and boars) produced in Ontario
during the period of review. We then
. weight-averaged Ontario's benefit by its
share of total Canadian exports of this
merchandise (minus sows end boars) lo
the United Stntes.'On this basis, we
preliminarily detennine the benefit to· be
zero for sows and boars and
Can$0.0124/lb; for ell other swine during
the period of review.

The Canarlian Swine Record of
Performance Program (ROP) is a joint
Further. on page 59:
fcder:il and provincinl herd testing
Becaut1e
of the free flow of information , ·
program for the purpose of improving
behvcen the United States and Canada,
-breeding stock and developing high
technological Innovations in the live swine ·
quality pork at minimal production
!Ind meat Industries In. one country are
costs. Purebred sows 1md boars ere
usnolly readily available in the other country.
tei:ted for·backfet, grnwth rate, feed.
Information is exchanged informally between
conversion end breeding performance.
U.S. and Canadian ranners through trade
publications. scholarly publications ond
The program Identifies end ranks
scientlDc research l'l!ports. and conferences
genetically 1mperior animals whose
. . . Al110. animals for breeding p11rpose.s ani
progeny cold potentially command
exchangP.d between the United Stales and '
increased market prices. Similar
making available a common genetic :
performance testing programs exist for : Canada.
pool.
all domesticated animals and any
·
Conditions for growing hogs ere
animals.used in products sold for
similar in the United States end Canada.
consumption, including bP.ef end dairy
The genetically superior sows end bonrs
ca Ille. sheep, poultry. and honey bees.
resulting from the ROP program are used (4) Alberta Red Meet Interim Insurance
In our final determination (50 FR
in both countries, ea well as in other ··
Program
·
·
. 20097), we found this progrnm
countries. Therefore. tho ROP research
counterliailable because It was limited
The Alberta Red Meat Interim
ha11 broad applicability in the hog
to a specific group of enterprises or· ·
· Insurance Program operated in a manner ·
industry both ln11ide and outside
industries. In this review. we have
similar to the Canada-Ontario
Canada.
:ol1tnined additional information
Stabil\zation Plah for Hogs, except that
For th~se reasons. we preliminarily
regarding the testing conditions, the
payments were calculated as specified
find that _this program provides no
applicability of the research. and the
in the proposed National Tripartite ·
s11e.cial benefit to the Canadian swine
avriilability of the research results.
Scheme. Payments were made on cattle
Agriculture Canada publishes is list or Industry because the results of the
and on hogs indexing 00 or above
ROP programs in progress, as well es
resenrch ere pi1blicly available to
(which do not include sows end boars).
detailed testing requirements regarding
anyone Interested, including hog
Ce1ttle ond hogs were the only
housing, hygiene, management, encl herd producers in the United Slates. and
commodities covered by a·n interim
health control. It also publishes detailed
because the research results have broad
stabiliznlion program in Alberta during
specigcations for feed.ration ingredients applicability to hog producers the world
the period of review. Because this
end carces11 adjustments for weight end
over. including those in the United
program provided payments that were
sex. Therefore, the test conditions end
Stales. We therefore preliminarily
limited to specific Industries. we
specifications can be duplicated by
detem1ine that this program is not
preliminarily delennlne that ii is
anyone.
countervailable.
counler,;ailable.
·
. 'The results of the tests ere publicly
(3) Canada-Ontario Stabilization Plan
To calculate the benefit from thie
· available. The provincial governments .
·.for Hog Producers 1985
program, we divided the gross
. publish the test results quarterly for·.
payments, net of producer contributions,
· The Canada-Ontario Stabilization
producers and annually for the general
by the total live weight of swine (minus
public. In addlfion. the provincial
Plan for Hl'g Producers. established
sows and boare) produced in Alberta
·. Rovemments send biweekly updates to ' under section 5 or the Ministry of
during the period of review. We then
, those on their mailing ll1t1. Any person,
Agriculture and Food Act, was an
Qf Canadl11n or foNlign citizenship, may
weight-averaged Alberta's benefit by its
Interim program set up to provide price
be put on the malling lists.
stabilization assi11tence to hog producers share of total Canadian exports of this
Although the Canadian federal and
. during the period April 1. 1985 to .
· merchandise (minus sows end boars) to
provincial governments beer most of the· September 30. 1985. pending the ·
the United States. On this basis. we
cost or this program. producers also
.
preliminarily detennlne the benefit to be
Implementation of the National
contribute to the funding of the research'. Tripartite Scheme. This was the only
zero for sows and boars and
project11.. The "cost recover)' feee"
Interim stabilization program In effect
Ca~.0032/lb. for all other swine during
collected from producers cov Jr the cost
·
durtilg the period or review. Because this the period of review.
of testing. the cost of fP.ed used during
program pro\'ided payments that were
(5) Saskatchewan Hog ASBured Returns
testing. and the cost of selling boara ·
limited to a specific Industry, we
Program (SHARP)
.
after the testing Is cC>mpleted.
cost
prellminnrtly determine that It hi
recovery fee tanged from Can $10 tO $50
countcrvailable.
SHARP was established in 1976
per head during the period of review.
Funding for the program came from
pursuant to the Saskatchewan
The International Trade Commission.
the federal A,ulcultural Stabilization
Agricultural Returns Stabilization Act. It
in its "Conditions of Competition
Board. the Ontario government, and
provideli atabllizatlon payments to hog

The
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roducers in Saskatchewan at times
vhen market prices fall below certain
>roducllon costs. The program, which is
1cheduled to be discontinued by 1991, is
administered by the Saskatchewan Pork
Producers' Marketing Board on behalf of
the provincial Department of
Agriculture. Participation is voluntary
and is open lo all hog producers in the
province. Coverage is limited to 1,500
hogs per producer each calendar
quarter. Under the Saskatchewan
Agricultural Returns Act, the provincial
government may establish a
stabilization plan for any agricultural
commodity. However, in practice, only
hogs and beef have such plans. Because
this program provides payments to
specific industries, we preliminarily
determine that it is countervailable.
. . .. The program is funded by levies on
· the sale of hogs from participating
producers and by matching amounts
from the provincial government. The
levies are charged regardless of whether
the fund Is in a surplus or deficit
position. Producer levies range from 1.5
to 4.5 percent of mal'ket returns on the
sale of hogs covered by the program.
Whenever the balance in the SHARP
account is insufficient to make
payments to participants. the provincial
government lends the needed funds to
the program. The principal and interest
on these loans are repaid by the Board
using the producer and provincial
contributions.
The stabili¥otion price under this
, program Is the total of cash production
costs plus 75 percent of noncash costs.
This price is detennined each ·calendar .
quarter. Stabilization payments are
made at the end of each quarter to each
participating producer whose average
price for hogs m81"keted in that qu11rter
is less than the stabilization price.
During the period of review, payments
were made in all four quarters.
In the final determination (SO FH
25105), we considered the benefit from
this program to be the provincial
government's contribution to the fund in
fiscal year 1984. We treated the .
provinr.ial government's contribution as
a grant. We have reconsidered our
calculation mtithodology. The program la
funded by equal contributions from the
producers and tha provincial
government. In theory, producer
contributions over time should equal
half of the total payments received by
producers from the fund. When market
prices are significantly lower than
stabilization prices for several years In a
row, as wos the case during the years up
to and including the review period, the
fond must make payments that 111·u much·
greattir than the accumulated

221

Particjpating producers receive FIP
contributions of the producers and the
· payments in calendar quarters during
provincial government. In such cases,
the provincial government makes up the
which costs of production exceed
deficit in the form of a loan. Because all
market returns. The basic costs of
producer contributions are matched by
production and market returns are
the provincial govermnent, the actual
calculated quarterly according to a cost
loan liability of the producers is equal to of production model described in the
half of the net deficit of the fund.
Act. The same per unit coat of
However, there is no benefit from this
production model is used for all
loan liability because the fund pays
products receiving benefits. FIP
interest, at market rates, on il4 net
payments are calculated quarterly bas11d
deficit. Therefore, there is only a grant
on the difference between costs of
benefit to the producers, which is equal
production and market returns. The
to hulf of the total stabilization
Farm Act requires that ASA payments
payments made during the review
to individual producers be added to the
period.
.
market return price. Payments were
To calculate the benefit. we divided
made to hog producers in all quarters of
half of the total stabilization paymonta
the review pe1fod.
received by the total live weight of
Because several major agricultural
swine (minus sows and hours) produced commodities, such as wheat, dairy
in Saskatchewan during the period of
Prc>4ucts, and poultry. are e"cluded from
review. We then weight-averaged
the FlP, we preliminarily determine that
Saskatchewan's share of total Canadian
this program provided payments that
exports of this merchandise (minus sows were limited to specific lndustl'ies and is
and boars) to the United States. On this
therefore countervailable. To calculate
basis, we preliminarily determine the
thti benefit, we followed the same
benefit to be zero for sows and boars
methodology as described for the ·
and Can$0.0024/lb. for all other swine
Saskatchewan SHARP program (see
during the period of review.
section 5). On this basis, we
preliminarily determine the benefit to be
(6) Oritish Columbia Farm Income
zero fot sows and boars and
Insurance Plan CFWI
Can$0.0003/lb. for all other swine during
The FIP was established in 1979 in
the period ofreview.
I
accordance with the Farm Income . ..
Insurance Act of 1973 ("the Farm Act")
(7) M11niloba Hog Income Stabilization
In order to assure income for farmers
Piao (lllSP)
when commodity market prices
· The HISP was created in 1983
fluctuate below basic costs of
pursuant to the Farm Income Aasunmce
production. The criteria for eligibility in
Plans Act to provide income support ·
the FIP programs, which are described
in Schedule A of the Farm Act, are the · payments to hog producers in Manitoba.
The program was terminated on Jun~ 28.
same for 1111 farmers who produce
1986. It was administered by the
certain commodities. Schedule B of the
provincial Ministry of Agriculture and
Farm Act contains the guidel~nes for the
the Manitoba I log Producers' Malieting
individual commodities receiving
Board.
It was funded by premiums from
benefits. During the period of review,
participating produc~rs (five-sevenths)
stabilization plans were in effect for
and from the Government of Manitobu
beef, blueberries, greenhouse tomatoes
(two-sevenths).
Whenever the balan~e
and cucumbers, potatoes, processing
In the HISP account Is insufficient to
vegetables, raspberries, sheep,
m11ke payment11 to participants. the
strawberries, swine and lreu fruits.
provincial government lends the needed
Schedule 84 contains the guidelines
funds to the program. The principal and
for swine producers. The program is
interest on these loans are repaid by the
administered by the provincial Ministry
Board using thti producer end provincial
of Agriculture and Food and the British
eontributions.
Columbia Federation of Agl'iculture. In
Participation in the program was
addition. the British Columbia Pork
voluntary, and coverage was limited to a
Producers' Association has a role tn the
Swine Producers' Farm Income Plan (the maximum of 1,250 hogs per quarter.
Only indexed hogs were eligible for
title of Schedule 84) in that it verifies
beneifta. Sows and boars were nol
claims, collects producer premiums. and
consults with the government on mathira eligible for benefits. Participating
producers rticeived payments at the end
such us premium levels and the cost of
of eacll quarter in whicll the market
production formula. The program is
price for hogs fell below 11n establii;hed
fundeJ by premiums that are p11id in
price support level. Tbti price support
equal proportions by producers and by
level was 87 percent of the cost of
the provincial government. Producers
production model. which was revised b~
pay premiums In all quarters regardleaa
the Ministry or Agriculture euch quarh:r.
of murket rnsults.
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-Although the enabling legislation for this . All outstanding interest-free loans ae
program permitted the Minister to
of April 1, 1985 were subsumed under
establish income assurance plans for
the New Brunswick Swine Industry
many natural products, there were only• Financial Restructuring Program (see
two commodiles for which plans were in ·· section 16). The benefit from the
operation during the period of.review.
interest-free loans loans provided in
Because payments were limited lo these fiscal year 1985-86 will secure in fiscal
two products. we preliminarily
:Year 19~7. Therefore, only the grant
determine that this program was
portion of this program provided a
provided lo a specific group of
benefit during·the review period.
industries and is therefore
The calculate the benefit. we
counlervailable.
allocated half the total stabilization
To calculate the benefit. we followed : payments rer.eived during the review
the same methodology as described for . period over the total live weight of
the S11ekatchewan SHARP program (see
swine produced In New Brunswick
section 5). On this basis. we .
during the .review period. We then
preliminarily determine the benefit to be .weight-averaged the result by New
7.ero for sows and boars and·
. ·. • · Brunswick's s.hare of total Canadian ·
CanS0.0003/lb. for all other swine during exports of this merchandise (minus sows
. the periOd of review. .
. . . .·..
end boars) to .Uie U.nited States. On this.
basis, we preliminarily determine the
(fl) New Brunswick Hog Price
· benefit to be zero for sows and boars
Stabilization Plan (NBHPSP)
. and Can$0.<iJOl)o2/lb. for all other swine
The NBHPSP was established In 1974 · dwing the period of reyiew.
·
.
lo aseure hog producers greater income
{9j
Newfouncliand
Hog
Price.Support
stability during periods of both high and
Program
low market prices. The plan is
In April 1985. the Executive Council of
administered jointly by the New
· Newfoundland authorized the
Brunswick Department of Agriculture
Newfoundland Farm Products
Hog Stobilization Board and.the New
Corporation, which acts on behalf of the
. Urunewtck Hog Marketing BOard.
provincial government, to pay 85 cents
Participation in the plan ie voluntary.
per pound for ell hogs Indexing 80 or ·
Producers who sell through the
Marketing Board are eligible to receive
above (which do not include sows and
payments on up to ·7;500 hogs per year.
boars) that were purchased by the
Hogs indexing 100 or above (which do
Corporation~ This price wee paid
not Include 11ows and boars) are the only regardless of the prevailing mhrket
agricultural commodity that received
price. The price was based on monthly
s!abilizalion payments in New • ··
dctermim1tlons of Input costs of·
· ·
nrunswick during the period of·revlew.
production. During the period of review,·
costs were approximately 91 cents per ·
Bcr.ause this program provided
pttyments that were limited to a specific cpound. and the market price averaged 70
industry, we prelimlna·rily determine •;
.cents per pound, Producers do not
that It is contervailable.
contribute to this program. Hogs are the
The Board establishes a base price
only agricultural commodity that
that is based on production costs. When . received stabilization payments in
the market price exceeds the base price · Newfoundland during the period of
by CanSS.oo. farmers pay into the
review. Because the program provided
stnbilizalion fund. Ninety-five percent of payments that were limited to a specific
this amount Is considered to be the
Industry. we preliminarly determine that
farmer's equity In the program. When ·
It le countervallable.
the average weekly market price falls
Although Newfoundland did not
below the base price, Canners receive
export hogs to the United States directly
payments to make up the difference
during the re\•lew period, we verified
between the two prices. Half of the
that Newfoundland exported hogs to
pttyment is provided by the Government . Ontario that were later exported to the
of New Brunswick as an outright grant
United States during the re\'few period;
lo the farmer. The other half Is drawn · These Newfoundland hogs did not
from the farmer's equity In the fund.
qualify for stabilization payments from
When the farmer has exhausted his
the Ontario provincial government but
equity in the fund, the province aseume11 did form the basis for stabilization
the producer's portion of the payment by payments from the Newfoundland
providing an lntere11t-free loan. Thie loan provincial government. Therefore. to
is only paid back when the fund Js In a
calculate the benefllR. we divided the
surplus position. rn fiscal year 1985-80
gro&11 payments on swine by the total
live weight of swine (minus sows and
the base price exceeded the market
price throughout the year. and producers · boars) produced in Newfoundland
received both loan and grPnt payments
during the period of review. We than
from the program in all four quarters.
weight-a\'eraged the result by

Newfoundland's share (based on its .
exports through Ontario) of total
Canadian exports of this merchandise
(minus sows and boars) to the United
Stales during the period of review. On
this basis. we preliminarily determine
the benefit from this program to be zero
for sows and boars and Can$0.00002/lb.
for all other swine.
(10) Nova Scotia Pork Price Slnbilizalion
Program (NSPPSP)
Pur11uunt to the Nova Scotia Natural
Products Act, the NSPPSP was
administered under the Pork Producers
Marketing Plan of August 9, 1983. The
program wns terminated on September
30. 1987. The purpose of the program· ·
· was to assure price stability for hogs by
compensating farmers for fluctuations in
hog prir.es and by aesurin~ihat
producers consistently recover direct
operating costs. Participation was open
to all hog producers who sold through
· the Nova Scotia Pork Price Stabilization
. Bonrd. Maximum eligibility was
established annually according to the
producers' current production levels.
Indexed hogs (not sows ai:id boars) were
the only agricultural commodity that
received stabilization payments during
the period of review. Because the .
.
stabilization payments were limited to a
specific Industry, we preliminarily find
them to be countervailable.
·
The NSPPSP was fu~ded by producer
and provincial government
contributions. Each quarter. the Board
set and reviewed the base price to
reflect current. direct. out-of-pocket
operating_coets. During per_iods of high
prices, producers built equity in the fund
with lhelr contributions. When lhe
market price fell below the stabiliznllon
price, the producers received a
deficiency payment, which equaled the .
difference between the two prices.. Half
of the payment was contributed by the
provinclal (!overnment. The other half
was drawn from the producer's equity in
the fund. When the producer's equity
wee exhausted, the provincial
government assumed the producer's
portion of the stabilization pnyment in
the form of an interest-free loan.
Because market prices did not exceed
the belle prices during the period of ·
review. payments were made in all four
quarters of the review period. During the
period of review, the producers did not
contribute to the fund. In addition,
because of an extended period of low
market returns with no support.
payments, a one-time supplementary
pa~·ment of Can$2 per cwt wae given lei
producers during the period or review.
On Seplember 20, 1985. the
Govemmenl of Nova Scotia amended

•

Fl:Jeral Rugiljter
· - · · · · · - .. -

,.,....

this prog1·am by eliminatir;g the interestfrce Joan element. The total amount of
the stabilization payment is now a grant
only. However, producers continue lei be
liable for interest-free loans provided
before fiscal yea!' 11185-86. Th~refore,
the benefit during the review period
consists of the lolul stabilization
payments received in the revitiw period;
which a1·e,grant:;, plus the interest on the
outstanding loan balance as of the
beginning of fiscal year 1985-115. We do
not know the outstanding loan balance
as of the beginning of fiscal year 198586. As the best information available,
we have assumed that the outstanding
loan balance is equal to half the amount
of the total stabilization payments made
during the review period.
To calculate the benefit, we
considered the total amount of the
stabilization payments receiv~d in the
review period as a grant. We t1·eated the
ouhitanding loan balance as a one-year
interest-free loan. We took the
difference between the zero interest rate
·charged on these loans and the national
average short-term commercial rate for
comparable agricultural loans and
multiplied this interest differential by
the outstanding loan balance. We
allocated the grant and loan benefits
over the toal live weight of swine
produced in Nova Scotia during the
review period. We then weight-averaged
the result by Nova Scotia's share of total
Canadian exports o[ this mel'chandise
(minus sows and boars) to the Uniied
States. On this basis, we preliminarily
determine the benefit to be zero for
sows and boars and Can$0.00000Z/!b.
for all other swine during the period of
review.

I
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govl!rnm1mt. anJ the ·ot!ter half is dl'awn
from the producers' equity in the fund.
111 the event thal producers' equity in the
fund is exhausled, the provincial
guvernment assumes the producers'
portion of the stabilization payment in
th!: ful'm of an intl!rest-free loan, which
is repaiJ when the f1Jnd is in a surplus
poiliti<>n. During tile period of review,
the producers Jid not contribute to the
fund.
Payments are made only on hogs
indexing between 67 and 114 (not sows
and boars). Piirticipation in the program
is voluntary, and there are no minimum
production requirements. However,
producers are only eligible to receive
stabilization payments on the number of
hogs equal to the averaye number of
hogs marketed in the previous qua1·ter,
up to a ceiling of 4,300 hogs per year.
The Natural Products Marketing Act
established marketing boards for hogs,
dairy products, tobacco, pedigreed seed,
pulp trees, meat, eggs, and cole crops.
However, hogs were the only
agricultural commodity that received
stabilization payments during the
review period. Because this program
provided pa11 ments that were limited to
a specific industry. we preliminarily find
it to be countervailable.
To calculate the benefit, we used the
same meLh1>dology as described under
the Nova Scotid stabilization program
(see section 10). On this basis, we
preliminarily determine •.he benefit to be
zero for sows and boars and
Can$0.00003/lb. for all other swine
during the period of review.
(12) Quebec l"&Jrm lnconie Stabilization
lnsu1·11nce Progr&Jms (FISI)

(11) Prince Edward Island [PEI) Pl'ice
In accordance with the "Loi sur
Stabilization Program
l'ast1urance·stabilisation des revenus
agricoles" (the FISI), the Government of
In accordance with the PEI Natural
QuelJec established stabilization
Products Marketing Act, the PEI Hog
schemes for producers of various
Commodity Marketing Board
commodities, including feeder hogs and
established the PEI Price Stabilization
weaner pigs. The schemes are
Prog1·am in 1974. The purpose of the
program is to provide income stability to administered by the Regie des
Assurances A11ricolcs du Quebec (the
hog pruJu1:ers. The Stabilization Board
Regie), a crown corpol'Ution. The
and the provincial lenJing authorities
purpose of the schemes is to guarantee a
meet quarterly to determine the level of
positive net annual income to
support prices. Support levels are set at
participants whose income Is lower than
95 percent of the cost of production. If
the weekly market price of hogs exceeds the stabilized net annual income. The
the support price by Can$3.00. producers stabilized net annual Income is
calculated according to a cost of
contribute to the fund. If the weekly
· production model that includes an
market price falls below the support
adjustment for the difference between
price plus Can$3.00, the producers do
not contribute to the funJ. Whenever the the average wage of farm workers and
weekly price of hogs is below the
the average wage of all other workers in
support price, the PEI Hog Commodity
Quebec. When the annual average ·
Board makes stabilization payments
income is lower than the &tabilized net
from the fund of one-h1df the differcnce
anliual income, tho Rel!ie makea a
between the two prices. Half the
payment to the participant at the end of
paymPnt is contribu!cd by the provincial the year.

i
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The schemes are funded two-thirds by
the provincial government and one-third
by producer assessments. Participation
in a stabilization scheme is voluntary.
However. once a producer enrolls in a
program. he must make a five-year
commitment. The maximum number of
feeder h1>gs eligible to be insured is
5,000, and a maximum of 400 sows may
be insured. Whent!ver the balance in the
FISI account is insufficient to make
payments to particivants, the provincial
government lends the needed funds to
th<! program. The principal anJ interest
on these loans are repaid by lhe Regia
using the producer and provinci11l
contributions.
The Government of Quebec contends
that, because this program covers 11 .
commodities that together comprise 71
percent of commercial farm production·
in the province of Quebec, the
Department should not consider the
program to be targeted to specific
industries. We have considered the
Government of Quebec's arguments. In
calculating total commercial fa1·m
production, the Government of Quebec
did not include milk products, poultry,
and eggs, which made up almost half of
Quebec's total agricultural production in
1985. By including these producb, we
find that the propu1·1ion of total form
production in Quebec covel'ed by the
· FWI in 1985 was much less than that
claimed by the Government of Quebec.
Therefore, we are not persuaded by the
Government of Quebec's ·arguments and
preliminarily determine that this
program continues to be
countervuilable.
To calculate the benefit, we followed
the same methodology as described
under the Saskatchewan SHARP
·program (see section 5).
On this basis, we preliminarily
determine the benefit to be Can$0.0007 /
lb. for both SOWS and boars and all other
swine.
(13) New Brunswick Swine Assistance
Program
In 1981-a.2. the F1um Adjustment
Board, whii:h was created by the Farm
Adjustment Act, provided interest
subsidies on medium-term loans to hog
producers in order to alleviate high
interest charges on the producers' shortterm debt for operating credit. The
pro3ram was available only to hog
producers who entered production or
underwent expansion since 197!>. The
loans bore a five-year tenn and an
effective interest rate of 10 percent.
Because these loans were provided to a
specific industry at noncommecial rutt?s,
we prelim!narily determine thdt they arc!
countervailable.
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To calculate the benefit from this
program, we divided the aggregate
interest subsidy by the tota.1 live weight
of swine produced in New Brunswick.
·we then weight-averaged the result by
New Brunswick's share of total
Canadian exports of swine to the United
Stales in the period of review. On this
basis. we preliminarily determine the
.benefit from this program to be
Cim$0.00000003/lb. for both sows and
boars and·all "other swine.

determine that fl is countervailable. To
calculate the benefit. we divided the
total amount granted under this program
by the total live weight·of hogs produced
in New Brunswick during the the pP.riod
of review. We then weight-averaged the
result by New Brunswick's share of total
Canadian exports of swine to the United
States in the period of review. On this
basis. we preliminarily determine the
benefit from thi11 progrnm to be .
Can$0.00000019/lb. for both sows and
boars and all other swine.

(14) New.Brunswick Livestock
.Incentives Program
This program, which operates under
the New Brunswick Livestoclc Incentives
Act, OC 71-544, provides free loan
guarantees lo producers for purchasing
~reeder and foeder animals.· In addition,
a .20-percent refund of the principal is
.grant.ed to farmers upon repayment of
. t~.e Qreeder loans. We preliminarily
<let.ermine that this program is
. c~~mlcrvailable because it is provided to
·a specific industry on terms inconsistent
with commercial considerations. This
. program aff!!Cts only SOWS and boars,
which are old breeders.
To calculate the benefit, we multiplied
the total' amo!-mt of loans given to hog
pmqucersdl1.dng the period ofrevlew by
0.75 p¢rceitt, which was th.e aver11ge
~qrilniercial .emit of loan guarantees in
Ne~ Dninswir.k during the period.of the
investigatiOn (we used this as the best
infonnalion avnilable because the
Cove'rr1inent of New Brunswick dirl not
report the avcn:ige cost of commerr.:ial
· loan· guarantees for the period of
review).' \\fe. allocated the result, plus ,
the total a11wurit of refunds, over the.
total live wei~ht of sows and boars .
produced in New Brunswick during the
period of review and then weightaveraged that amount by New
Brunswick's shnre of total Canadian
exports o( live.' swine (the only ·
i1lformaiion available) to the United
· States duri.ng the period of review. On
this basis, we preliminarily determine
thP. benefit from this program to be _
Cim$0.00000535/lb. for sows.and boars,
·and zero.for all other swine.

Financial Restructuring Program
This program was created by the
Farm Adjustment Act (OC 85-93) and
became effective April 1, 1985. During
the period of review, the Government of
New Brunswick granted hog producers
indebted to the Board a rebate of the
interest on that portion of their total
debt (the "residual debt") that, on
March 31, 1984, exceeded the "standard
debt load." The standard debt load is
defined in the progarm regulations as
the amount of debt which a swine
producing unit can, in the opinion of the
Board, reasonably be expected to
service. The residual debt does not
begin to accrue Interest again until the
debt load is no longer "excessive."
Vl!e preliminarily determine that thiii
progrnm Is countervailable because it
provides noncommercial loan terms to a
specific industry. We consider both the
interest rebate and the interest holiday
to confer benefits. However, because the
interest holiday did not begin until April
1, 1985, the benefit from this portion of
the program does not or.cur until April 1,
191lfl, which is outside this revie period.
To calculate the benefit. we divided
the amount of the rebate by the total live
weight of hogs produced in New
Brun11wick during the period of review.
We then weight-averaged the result by
New Brunswick's share of total
Canadian exports of swine to the United
States in the period of review. On this
bao.is; we preliminarily determine the
benefit to be Can$0.00000154/lb. for both
sows and boars and all other swine.

fJ5) ~w Bnu•swick Hog Marketing
Program
'
Uncter this program. the Livestock
Rranch of the New Brunswick
Department of J\gricµlture paid the New
BnmsiYir:k 'Hog Marketing Board 64 .
cents for each hog tiold during the
review period in order to equalize th~
co~t oftran'sporting hogs to slaughter
facilities in alt areas of the province.
Because this program Is provided to a
specific i_nduetry and con11titutes
go\•crnment a1111umption of
transportation costs, we preliminar!IY

(17) Nn\'a Scotia (NS) Swine I ferd
Health Policy
The Nova Scotia Department of
Agriculture and Marketing administers a
herd health program whereby ii
reimburses veterinarians for housecalls
made to breeders of commercial anc!
purebred livestock. Because this
program provides payments that are
limited to specific Industries, we
prnlimlnarily determine it is
countervailable. This program affects
only sows and boars. which are old
breeders. To calculate the benefit, we

(16) New Brunswick Swine Industry

divided the total reimbursements by the
total live weight of sows and boars
produced in Nova Scotia during the
period of review. We then weightavereged the result by Nova Scotia's
share of total Canadian exports of live
swine (the only information available)
to the United States during the period of
review. On this basis. we preliminarily
determine the benefit to be
Can$0.00000M6/lb. for sows and boars,
and zero for all other swine.
(18) Nova Scotia (NS) Transportation
Assistance

The NS Department of Agriculture
and Marketing provides grants to the NS
Hog Marketing Board. which in tum
distributes the funds to producers. in
order to equalize the cost of transporting
hogs to slaughter facilities. The funds ·
are available only to farmers who
produce and slaughter their hogs in
Nova Scotia. Because this program does
not affect live swine exported to the
United States, we preliminarily
determine that it is not countervailable.
(19) Ontario Farm Tax Reduction
Program

Thi3 program provides eligible
formers with a rebate of 60 percent of
municipal property taxea levied 011 farm
properties the products of which have a
gross value of Can$5,000 in eastern or
northern Ontario, ond Can$8,000
elsewhere in Ontario. There i11 no
restriction on the types of farm produr.tii
tl1at are eligible. nor ie it necesoary that
the products actually be sold. Any
resident of Ontario may receive e rebate
if he owns and pays taxes on eligible
properties. Because the eligibility
criteria vary depending on the region or
Ontario in which the farm is located, we
preliminarily determine that this
program is countervailable. Since all
farmers in Ontario whose gross output is
at least Can..~000 are eligible to receive
payments under this proiiram. this
program is countervailable only to the
extent that farmers in eastern a11d
northern Ontario whose gros~ output is
between Can$5,000 and Can$3,!JOO
rer:eive benefits.
In our final de.termination (50 FR
25105), we were not able to determine
the portion of hog farmers in eastern
and northern Ontario in the $5.000 to
$8.CXY.J gross output range. Therefore, we
calculated the benefit b~· dividing the
portion or the total payout under this
program that represented the proportion
of swine produced in ell of Ontario to
total agricultural production in all of ·
Ontario. In this review. we have
collected more accurate Information.
From the Canadian census. we found
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that 16 percent of all Ontario farmers
have sales valued between $5,000 and
$9,999. Although the subsidy is poid to
farmers iu the $5,000 to $8,000 range. the
census data is the only available
breakdown of protluclion according to
output levi:I. We have therefore used it
as the best information othe1·wise
available. We multiplied the 16 percent
by the amount paid under this program
to swine formers in eastern and
northern Ontario during the period of
review. We allocated this amount over
the total live weight of swine produc.ed
in Ontario during the period of review.
We then weight-avernged the result by
Jntariu's share of total Canadian
exports of this merchandise tu the
United States during the period of
review. On this basis, we preliminarily
determine the benefit from this program
to be Can$0,00003182/lb. for both sows
and boars and all other swine.
(20) Ontario (Northern) Livestock
Programs
The Northern Livestock Improvement
Progrnm reimburses farmers for up to 20
percent of the purchase cost of breeding
stock, including dairy cows, heifers. beef
bulls, rams. ewes, and boars. A
maximum of Can$1.500 may bP.
reimbursed to an individual du1ing a
three-year period. Swine producers are
reimbursed for a maximum of Can$100
per boar. The Nortlwrn Livestock
Transportation Assistance Progr;.;m
reimburses the producers living in
northern Ontario 50 percent of the costs
of transporting high quality breeding
stock from southern and northern
Ontario anJ 33.30 percent from Quebec
and western Can.ida. These progrnms
affect only sows and boars, which are
old breeders.
Because these programs provide
payments that are limited to livestock
producers in northern Ontario, we
preliminarily determine that they are
countervailaule. To calculate the
benefit, we divided the 1<1tal payments
to hog producers under these programs
by the total live weight of sows and
boars produced in Ontario. We then
weight-averaged the result by Ontario's
share of Canadian exports of live swine
(the only information available) to the
United States during the period of
review. On this basis, we preliminarily
detem1lne the benefit to be
Can$0.0000Z606/lb. for sows and boars,
ond zero for all other swine.
·
(21} Prince Edward l:iland (PEI) Hog
Marketing and Transportation Subsidies
The PEI Department of Agriculture
and Marketing provides grants to one
hog packer in order to dt!fray the cost of
processing and transportation. Wt!

preliminarily determine that this portion
of the program is not countervailable
because it is given only to a packer cf
pork products, and the countervailing
duty order covers only live swine.
The Government of PEI 1tl::Jo provides
transportation g1·ants to hog producers
in the western part of the province in
order to equalize ihe cost of producing
hogs in different parts of the province.
Because this portion of the program
provides payments that are limited to a
specific industry and a specific region.
and becautie lhi1:1 portion benefits live
swine, we preliminarily determine that it
is countervailahle.
In this review, the PEI Government
provided no information on this
progr11m. Therefore. 11s tht:! best
information available, we used the
amended rate determined for the period
of the original inve&tigation. On this
basis, we preliminarily determine the
benefit from this program to be
Can:SO.OOCX>S/lb. during the period of
review for both sows and I.mars and all
other swine.
(22) Prince Edward Island (PEI) Swine
Development Program
The Department of Agriculture and
Marketing pays a bonus to breeders who
purchase boars or purebred and
crnsshred gilts. The boars and gilts must
meet certain Record of Performance
standard:i and are sold as breeding
stock. Because this program provides
payments that are limited to a specific
industry, we preliminarily dete1·mine
that it is countervailable. This program
affects only sows and boars, which are
old breeders.
To calculate the benefit from this
program, we divided the total payments
by the total live weight of sows and
hours prnduced in PEI during the period
of revie\V. We then wt!ight-aven1ged the
result by PEI's share of total C;inadian
exports of live S\Vine (thu only
information available) to the United
States during the period of review. On
this basis, we preliminarily determine
the benefit to be Can$0.00004476/lb.
during the peiod of review for sows and
boars, and zero for all other swine.
(23) Prince Edward Island lnterest41
Paymt:!nts on Assembly Yard Loan
The PEI government assumed the
interest on a loan granted to hog
producers for the purpose of
constructing a hog assembly yard.
Because this interest 11ssumption is
limited to a specific enterprise. we
preliminarily·di:termine that it is
countervailable.
· We treated the interest payment due
during the review period as a grant and
t!Xpensed it in the review pt!riod. We

divided i~e grant by the total live wei:.;ht
of hogs produced in PEI during the
period o~ review. We then weiKhtaveraged the result by PEI's share or
total ~Jiiadlan exports of this
merchandise to the United States in the
period ofieview. On this bHSis, we
preliminarily determine the benefit Crom
this program to be CanS0.00000002/lb.
during th~ period of review for both
sows and boars and all other swine.
(24) QL!ehec Special Credits for ll11g
Producer~

Under the terms of the "Loi favorisant
un credit special pour les productuurs
agricoles au cours de periodes
critiques," all agricultural producers are
eligible for reimbursement of interest un
low-interest loans made by chartered
banks or savings and loan associations
dul'ing critical periods. Critical periods
are defined as natural disasters, an
unexpected and uncontrolluble 1frop in
prices, or a lower than designated lovul
of production in a designated region for
reasons beyond the control of
producers.
In our fin1tl determination, we ·
determined that this program was
limited lo specific industries 1tnd was
count~rv1tilable because it requires a
special government regulation in order
for a particular commodity group to
obtain special assistance. We have
reconsidered this issue. Although a
special regulation is required, we
verified that this program is available to.
and used by, all ag1-icultural industries
on the slime terms. Therefore. we
prelimina.rily determine th11t it is not
count~rvailable.

(25) Sask.~tchewan Financial Assistance
for l.ivcst.ock and ll'rigation
Pursu1:1rit to the Agricultural Credit
Corporation of Saskatchewan Act. the
Agricultural Credit Corporation of
Saskatch~wan (ACS) established the
Capital Lonn Program, which provides
loans, gr~_nts and loan guarantees to
farmers for purposes related primarily to
the 1tcquisithm and production of
live'stock. In our final determination, wo
found this program countervailable
because it was limited to specific
enterprises or industries. On December
13, 1ilas: this act was amended by Bill
111; which eliminated the re11trictions to
liv~stock production and livestock
products from the definition of farmin3.
Farming:now includes livetock raisin11.
bee keeping, fur farming, dairying. tilling
the soil or any other activity undertaken
to produce agricultural products.
The Bill also eliminated the list or
specific pu1·poses for which loans arc
madl!. Loans and gr1tnts are now made
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in August 1986. Because there were no
"for prescribed purposes lo farmers to
interest payments due In fiscal year
assist or enable them to develop or
1985-86. we preliminarily determine that
maintain viable farming operations." In
there was no benefit from this program
order to incorporate the changes made
during the review period.
to the Bill. the ACS regulations now
include two new programs-the
· (28) Ontario Weaner Pig Stabilization
Livestock Cash Advance Program and
Pion
the Production Loan Program-to the
.·
Pursuant to the Form Income
existing Capital Loan Program, the
Guaranteed Loan Program. and the Beef Stabilization Act (FISA), the
Government of Ontario operated a
Industry Assistance Program. ACS's
weaner pig stabilization program from
client base has now been expanded to
April 1, 1980 through March 31, 1985.
include almost all Saskatchewan's
The intent of the program was to
farmers in a broad array of agricultural
provide producers of weaner pigs with
operations and in all regions of
support payments in any production
Saskatchewan. Because this program is
now available to. and used by, the entire peiod in which the average market price
for that period fell below a certain
agricultural sector on equal, objective
terms, we preliminarily determine that it support price. The market and support
prices were based on data used by the
is not countervailable.
federal government for its ASA
(26) Saskatchewan Livestock Investment slaughter hog program. Participation in
Tox Credit
the program was voluntary, and funding
for the program was provided by the
Saskatchewan's 1984 Livestock Tax
provincial government and the
Credit Act provides tax credits to
participating producers in the ratio of
individuals. partnerships, co-operatives
two to one.
and corporations who own and feed
In our final determination (50 FR
livestock in Saskatchewan for slaughter.
25110), we stated that this program had
Claimants must be residents of
been statutorily terminated on March 31,
Saskatchewan and pay Saskatchewan
1985 and that no payments under this
income taxes. Eligible claimants receive
program had been made since 1984.
credits of Can$Z5 fo.r each bull, steer or
From FISA's annual report for fiscal
heifer. CanSZ..for each lamb and Can$3
year 1986, we have learned that
for each hog. The tax credits may be
payments were mnde under rhis
carried forward for seven years. There
program during the review period.
is a Can$100 deduction from the credit
Lacking any further information on this
each year in which the credit is used.
program, we preliminarily determine
The credits must be Included as taxable
income the year after receipt. The credit
that it is counterveilable and that two·
is available to hogs indexing 80 or
thirds of the payment is a grant. We ·
higher. We preliminarily determine that
allocated this amount over the total live
this program is countervailable because
weight of swine produced in Ontario .
ii is provided only to specific industries.
during the review period end then
The Government of Sasketchewan
weight-averaged that result by Ontario's
eslimaled the aggregate amount of tax
share of total Canadian exports of this
credits received by hog producers in
mearchandise to the Uniled Stoles
fiscal year 1985-86. To calculate the
during the period of review. On this
benefit, we divided this amount, minus
basis, we preliminarily determine the
the Can$100 deduction for each of the
benefit from this program to be zero for
estimated number of hog producer
sows and boars and CanS0.000505/lb.
dAimants, by the total live weight of live for all other swine.
swine produced in Saskatchewan. We
Preliminary Results of Review
then weight-averaged the result by
As a result of our review, we
Sasketchewan·s share of total exports
preliminarily determine the net subsidy
(minus sows and boars) of this
to be CanS0.004147 /lb. for slaughter
merchandise to the United States during
sows sod boars and Can$0.0Z2/lb. for
the period of review. On this basis, we
preliminarily determine the benefit to be all other swine for the period April 3.
1!185 through March 31, 1986. The rate
zero for sows and boars and
for sows and boars Is equivalent to 0.32
Can$0.0000830Z/lb. for all other swine.
percent ad valorem. The Department
(27) Saskatchewan Livestock Stock
considers any rate le81 than 0.50 percent
Advance Program (SLCAP)
to be de minimis.
The SLCAP provides livestm;k
The Department intends to instruct
producers with intere11t-free loans lo
the Customs Service to liquidate,
enable the producers to meet immedite
without regard to countervailing duties.
cash requirements while retaining their
shipments of sows and boars and to
animals for future sale. The first interest
assess countervailing duties of
payment under this program became due Can$0.00Z2/lb. on shipments of all other

live swine entered. or withdrawn f~om
warehouse. for consumption on or after
April 3. 1985 and exported on or before
March 31, 1986.
As provided by section 751(a)(1) of the
Tariff Act, the Department also intends
to instruct the Customs Service to waive
cash deposits of estimated
countervailing duties on shipments of
slaughter sows and boars and to collect
cosh deposits of estimated
countervailing duties of Can$0.02Z/lb.
on shipments of all other live swine
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse,
for consumption on or after the date of
publication ·of the final results of this
review. This deposit requirement will
remain in effect until publication of the
final results of the next administrative
review.
Interested parties may submit written
comments on these preliminary results
within 30 days of the date of publication
of this notice and may request diclosure
and/or a hearing within 7 days of the
date of publication. Any hearing. if
requested, will be held 30 days from the
date of publication or the next workday
following. Any request for an
administrative protective order rnust be
made no later than five days after the
date of publication. The Department will
publish the final results of this
administrative review including the
results of its analysis of issues raised in
any such written comm~nts or at a
hearing.
This administrative review and notice
are in accordance with section 751(a)(1)
of ihe Tariff Act (19 U.S.C. 1675(a)(1})
~nd 19 CFR 355.10.
Date: June 3. 1988.
Joseph A. Spetrinl,
Aeling A.•sistanl Secretary. Import
Administration.
(FR Doc. 88-13397 Filed 8-1~ 8:45 oml
BILLING COOl JSI0-05-llll

Export Trade CerUflcate of Review
AGENCY: International Trade
Administration. Commerce.
ACTION: Notice of issuance of an export
trnde certificate of review, Application

#88--00003.

•

SUMMARY: The

Department of
Commerce hos Issued an export trod.e
certificate of review to TradeNet
International of Washington. Inc.
(TradeNet). This n.otice summarizes the
condm:t for which certification has been
granted.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

John E. Stiner. Director. Office of Exporl
Trading Company Affairs. International

-

.
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Trade Administration, 202-377-5131.
This is not a toll-free number.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Title Ill
of the Export Trading Company Act of
1982 ("the Act") (Pub. L. 97-2901
authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to
issue export trade certificates of review.
The regulations implementing Tille Ill
are found at 15 CFR Part 325 {50 FR 1804,
January 11, 1985).
The office of Export Trading Company
Affairs is iasuing this.notice pursuant lei
15 CFR 325.6{b), which requires the
Department of Commerce to publish a
summary of a certificate in the Federal
Register. Under section 305(a) of the Act
and 15 CFR 325.l:t{a). any person
aggrieved by the Secretary's
determination may, within 30 days of
the date of this. notice. bring an action in
any appropriate district court. of the
United States to set aside the
determination on the gorund that the
determination is erroneous.
Description of Certified Conduct
Export Trade.
Products
All products.
Related Services
Consulting, product research and
design, marketing by means of
specialized promotional mailings in
conjunction with trade shows and
catalog and video exhibits, international
market research and statistics,
transportation, trade documentation and
freight forwarding, communication and
processing of foreign orders to and for
exporters and foreign purchasers.
insurance, legal assistance, foreign
exchange, financina. and taking title to
goods.
Export Markets
The Export Markets include all parts
of the world except the United States
(the fifty 11tates of the United Stales, the
District of Columbia, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands, American Samoa, Guam,
the Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands. and the Trust Territory
of the Pacific Islands}.
Export Trade Activities and Methods of
Operation
TradeNet may:
1. Enter into agreements with
individual suppliers, whereby TradeNet
agrees to act as the supplier's exclusive
Export Intermediary for the export of
Products and the provision of Rt:l11ted
Services. These agreements may include
the following provisions:
a. The supplier may agree not to SP.II,
directly or indirectly, through any other

June

.
14. 1988

Export Intermediary, to any· Export
Market and/or
b. TradeNet will have the exclusive
right to choose whether to respond to
bids, invitations. or requests for bids, or
other sales oppot'lunites.
2. Enter into exclusive: agreements
with other F.xport Intermediaries.
"Exclusive" means:
a. The Export Intermediary agrees not
to represent anyone except TradeNet in
ihe sale of Products or the provision of
Related Services In any Export Market,
and/or
b. The Export Intermediary agrees not
to buy Product11 or obtain Related
Services from anyone except TradeNet.
3. Enter into exclusive agreements
with foreign cu11tomers of the Products
and Related Services. "Exclusive"
means that the customer agrees· not to ·
buy Products or obtain Related Services
from anyone except TradeNet.
4. Specify in the agreements described
in paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) above:
a. The price at which Products will be
sold and Related Services provided,
and/or
b. The terms of any: export sale,
including quantities, territories, and
customers.
5. Meet and negotiate with individual
suppliers or groups of suppliers
.concerning the terms of their
participation in each bid, invitation or
request to bid, or other sales opportunity
in uny Export Market.
6. In the course of the negotiations
described in paragraph (51 above,
exchange the following information:
a. Information that is already
generally available to. the trade or
public, '
b. Information that is specific to a
particular Export Market, including, but
not limited to, reports arid forecasts of
sales. prices, terms, customer needs,.
selling strategies, and product
specifications by geographic area and
by· individual customers within the
Export Market,
c. Information on expenses specific to
exporting to a particular Export Market
(such as ocean freight, Inland freight to
the terminal or port. storage, wharfage
and handling charges, insurance, agents'
commissions, export sales
documentation and service, and export·
s11les financing),
d. Information on U.S. and foreign
legislation and regulations affecting
sales to a particular Export Market, and
e. Irifonnation on TradeNet's activities
in the Export Markets, including. but not
limited to. customers. complaints and
quality problems. visits by customers
lo.::ated in the Export Market11, reports
by foreign sales represent!llives. and

I
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mailers concerning the contracts
between Tr·adeNet and its suppliers.
A copy of each certificate will be kept
in the fnternational Trade
Administration's Freedom of
Informttlion Records Inspection Facility,
Room 4102, U.S. Pepartment of
Commerce. Hth Street and Constitution
Avenue NW .. Washington, DC 20230.
Date: June 7, 1088.

George Muller,
Acti11g Director. Office of Export Troding
Company Affairs.
IFR Doc. 68-13320Flled &.:-13-88: 8:45 am)
BILLING CODI

~IO-OfHll

National Oceanic: end Atmospheric
Admlalatrauon.
Natlonal Marine Fl~herlea Service,
Marine fisheries Advisory Committee;
MeeUng That la Partially Cloted to the
Public

National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS), NOAA.
TIME AND DATE: The meeting will
convene at 8:00 a.m., June 28, 1088, and
adjourn at approxiinately 4:00 p.m .• June
29.1988.
PLACE: Radisson Suite Resort. 12
. Park Lane, Hilton Head Island. South
Carolina.
Status: As required by section 10{a)(2)
of the Federal Advisory Committee Act,
5 U.S.C. App. (1982), notice is hereby
given of a meeting of the Marine
Fisheries Advisory Committee
(MAFAC). Purls of this meeting will be
open to the public. The remainder of the
meeting will be closed to the public.
MAFAC was estublished by the
Secretary of Commerce on February 17,
1971. to advise the Secretary ori all
living marine resource matters which
are the responsibility of the Department
of Commerce. This Committee ensures
that the living marine resource policies ·
and programs of this Nation are
adequate to meet the needs of
commercial and recreational fishermen,
environmental, state, consumer,
academic, and other national interests.
AGENCY:

Matters To Be Considered

Portions Open to the Public: June 26.
1988, 8:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.. impacts of
natural events on fishery resources,
NOAA climate and global change
program, tuna management, marine
debris. model seafood surveillance
program, and marine fishing license.
June 29, 1988, 8:30 a.m.-12:00 noon ..
interjurlsdictional fisheries managemenr
proposed policy, commercial fisheries
subcommillee meeting report. marine
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utilized for operations thdt Jo not
presently require zone prur.t!dures, nnd
... ,_!hi? J:rn11hm ne1:tls morn spai;c lo
accununotlate inlernsted zone users.
. No ma11ufod11ri11g appruval11 ure lit?ing
sought in the upplicalion. Such
'upprovals would be requestml from the
· IJourd on-a case-by-case basis.
In accordance with the Board's
regul<1tions. an· examiners committee
has' been appointed to inve11tigate the
upplication and·report to the Board. The
committee consists of: Joseph Lowry
!Chairman), Foreign-Trade Zones Staff,
U.S: Depariment of Commerce, ·
Washington. DC' 20230; David I"
• Willette. District Director, U.S. Customs
Service, South Central Region, 150 North
Royal. Suite 300l, P.O. Box 2748, Mobile.
Al11bama 36652; and Colonel Edward A.
Starbird, Dislrict·Engineer, U.S. Army ·
Engineer District. Nashville, P.O. Box.
. 1070. Nashville;Tenncssee 37202-1070.
Comments concerning the proposed
·.t~xpansion are· invited in writing from
interested parties. They should be
addressed to· the Board's Executive
Secretary ai the address below and
postmarked cin or before F1:bruary 21,
;1989.···

,, .

·Acopy of the application is av;,tiluble
for public inspection at each of the
following locations: ·
Office <if the Port Dire.ctor; U.S. Cu11toms
· ·' Service, ·I funtsville-Madison County
Airport, J>;b. Dox 608g, I hmtsville,
1
'Alah11ma 3'5806.
· .
Office of the Executive Secretary,
' Foreign-Trade'Zones Boa.rd, U.S.
· Dt!p11rtment of Commerce, 14th and
Pennsylvuriia Avenue NW .• Room
·2835, Washington.
DC 20230...
.
DutP.d:· Oc1iiimber 30. 19811.

.

ir.,,

John J. Da l'o.~t~,
f.'.~ec:11ti1 e s.1~:t't!far.y.
IJ'R-i:ioc, 119-3'(5 f.'iled 1-6-00: 8:45 a.ml

investigation on certain headwear from
thn People's Rnpublic of China.
EFFECTIVE DATE: January 9, 1989.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Robin Gray or Anne D'Alauro. Office of
Antidumping Cotnpliance, Import
Administration, International Trade
Administration. United States
Department of Commerce. 14th and
Constitution Avenue NW .• Washington,
DC 20230; telephone (202) 377-1130/
2923.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On

November 25, 1988, we published in the
Federal Register (53 FR 47741) a notice
of postponement of our final
antidumping duty determination on
certain headwear from the People's
Republic of China. The notice also
stated that the public hearing was
postponed until January 13, 1989.
· At the request of the respondents the
public hearing on this antidumping duty
investigation has been further
po_stponed until January 25, 1989. The
hearing will be held at 9:30 a.m. in room
3708. U.S. Department of Commerce.
Hth and Con11titution Avenue NW.,
Wushington, DC 202030. Prehearill6
briefs are due to the Assistant Secretary
by January 17, 1989.
This notice is published pursuant to
iieclion 774{b) of the Act.
Decemher28, 1988.
J11nW.Mare1,
A.~:01sta11t Secretary fur Import
Admini:otrution.

(FR Doc. 89-378 Fi111d 1-6-89; 8:~5 11ml
llllUJNQ
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I C-122-404 J

Live Swine From Canada; FIMI Rnub
of Countervailing Duty Admlnlstrattve
Review

Bl.LUNG CODE 151~ ·.

lntematlonal Tr~e ~dmlnlstrallon

IA;.57~aQ'11
;

.i .

.:~·.'

;

of

Postponement· PubUc Hearing:
Anlldumplng Duty lnvHllgatlon on
Certain ·Headwear From the People's
Republic Of C~l;r;ia
AGENCY: lntern0:1lional Trade

.
t\1lministraiion/ linport Atlministrn lion,
Commerce.
·
ACTION: Notice.
·-

~--·---·----

SUMMARY: This 'notice informs the public
1ha1 lhe Office of Antidumping
C:omplianc~ "ha~ rurttler postponed the
h1:;ir;ng ,on lht! itnli!lumpinK. duty

AGENCY: International Trade
Administration/Import Administration.
Commerce.
ACTION: Notice of final results of
countervailing duty administrutive
review.
SUMMARY: On June 14, 1988, the

Dt!partmenl of Commerce published the
prelimin11ry rt!sults of its administrative
review of the counlervuiling duty order
on live swine from Canadu. We have
now completed that review and
dt!lermine the nut subsidy lo be d1!
111i11im11s for slaughter sows and bo11r:1
and Can $0.022/lb. for all other live
swine during the period April 3. 1985
through March 31. 19116.
EF°FECTIVE DAn: January 9; 1989.

I

Noti\:es
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Sylvia Chadwick or Bernard Carreau,
Ofnce of Counturvailing Compliance,
International Trade Administration. U.S.
Department of Commerce. Washington,
UC 20230; telephone: (202) 377-2706.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background
On June 14, 1988, the Department of
Commerce ("the Department")
published in the Federal Register (53 FR
22189) the preliminary results of its
administrative review of the
countervailing duty order on live swine
from Canada (50 FR 32880, August 15.
1985). The Department has now
completed that administrative review in
accordance with section 751 of the Tariff
Act of 1930 ("the Tariff Act").
Scope of Review
Imports covered by the review are
shipments of Canadian live swine. Such
merchandise is currently classifiable
under I larmonized Tariff Schedule itr.ms
0103.91.00 and 0103.92.00.
The review covers the period April 3,
1985 through March 31, 1986, and 28
programs:
1. Agricultural Stablllzatlon Act
2. Record of Performance Program
3. Canada-Ontario Stabilizution Plan for
Hog Producers 1985
4. Alberta Red Meat Interim Insurance
5. Saskatchewan Hog Aesured Returns
6. British Columbia Farm Income
lnsurimce Plan
7. Manitoba Hog lnc0me Stabilization
Plan
8. New Brunswick Hog Prir.e
Stabilization Plan
9. Newfoundland I log Price Support
Program
10. Nova Scotia Pork Price Stabilization
Program
11. Prince Edw11rd Island Price
Stabilization Program
12. Quebec Furm Income Stabilization
Insurance Programs
13. New Bumswick Swine Assist11nce
Program
14. New Brunswick l.iveslock lnccntiv1~s
Progrum
15. New Brunswick llog Marketing
Program
18. New Brunswick Swine Industry
Financial Restructuring Program
17. Nova Scoliu Swine Herd llealth
Polic:y
18. Nova Scotia Transportation
Assistunce
19. Ontario Farm Tu Reduction
Prugrum
20. Ontario (Northern) Live9tock
Programs
21. Prince Edward Island Hog MarkP.tin3
and Transportation Subsidies

B-50
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22. Prince Edward Island Swine

Development Program
23. Prince Edward Island Interest
Payments on Assembly Yard Loan
24. Quebec Special Credits for Hog
Producers
25. Saskatchewan Financial Assistance
for Livestock and Irrigation
W. Saskatchewan Livestock Investment
TAX Credit
2i. Saskatchewan Livestock Advance
Program
2U. Ontario Weaner Pig Stabilization ·
Phm
·
Analysis of Comments Rec;eived
We gave interested parties an
opportunity to comment on the
preliminary results. At the request of the
petitioner. the National Pork Producers
Council (NPPC). we held a public
hearing on August 5, 1988. The NPPC.
the Canadian Pork Council (CPC), end
Quintaine l!r Sons Ltd., the major
Canadian exporter of slaughter sows
and boars. look part in the hearing.
Co111111e11t 1: The CPC points out that
lhe Department misread the financial
statement of the Farm Income
Stahilizalion Commisaion ("FISC") o~
Ontario in calculating the benefit from
the Ontario Weaner Pig Stabilization .
Plan.
Department's Position: We agree and
ha\'e revised our calculations
accordingly. We determine the benefit
Crom this program to be Can$0.00000037 /
lb.
Comment 2: The CPC asks the
Department lo clarify its rationale for
determining that the Agricultural
Stabilization Act ("ASA"), the National
Tripartite Red Meal Stabilization
("Tripartite") Program, the British
Columbia Farm Income Insurance
Program. and the Quebec Farm Income
Stahilization Insurance Program are
limited lo specific industries. The CPC
also requests that the Department
establish detailed criteria to explain
further its specificity lest by answering
the following questions: If all major
commodities in a jurisdiction were ·
co\·ered by stabilization programs.
would these programs then be
considered not counlervailable? How is
a major commodity defined? If all mafor
commodities are covered by a
stabilization or other program (e.g..
supply management) at the national or
provincial level. should not the
Department take this factor into
account? On the other hand. if there are·
no clearly discernible major
commodities in 11 jurisdiction. is ii
possible to pass the Department's
specificity test if less than 100 percent or
the commercial farm products are
CO\·ered i!y a stabilization program? If

so. how much less than 100 percent: 90.

8o. 60. or 51 percent? How is coverage

1989)__Nolices

foreign government acts to limit the
availability of a program: (2) the number
or enterprises. industries. or groups thal
actually use a progr11m: (3) the dominant
· or disproportionate use of a program by
certain enterprises. industries or groups:
and (4) the extent to which the foreisn
government exercises discretion when ii
confers behcfits under a program. See.

measured: by number of products.
tonnage. or value?
Department's Position: As staled in
our preliminary results; we continue to
regard the subsidy programs referred lo
by the CPC as countervailable because
they are provided to specific industries.
S~veral aspects of the ASA have
e.g.. Preliini11ary Affirmative
changed since our final determination
Couriierv<iili11g Duty Detem1inotiu11:
(50 FR 25097, June 17, 1985).
Certain Softwoud lumber Products from
Furthermore, we received additional
Ca11odti (51 FR 37453. October 22. 1986J).
information on the Tripartite program.
Com111e11t 3: The NPPC contends lhat
the British Columbia Farm Income
the Department's prelimin11ry
Insurance Program, and the Quebec
determination that the Record of
Farm Income Stabilization Insurance
Performance Program (ROPJ is nol
Program. However, we recei\'ed no
countervailable is based on errors of
additional e\'idence thal any of these
law and .mistakes of fact. As long as the
programs are not still limited lo spe~ific . ROP is provided to a specific industry.
industries. For example, with respect to
the Department should find the prosram
the ASA. several major agricultural
to be countervailable.
commodities, such as most wheal. dairy
The NPPC claims that while the
products. and poultry. are still ineligible
results of the ROP research are
for payments. Several major agricultural
nominally available to any interested
products are also excluded from the
party. few, if any. parties other than lhe
British Columbia Farm Income
Canadian hog industry are interested in
Insurance Program (P..g.. wheal. dairy
the results. Only the Canadian ho11
products. and poultry) and the Quebec
industry can benefit from the ROP
Farm Income Stabilization Insurance
research because the information
Program (e.g.. milk products, poullry.
generated is specifically tailored for the
and eggs). Therefore, we determine that
production-practices and climatic
these four programs continue. to be .
conditions existing only in Canada. ROP
countervailable.
data c;annot be used by other industries
The request by the CPC that the
in Canada or by the hog industry in the
Department establish detailed criteria to
United States.
explain further its specificity test
The NPPC argues that the
appears to be a request for an advisory
Department's long-standins practice is
opinion. We do nol consider it
lo find research and development
appropriate to issue advisory opinions
programs such as the ROP to be
based upon hypothetical situations.
. countervailable and, to support its
Also, it is well established that the
asRertion, cites Appendix 2 to Certai11
Department's specificity test cannot be
Steel Products from Belgium. 47 FR
reduced to a mathematical formula
39304. (1982): Optic liquid levr.I Se11si11Jl
because domestic subsidy programs are
Sy.<;tP.ms f ronr Canada. 44 FR 1728.
seldom identical. The terms and .
(1979): ·a·nd Certain Steel Products from
conditions of domestic subsidy
FrancP., 47 FR 39332, (1982).
programs differ from case to case. as do
Deparl111e11t's Positio11: We disasree.
the circumstances under which a
In Appendix 2 to Certain Steel Products
specific program may be used. Thus. we
from Belgium. we determined that
cannot reduce our test for specificity to
assisi11nce pro\'ided by a foreign
a single formula that would be
government to finance research and
applicable lo every cuse. as CPC
development does not confer a
implicitly suggests we should. Instead.
countervailable benefit if the research
we must analyze each program on its
and development has broad application
own merits and weigh various factors
and yields' results that are made
·
before we can determine thal a program
available.to' the public.
is or is not provided, either tie jure or de
Jn Optic 'liquid lei•el Sensing Systems
facto, lo a specific enterprise or
from Canada. we found that the
industry, or group of enterprises or
research and development program
industries.
provided selective treatment because
Parties. howe\'er. are not without
the information generated WAS not
guidance. The determinations published
publicly available and was only used to
by the Department provide a significant
body of precedents by which a domestic. improve the respondent's ability to
introduce a commercially successful
subsidy program may be analyzed.
product lo markel. In Certain Ster.I
Moreo\'er. we routinely consider the
l'roducts from Franco. we examined two
following factors when we apply the
specificity tesl: (11 The extent to which 11 research and dc\·elopmenl progr11ms.
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onr. publicly availalile and the other not.
We found only thr. program whose
research was not publicly availaLle to
he countervailable.
The NPPC submitted no information
to support its claim that the availal.iility
and applicability of ROP research dah1
•ire selective. The CPC, on the other
hand. sulimitted in its rel.iuttal brief
numerous examples of the liroad
applic<1tion 1md pulilic use outside of
Canada·of the research and
developm1mt generated by the ROP.
Among the documents submitted by the
CPC are copies of scientific papers
published outside Canada using ROP
data: copies of papers on the results of
Canadian ROP tests submitted to thP.
National Swine Improvement Federation
in St. l.ouis. Missouri: extensive mailing
lists of recipients of ROP dah1, including
recipients in the United States as well as
other furuign countries: circulation lists
of Canadian Swine. a Canadian industry
m<1gazine, that include many subscribers
in the United Stutes; and copies of
Canadian Swine announcements of
breeding stock sales-all with ROP data
listed. The examples of the wide puLlic
use of this information supports our
preliminary determination that the ROP
research data are publicly available and
applicable to hog producers all over the
world. including those in the United
States. For these reasons, we determine
that the ROP program is not
counteravailable.
Comment 4: The NPPc contends that
the Department understated the benefit
from all programs by weight-averaging
benefits 11ccording to each province's
proportion of total Canadian expol'ts of
live swine to the United States. The
NPPC claims that weight-averaging by
province rather than by producer is
grossly distortive of market realities.
wide open to circumvention. and
improper 11s applied to this case. The
llepartmenl should focus on the overall
effect that the subsidies have on
production and calcuh1te one countrywide rate for all hogs by dividing the
total amount of subsidies from 1111
provinces by the total Canadian
production of live swine. Geographic
boundaries are meaningless to the
production, flow and pricing of any
commodity whose production is easily
stimulated by government subsidies.
Futhermore. weight-averaging by
province creates strong incentives to
circumvent or evade countervailing
duties by transshipping hogs within
Canada prior to exporting to the United
·.
States. The Newfoundland
transshipments found by the
Ot!purtmcnt in its preliminary results

demonstr1ite that the threat or
transshipment is vulid.
Department's Position: We disHgree.
In this 11dminh1trative review. as in the
original countervHiling duty
investigation, we did not investigate
individual producers, electing instead to
focus on aggregate benefits provided by
the federal and provincial governments
to producers of live swine. We did this
because of the large number of hog
producers and the administrative
burden imposed in analyzing and
verifying numerous responses.
To calculate the subsidy, we divided,
for each province, total benefits paid to
hog producers in that province by total
production in that province. We then
weight-Hveruged these benefits by the
provincial shares or 101111 Canadian
exports of the subject mr.rchandisc to
the United Stales.
In our view, this method provides e
better meHsure of the subsidy on exports
to the United States than that proposed
by the NPPC. This is because ii gives
greater weight to tho'se provinces which
ship more hogs to the United States and
therefore more uccurately renects the
level of subsidy on the subject
merchandise.
The danger oC transshipment is
minimal because the same
countervailing duty rate on live swine
applies lo all of Canada. We believe
that the transshipment scenario
described by the NPPC is too far
removed from reality to pose any
signific1ml threat to the integrity of the
countervailing duty law. As we stated in
our preliminary results, the individual
producer usually is not aware of the
ultimate destination of his hogs.
1-'urthennore, ii is impossible for
individual producers to predict which
province will have the lowest benefit
because the Department does not'
calculate provincial benefits until up to
two years after the time of exportation.
Finally. the NewfoundlHnd
transshipments do not support the
NPPC's argument becauae they were .
mude al a lime that the cash deposit rate
was calculated in the m1mner that the
NJ>PC is now advocating.
Comme11t 5: The NPPC states that,
although ii does no( ch11llenge the
Department's creation of a subclass or
kind or merchundi1e for sows and boars.
the Department should announce strict
definitions of sows .. boars. and slaughter
hogs in order to prevent circumvenHon
of the order by masquerading bona fide
slaughter hogs Bl sows and boars..
Quintaine opposes NPPC's request for
strict definitions 81 unnecessary
because industry st11ndord1 determine
the weight of sows and bours and
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because sows and boars are sold and
shipped separately, command difforent
price~. and have different markets.
Dt!parlme11t 's Position: We disagree
with the NPPC and agree with
Quintaine. In our preliminary results of
review, we found that sows and boars
are distinguishable from other live
swine not only by their physir:al
characteristics. but also by their
ultimate use, markets and prices.
Further. there is no financial incentive to
sell slaughter hogs at the much lowt!r
price commanded by sows and.boars.
Comment 6: The NPPC disputes the
Department's estimate that sows and
boars represent only one percent of
Canadian production of live swine. The
NPPC claims thHt the figure should be al
least four percent. which is the
npproxin111te proportion of sows arid
boars to nil live swine produced in the
United States.
Department's Position: We <1gre•! th;1t
the one-percent figure underestimates
the production of sows and boars in
Canada. We requested more precise
informulion from Canada. The CPC
submitted a hog cost model develop•!d
by the Market Outlook and Analysis
Division, Polir:y Branch, Agriculture
Canada. The hog cost model wus
developed after the passage of the 1985
amendment to the ASA and is used fur
calculating the benefits from the
Tripartite swine progrum. The model is
11 nationul average of provincial/
regional costs of production of hogs. The
model. which is updated yearly, was
designed to reflect current industry
structure and production practices. The
model estimates that the proportion of
sows and boars to total live swine
production in Canada is 2.1 peret!nl. We
believe that this is the most accurate
estimate 11veilauie.
Adjusting for this change, we have
recalculated the benefits from the
various programs to be:

I. AgriculiurHI Slubilii>ilion Act-·--······ $0.tlOO:'StlitJ
z. Reconl ul l't!rformunce l'rogrum •...... OOOOOMll)
3. Can11Ja-Ontario S111billzHlioA Pllln
for 11<>11 Producen 1!165 ..-·-·-.............
UIZ~Y583
4. Alhcrtd Rec.I Me111 lnlerim lnsurunc•~ .......................................-·············-···

5. Su1t..a1chew11n I IOI A11ured R•
lurna .................... -... ...............................
6. Urilish Columbia fdrm lncunl<! tnaurance Plan ................... - ... ··-···-...........
1. Munilolia 11<>11 Income S1abili"'°"
lion l'lun ........ _........... - ....... _. __ ,._..........
8. New Brunawiclr. 111111 Price Swliihz.. tion Plun .................................... _,____
9. NewfounJl11nJ lloe Price Suppurt

1)()..1:!:!..a..17
002~1l!IOO

00033610
tl01JOtH4

000001.14

Prosrum ....... -._ .............. --............ ,_,,,..

MOO:?.m

10. Nova Scolia Pon. Price S111liiliz.liun Pr011«m-.. - ... --···
11. Prince Edwunl t.l~ncJ Priu S111b._
lizalion J>rosrsm ............................ -....

OW0:?5.:~

00

- · - · · - - - ·. . ••••

OOOQJSl9
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QuPhec FHrm Income St11bill•H·
1i1•n ln•urHnce Proerams.......................
1:1. NP.w Drunswick Swine Assistance
l'ro11rHm.....................................................
14. N.,w· Orunswick Liveslor.k lncpnli1·P• l'rogrnm ..........................................
15. New Brunswick flog Markelin11
l'ro11rnm.....................................................
111. N"w Orun•wick Swinr. ln1l11Atry
Finum:ial Reslrucltiring l'rn11rnm........
17. Niwa Scotia Swine llerd lleallh
l'11lic~ .........................................................
111. Nm·H Scotia Trunsportnlinn A•· ·

000733ilR
!J()()(J()()OJ

00000249
OOOIJ0019
00000151
00000312

sistHncc ..................................................... · .. OCJOO()()oo
1!1. Ontario Farm Tux Reduction Pro-

11ram ....................................................:...... ·

00003182

20. OnlHrio (Northern) Livestock Pro-

J!rums .................... _...................................
21. Prince Edward Island lfog Mar~Pling and Transportation Subsldie• ............................................................
22. Prince Edward Island Swine Development Program................................
·23. Prince Edward Island Interest
raymenls on Assembly Yard Loan...
24. Quebec Special Credits for llO!I
t•roducers..................................................
25. Sa•katchewen Financial As•istHnr.e fnr t.h·pstuck end lrri11ulion.......
::1;. Sn•l..alchr.wan Livestock Invest"'""' THx Credit .............. -.......~ ...:.:......:..
27. Sa1kmtchewan Llv"tock ·Stock·
. ' Advance Program .•._.. ____ ........ -...........
28. Ontario Weaner Pis Stabillzallon
l'iun (FISCI ....:..:.,...::.••.:•.:..~.....:..::...:..-...
Total benefits· rtom. all"programs ............. _._._ __,__;_J•• ~-.....

00001209

00000041
00002141

uuuouooz
00000000
00000000
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00000000

00000037
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Final Results of Review
After considering all of the comments
received. we determine the net subsidy ·
to be Can$0.00011/lb. for slaughter sows
and boars and Can$0.022/lb. for all
other live swine for the peri9d April 3,
1985 through March 31. 1986. The rate
for slaughter sows and boars is
equivalent lo 0.30 percent ad valorem.
Thr. Department considers any rate less
than 0.5 percent to be de minimis in
·accordance with 19 CFR 355.8.

waiver and deposit requirement will
remain in effect until publication of the
final results of the nel(I administrative
review.
This administrative review and notice
are in accordance with section 751(a)(1)
of the Tariff Act (19 U.S.C. 1675(a)(1))
and 19 CFR 355.10.
Joseph A. Septrinl,
Acting Assistant Secretary· far Import.
Administratio11.
·
Dated: December 30. 1988.
(FR Doc. 89-377 Filed 1~: 8:45 aml
BILLING CODE 351o-os-ll

IC-223-4011

Portland Hydraulic Cement From
Costa Rica; Prellmlnary Results of
Countervalllng Duty Administrative
Review and Tentative Determination
To c;ancel Suspension Agreement
AGENCY: Jnternational Trade
Administration/Import Administration,
Commerce. ·
. ACTION: Notice of preliminary results of
· countervailing duty administrative
. review and tentative determination to
cancel suspension agreement.

I Notices

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background
On December 2. 1984 the Department
of Commr.rce ("the Department")
published in the Federal Register (49 FR
47280) notice of an agreement
suspending the countervailing duty
.
invr.stignlion regarding portland
hydraulic cement from Costa Rica. The
Department sin led that the suspension
. agreement reached with industria
Nacional de Cementos. S.A., ("INCSA")
and the Department met the criteria of
sections 704(h) and (d) of the Tariff Act
of 1930 ("the Tariff Act"). We received
no request to continue the investigation.
Jn March 1986, Cementos del Pacifico,
S.A. ("CPSA"'). also a Costa Rican
producer of portland hydraulic cement,
began exporting the subject
merchandise to the United States.
On December 29, 1986, the petitioners.
the Puerto RiC:an Cement Co., Inc.. and
the San Juan Cement Co., Inc., requested
in accordance with § 355.10 of the
Commerce Regulations an
administrative review of _this suspension
agreement. We published the initiation
on January 20, 1987 (5Z FR 2123). The
Department has now conducted that
review iii accordance with section 751 of~
the Tariff Act.
·

Scope of the Review
The Department of
The United States has developed a
Commerce has conducted an
system of tariff classification based ~n
administrative review of the agreement
the international harmonized system of
suspending the countervailing duty
customs nomenclature. We will be ·
investigation on portland hydraulic
providing both the appropriate Tariff
cement from Costa Rica. The review
Schedules of the ·united States
covers the period October 1, 1985
Annotated (''TSUSA'") item numbers
through September 30, 1986..
and the appropriate Harmonized Tariff
As a result of the review. the.
Schedule ("HTS") item numbers with
.
Department has preliminatily·
our product descriptions. As with the'
determined that lndustria Nacional de ·
TSUSA. the HTS item numbers are
Cementos. S.A., a Costa Rican exporter
Therefore. the Department will
provided for convenience and Customs
of portlar.d hydraulic cement to the
instruct the Customs Service :o
·
purposes. The written description
United States and the oole signatory to
liquidttle. without regard lo
.
remains
dispositive.
the suspension agreement. did not ·. . ·
countervailing duties. shipments of
We are requesting petitioners lo
account for 85 percent of the subject
slaughter sows and boars. and to assess
include the appropriate HTS item
merchandise Imported into the United
· coulnervailing duties of Can$0.022/lb.
number(s) as well as the TSUSA item
States from Co.sis Rica during _the
·
on shipments of all other live swine
numuer(s) in all new petitions filed with
review·
pe!'.iod.
· entered. or withdrawn from warehouse, .
the Department. A reference copy of the·
. for consumption on or after April 3, 1985
A second firm, Cementos del Pacifico,
proposed Harmonized Tariff Schedule i11
and el(ported on or before March 31.
· S.A .• accounted for ell imports of the ..
· available for consultation at the Central
1986.
subject me.rchandise during the review
Records Unit. Room 8-099. U.S.
to
enter
period.
This
firm
did
not
choose
As provided by section 751(a)(1) of the
Department of Commerce, 14th Street
Tariff Act. the Department also will
· into an agreement with the Department
and Constitution Avenue NW.,
and. accordingly. the Department hos
instruct the Customs Service to waive
Washington. DC 20230. Additionally, all
tentatively determined lo cancel the
cash deposits of estimated
Customs offices have reference copies.
.suspension agreement.
nnd petitioners may contact the Import
countr.rvailing duties on shipments of
EFFECTIVE DATE: Jnnuory 9, 1989.
slaughter sows and boars and lo collect
Specialist al their local Customs office
cash deposits of eslimated
to consult the schedule.
Fa.. FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
countervailing duties of Can$0.022/lb.
Patricia W. Stroup or Paul J. McGarr,
Imports covered by this review are
on shipments of all other live swine .
Office of Countervailing Compliance.
shipments of Costa Rican portland
entered. or withdrawn from warehouse.
International Trade Administration. U.S. hydraulic cement. Such merchandise is
for consumption on or after the dale of
lJepnrtment of Commerce. Washington,
currently classifiol.Jle under TSUSA item
publication of this notice. This_deposil
DC 20230: telephone: (202) 377-3337. ·
·number 511.1440 and under I ITS item
SUMMARY:
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The U.S. Hog Cycle
In the United States, and in many other countries and regions of the world
where swine are kept, production is subject to a business cycle, generally
referred to as the hog cycle. The hog cycle may be describ~d as a change in
the population or inventory of live animals and a concomitant but opposite
change in pork production. The cycle reflects the decisions of growers to
expand or reduce production in response to economic signals as modified by
biological constraints. In the United States, a hog cycle is typically 2 years
in duration from peak to trough and 4 years in duration from peak to peak.
Biological constraints.--Biological constraints impose a lag in production
responses, especially for decisions to expand production. When female animals,
called gilts, are about five months old and weigh about 180 pounds, growers
normally decide whether to continue to grow them to slaughter weights of about
220-240 pounds or whether to retain them for breeding purposes. If the
decision is to retain them for breeding purposes, the gilts must be raised to
sexual maturity (which occurs at about 8 to 10 months of age) before they are
suitable for breeding.· Hogs give birth, or farrow, after a gestation period of
about 4 months, or as growers typically say, 3 months, 3 weeks, and 3 days.
The litters that result from the farrowing are ready for slaughter in about six
months. Thus, about 14 to 16 months elapse between the time a grower decides
to keep a gilt for breeding purposes and the time that increased pork
production results are ·seen.
Economic signals.--The economic signals initiating phases of the hog cycle
include fluctuations in prices or profits or even anticipation of such
fluctuations. Also, because growers are accustomed to constantly fluctuating
prices and profits, economic signals typically must be reasonably consistent
for 2 to 6 months before production decisions are altered, depending on the
magnitude of the fluctuation. The economic signals typically reflect
developments occurring in the hog cycle, but may reflect largely exogenous
variables. The largely exogenous variable that most often influences the cycle
is the fluctuation in feed prices since feed is the largest single cost
associated with raising hogs. Other exogenous variables that affect consumers
include the cost and availability of alternative meats, credit considerations,
and, indirectly, weather.
The economic signals that reflect developments occurring in the hog cycle
are for·the most part caused by changes in quantities supplied. For example,
as the price for live animals rises, growers typically respond by retaining
additional animals for breeding purposes in order to ultimately have more
animals to sell at the higher price. Consequently, fewer animals are available
for slaughter, putting even more upward pressure on the price and encouraging
even more retention of animals for breeding purposes. The expanded number of
animals kept for breeding purposes eventually results in supplies of animals
for slaughter that are too large to clear the market at the prevailing price,
and the price declines. As the price declines, growers typically respond by
retaining fewer young animals for breeding purposes and by selling for
slaughter mature a~imals that had been kept in breeding herds. The additional
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supplies put even more downward pressure on the price, encouraging growers to
sell even more animals for slaughter. Ultimately, animal supplies are reduced
to levels that are inadequate to meet demand, and the price begins to rise
initiating the next phase of the cycle.
Analysis of the hog cycle could logically begin at various points along a
cycle. For purposes of this investigation, an analysis could begin at January
1985. An analysis of developments between January 1979 and early 1985 is
provided in appendix D of USITC publication 1733, Live Swine and Pork From
Canada, July 1985, the CoIIDDission's report on Investigation No. 701-TA-224.
The changes in profits, referred to as net margins, that occurred during
1985-88 are shown in table H-1 and table H-2, which are based on official
statistics of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Table H-1 shows the net
margins for Corn Belt hog feeding and represents the calculated average profit
experience for growers in that region who raise feeder animals of about 40 to
50 pounds to slaughter weights of about 220 to 240 pounds.

Table H-1
Swine: Net margins 1/ to U.S. feeders, by months, 1985-88
(Per hundredweight)
Month

1985

1986

1987

1988

January •••...••
February .•••.••

-$1.10
1.28
- 4. 77
- 6.69
- 8.95
- 6.74
- 6.50
- 8.75
- 9.26
- 3.93
- 1.81
- 0.94

$1.83
- 2.29
- 3.40
- 2.67
2.36
6.95
11.34
15.44
9.58
4.08
0.97
- 2.27

-$6.71
1.62
1.15
3.41
7.83
10.27
10.10
7.45
3.23
- 0.06
- 8.87
- 8.88

-$5.22
0.44
- 1. 75
- 0.56
1.13
- 2.38
- 6.82
- 8.76
-11. 59
- 8.45
-13.45
- 8.39

March .•..••...•

April . .........
May •••.•....•••

June . ..........
July . ..........

August •.••••.••
September •...••
October •.•••.••
November ..•••••
December ••.••••

-

1/ Difference between price received by farmers for slaughter hogs and all
costs (feeder animal, feed, labor and management, interest on purchase, and so
forth) for raising feeder pigs from 40 pounds to a slaughter weight of 220
pounds.
Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the USDA.

Such data were included in the previously described CoIIDDission analysis of the
hog cycle between January 1979 and early 1985 and is included in this analysis
to provide continuity with that report.
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Table H-2 shows the net margins 'for farrow-to~finish hog production, 1,600
head annual sales, North Central region, and represents the calculated average
profit experience for growers in that region who raise animal~ from birth to
slaughter weights. Officials of the USDA estimate that about 80 percent of all
hogs grown in the United States are grown· in the North Central region (which
includes the States of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin), where 4 out of 5 hogs
are grown on farrow-to-finish operations. The format of table H-2 was first
published by the USDA in May 1987, 'and the statistical data in the table are
updated monthly.

Table H-2
Swine: Net.margins 1/ to farrow-to-finish growers, 1,600 head annual sales,
North Central- region,. by months, 1985-88
(Per hundredweight)
1985

Month
January •••.•.•••
February ••••••••
March • ..........

April . ..........
May • ••••••..•.••
June . •••....•...

July . ...........
August . .........

September .••••••
October .••••••••
November ••••••.••
December ••••••••

-$0.74
·0.70
- 3.07
- 4.81
- 4.27
- 0.82
0.90
- 1.46
- 3.65
- 0.15
0.01
1.56

1986
$2.41
1.46
- 0.79
- 1.50
3.99
10.10
16.39
19.32
15.08
10.52
11.50
11.27

1987
$8.60
9.70
8.37
11.20.
15.43
20.99
20.50
19.31
15.64
11.90
3.32
4.39

1988
$6.32
7.73
4.28
3.39
6.01
7.12
4.44
3.34
- 1.40
- 8.64
- 5.92
- 3.55

11 Receipts less cash expenses and replacement.
Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the USDA.

Table H-3 shows the quantity of pork produced in the United States from
domestically grown animals and demonstrates the results of t~e hog cycle. The
statistics in table H-3 exclude pork produced in the United S~ates from animals
grown in Canada and imported into the United States for slaughter, and, hence,
the statistics are not directly comparable with certain other production
statistics in this report.
Table H-4 shows the number of animals kept for breeding purposes in the
United States as of June 1 and December 1 of each year during 1984-88, and when
compared with previous year levels, suggests developments in the hog cycle.
Table H-5 shows, among other things, the estimated annual slaughter of animals
grown in the United States during 1984-88, and provides a convenient overview
of developments in the cycle.
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Table H-3
Pork: U.S. shipments derived from domestic live swine, by months, 1985-88
(In million of pounds)
Month

1985

· January •.•••.....•
February ..•.•.•...
March .•.•.••.•••••
April . ............
May .• .••.•.••....•
June • .....•.•••••.
· July . .............

August ....•.••.•.•
September •.......•
October ...•••.•••..
November •..•.•.•.•
December .•..•....•
Toi.al ........

r~i49

1,080
1,195
1,274.
1, 309 .
1, 107
1,129
1,199
1,188
1,352
1,234
1.204.
14,520

1986

1987

i988

1,254
1,098
1,193
1,286
1,207
1,058
1,049
1,028
1,130
1,279
1, 113
1.216
.i
13 '911

1,235
1,066
1,221
1,162
1,066'
1,080
1,075
1,069"
1,221
1,353
1,307
1.382
14,237

1,234
1,176
1,351
1,255
1,223
1, 222.
1,.124
1,268
1,343
1,424
1,445
1.409
15,474

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the USDA and the U.S.
Department of Commerce.

Table H-4 ,.
Liye swine for breeding purposes:
December 1, 1984-88

U·.S.

Inventory as of--

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

June .1 ..... ...........

7,401
6;933

6,997
6,783

6,420
6,671

7 ,0.40
7,153

7,530
?,040

December 1 . ...
Source:

'! • • • • •

inv~ntories

as of June: 1, and

Cc;impiled from official statistics of the USDA.

Net margins (the profit levels) shown in table H-2.were apparently
somewhat discouraging fo growers during 1985 through Apr.il 1986. Pork
production, at 14.5 billion pounds during 1985, slightly exceeded previous-year
levels. Table H-3 shows .that pork production during January~April 19a6
exceeded production during the corr~l:lponding period of 1985. T.ab.le H-4 shows
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that inventories of animals kept for breeding purpos~s. as of June 1, 1985, 1'l!
December 1, 1985, were lower than previous-year levels. Total hog slaughter
during 1985 was 83.3 million animals, compared with 83.8 million animals in
1984 (table H-5).·
Table H-5
Swine: U.S. slaughte~, imports from Canada, and estimated slaughter of
domestically grown swine, by year, 1984-88
Quantity (In 1.000 animals)
Swine--

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

U.S. slaughter .••••••
U.S. imports from

85,168

84,492

79,598

81,081

87,730

Canada • •••••.••••••

1.322

1.227

501

446

83,846

83,265

79,097

80,635

Estimated U.S.
slaughter of
. swine grown in
the u s
0

I

I

o

0

I

I

o

I

0

878 11

86,852

1/ Estimated by the staff of the U.S. international Trade Commission.
Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.

Net margins became sharply more positive beginning in June 1986. Although
less pork was produced during the last 8 months of 1986 than in the
corresponding part of 1985, the inventory of animals kept for breeding purposes
as of June 1, 1986 and December 1, 1986, was below previous-year levels: the
December 1, 1986, inventory was, however, higher than the June 1, 1986,
inventory. Total pork production during 1986 was 13.9 billion pounds, and the
number of animals slaughtered was 79.1 million.
Net margins during January-March 1987 were less than in the last 7 months
of 1986, but still much higher than in the corresponding period of 1986;
margins rose in April 1987 and were at historically high levels during the
summer of 1987. Pork production during January-May wasbelow previous-year
levels, and production during June-August was only slightly more than in the
corresponding period of 1986. The June 1, 1987, and December 1, 1987,
inventories of animals kept for breeding purposes were ~igher than previousyear levels. Pork production during 1987 amounted to 14,.2 billion pounds, and
slaughter of U.S. hogs was 80.6 million animals.
·
Net margins declined sharply beginning in November ,1987, were below
previous-year levels during that month and December 1987, remained below
previous-year levels in every month of 1988, and were negative for the last 4
months of 1988. The June 1, 1988, inventory of animals kept for breeding
purposes was higher.than the corresponding inventory of 1987, but the December
1, 1988, inventory was lower than the December 1, 1987, inventory. Pork
~
production amounted to 15.5 billion pounds during 1988; slaughter was 86.9
million U.S. animals in 1988.
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The increased pork production beginning in November 1987 increased
slaughter in 1988, and the drop in the inventory of animals kept for breeding
purposes as of December 1, 1988, suggests that the hog cycle is in the
contraction phase. It appears that the profit margins of 1987 resulted in
expanded inventories. These expanded inventories of animals kept for breeding
contributed to larger supplies of animals for slaughter, subsequent larger pork
production, and presumably, reduced profitability.
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APPENDIX I
IMPACT OF IMPORTS ON U.S. PRODUCERS' EXISTING DEVELOPMENT AND
PRODUCTION EFFORTS, GROWTH, INVESTMENT, AND ABILITY TO
RAISE CAPITAL
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IMPACT OF iMrORTS ON U.S. PRODUCERS' EXISTING DEVELOPMENT AND
PRODUCTION EFFORTS, GROWTH, INVESTMENT, AND ABILITY TO
RAISE CAPITAL

The Conunission requested U.S. producers to describe and explain the
actual and potential negative efforts, if any, of imports of fresh
chilled, or frozen pork from Canada on their firm's existing
development and production efforts, growth, investment, and ability to
raise capital. Their responses are shown below:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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EXCERPTS FROM ANNUAL REPORTS

gxcerpts from annual reports
Wilson Foods
"After experiencing large operating losses, Wilson adopted a
strategy to redirect its business toward value-added fresh and
processed pork products and to reduce its hog slaughter and
commodity pork activities to those necessary to approximate the
anticipated raw material needs of that business. Since 1982, the
Company has sold or closed seven plants and two marketing centers
thereby significantly reducing its slaughtering capacity and its
work force ••• The Company continues to increase i.ts percent of sales
volume to the growing food service industry, re¥lecting management's
emphasis on this higher margin channel of distribution which
exhibits continued growth in demand. 1/
As far as profit margins are concerned, Wilson stated:
"During the past few years, the Company has increasingly emphasized
value-added products because these products generate higher sales
prices per pound, exhibit lower finished product price volatility
and generally result in higher and more consistent profit margins"
than commodity products." 2./

The company discussed its three new plants and stated:
"All three plants are now operating profitability, and
are expected to be major contributors to IBP's earnings
growth. " 'J.I
Farmland Foods
"Extensive advertising and marketing of Farmland Foods' pork
products and the integration of many value-added and convenienceadded products have made 1988 a very profitable year for the
company."!±/

11 Wilson Foods 1988 Annual Report.
2.1 Wilson Foods 1988 10-K, p. 4.
'J.I IBP 1987 annual ·report, p. 2.·
!±/ Farmland industries .1988 annual report, p. 18.
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Smithfield Foods. Inc.
"Fiscal 1988 was a very gratifying year in the history of
Smithfield Foods. Both net income and net income per share
reached record levels." 1/
Hormel
"Record earnings were ·achieved despite severe pressure on
margins caused by pork raw material costs that were among the
highest ever experienced. Offsetting this nearly year-long
problem were higher sales volumes in many branded product
lines, plant utilization efficiencies and productivity
improvements, tight internal cost controls and successful new
product introductions. 21

11 Smithfield Foods 1988 annual report, p. 2.
21 Hormel 10-K, 1988.

